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A B 5 T RAe T 
Mathematical medels aro devolopod for a stoam roforming 
furnace in both tho stoady stato and unstoady stato modos 
of op~ration. Tho ono-dimonsional radiation field in a 
participating medium is resolvod into various classas of rays 
which distributo radiant enorgy to tho furnaco tubas carrying 
the procoss gas. 
Rosults prodicted by tho modal ara found to compare 
satisfactorily with values moasured on an actual plant. 
A preliminary analysis of tho thormal shock offects that 
arise during transiont conditions in tho furnaco is mado and 
limits on tho safo rote of chango of load level are indicated. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION - SCOPE or THE PROJECT 
The major sources of industrial hydrocarbons are deposits of 
fossil fuels. There is a close correspondenco between the volatility 
of a fuel and its carbon to hydrogen ratio. On a weight for weight 
basis, this ratio is approximately 3.0 for natural gas, rising to 
5.6 for light petroleum distillate, 7.8 for heavy fuel oil, 15.5 
for a typical bituminous coal and over 30 for anthracite (1). 
Concurrently with the increase in the carbon to hydrogen ratio 
there is an increase in the average number of carbon atoms per molecule. 
Natural gas consists largely of methane with small amounts of ethane, 
propane and butane. Light distillates, in general, are straight-
chained paraffins in the C6 to Cg range, containing also small 
quantities of benzene. Heavy oils are complex mixtures of the higher 
paraffins, whilst the solid fuela are multi-ringed structures 
containing several hundred carbon atoms per molecule. 
An important part of the chemical and allied industries is 
concerned with transforming the complex carbon compounds found in 
naturally occurring fuels into simpler gaseous mixtures. Tho procedure 
involves two principal operations - "cracking", the breaking down 
of carbon chains or rings into smaller molecules by the action of hoot; 
and reforming, tho reduction of the carbon to hydrogen ratio, generally 
using stoam as the source of additional hydrogen. By manipulating the 
severity of tho cracking conditions and the amount of stoam employed 
and by using special catalysts to promote certain reactions while 
inhibiting others, tho product composition can be varied to suit 
different demands (2). Those demands fall into twa categories: the 
gas may be used as a fuel or it may serve as the starting material for 
the manufacture of other chemicals. 
At moderate tomperatures with no steam present, large paraffin 
2, 
molecules are ruptured by the breaking of carbon-carbon bonds near the 
middle of the chain and the fragments form a lower paraffin and an olefine. 
As the temperature increases, the lower paraffins formed tend.to·crack 
further producing still lower paraffins and increasing amounts of free 
hydrogen as the carbon-hydrogen bonds now break. The olefines now become 
diolefines and then aromatic compounds and if the temperature increases 
still further, the aromatics are progressively dehydrogenated to multi-
ringed tarry substances and Bvenbially to carbon. At these temperatures 
even the simplest paraffins are crocked into their constituent elements -
carbon and hydrogen. 
The picture changes when a hydrocarbon is heated together with steam. 
Initially, the chief products are still the lower paraffins and olefines, 
but the excess hydrogen tends to saturate the olefines forming more paraffins. 
As the temperature increases, the paraffin molecules become smaller and a 
significant incroaoe in tho brAaking of corban-hydrogen bonds occurs. Free 
hydrogen is produced whilst the released carbon atoms form oxides with oxygen 
from tho stoam. This is on idealisation of tho reactions - in practice, a 
considerable amount of tar and carbon is formed in a purely thermal cracking 
process oven whon a large excess of steam is employed. 
In genoral, the higher the hydrocarbon used as a feedstock, the more 
difficult it is to stop the reactions at intermodiate stages. With regard 
to reforming reactions, coal may only bo fully gasified with steam to produce 
"water gas" - a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Naphtha (light 
potroleum distillate) on the other hand, yields substantial quantities of 
methane at moderato temperatures. As tho operating temperature of tho 
naphtha-steam reaction is raised, the methane is progrossively 
convorted to carbon oxides and hydrogen.~ The methane rich-product 
forms ,tho basis 'of the town gas manufacturing proooes whereas the 
hydrogen-rich gas'·can bti troetod':to produce"oither pure hydrogen or 
a hydrogen-corbon monoxide mixtura known as "synthusis gas". Hydrogen 
is usod to manufacturo ammonia and for various hydrogenation processos; 
synthosis gas is tho starting point for saveral important roactions, 
including mothanol production and tho "Oxo" procllss for making othor 
alcohols and carbonyl compounds (4) (5). 
Tho advantagos of naphtha and natural gas ovor solid fuels duo to 
their lowar carbon to hydrogen ratios are enhancod by the greater eose 
with which they can be handlod in the fluid state. This facilitates 
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full mochanisation and automatic control in thaso plants with tho result 
that they have gonorally reploced cool-based processes for the manufacture 
of town gas and hyd rogon (6). I 
Tho particular reforming procoss studied in this project involves 
tho manufacture of town gas. An important faature of such plants is the 
frequency with which thoir operating levels must be changed to moot 
varying damonds, unlike ammonia plants, for Qxample, which normally 
operata continuously at their design c3pacitios. If in the futuro 
manufactured gas is only required for poak loads this aspect will become 
oven more marked and hence considorable savings may be mode by changing 
frem onu operating loval to another in an optimol. monner. This point 
will be discussed further in Soc. 1.3 when the ov~rall objectives of the 
rosearch ere stated. 
1.2 Process uoscription 
The actual plant studied is the No.1 struam of the North Eastorn Gas 
Boardls Oewsbury Works. It con USD eithnr naphtha er natural gas as tho 
roformer feedstock. In common with most other plants nowa~aYB, Townls 
gas is mode by 0 two-stage process. first, tho hydrocarbon is reformed 
3 to givo a "~oon gas" of calorific value approximatoly 380 Btc / ft ;this 
3 is thon onriched to a calorific valua of 500 Btu / ft by butano or 
not ural gas. It is possible to make 0 full to~n gas in a single, continuous 
roforming operation (7), but carbon deposition on the catolyst tends to 
-
4. 
be excossivo unloss unoconomically high steam/hydrocarbon ratios aro 
usod. HClnco mest plants that manufacture rich gas in ono stage must 
8mploy periodic regoneration cf tho catalyst - they oro cyclic in 
operation and work at low pressures. 
Lean gas production requirss a reformer exit tomporatura of about 
o 750 C, midway betweon the temperaturos necossary to produce a full town 
gas (600~e) and hydrogen (900oe). Tho catalyst in the present plant is 
a spocially promotod nickol-based ceramic which was cevoloped by 
Imperiol Chemical Industries Ltd. in the late 1950's, known as leI 46/1. 
This cntalyst pormits tho use of an economically low steam/hydrocarbon 
ratio without significant carbon deposition on the catalyst. In addition 
tho process can bo run at higher pressures, which increases the throughput 
for a given eroa of plant and saves compression costs where the gas is 
to bo fed into a high pressure town gas grid. 
fig. 1.1 is a simplifiod flowshoat of tho procoss. Naphtha is first 
preheatod, thon mixed with a stroam of hydrogen-onriched recycle gas 
prior to baing vaporisod and suporheated to the roquir~d temperature for 
hydro-desulphurisation. This is done before entry to tho reformer to 
avoid poisoning the catalyst; it means that subsequent sulphur romoval 
from the make gos is unnecessary. 
Dosu1phurisotion is accomplishod in t~o stages. firat, tho naphtha 
vapour and recycle gas paso through a bed of zinc oxide in tha primary 
dcsulphuriser at 350-400oe which absorbs most of the sulphur compounds. 
Then in the secondary desulphurisar certain "hard" organic sulphides are 
roduced to hydrogen sulphido by reaction over a special molybdenum 
catalyst. Another bad of %ihc oxido below tho catalyst removos the 
hydrogon su1phido producod. This vassal is also maintained at around 
o 350-400 C. for succossful operation of tho molybdonum catalyst, the 
amount of C02 in tho recyo1~ gas stroam shoulcl bo kept to a minimum. 
rho dosulphurisod vapour is mixoc with superheated etoam to givo an 
5. 
approximate ratio of 3:1 botwoon tho lb.-molDs of steam and lb.-atoms 
of carbon in tho foud. If thQ reformer feudstock is natural gas, it 
enters tho process train at this point sinca vaporisation ond 
dosulphurisction ara unnecossary.. Tho steam and hydrocarbon pass to tho 
o r~forming furnace ot 400 C and a pressure in tho region of 450 psi. 
All reforming reactions oro endothermic to some degroo so that heat 
must be supplied to maintain them. A reformer, thon, comprises 
essentially a furnace in which tha heat sink is on array of catalyst-
fillod tubes through which the reacting gases aro passed. A mora 
detailed description of tho furnace geometry is given in Chapter 2. 
Waste hoot from ths reformer flue gases is recovered in 0 convection 
section consisting of Q steam superheater, the naphtha vaporiser and the 
combustion air proheator. Gases leaving tho air heater are discharged 
into tho atmosphere via Q chimney. 
a Lean gas leaves the reformer tubes at 750 C and 400 psi. It first 
pa~sos through tho primary make gas waste heat boiler, which raises high 
pressure stoam ond cools the loan gos to 3900C, the required temperature 
for tho shift reaction. This makes use of the well-known water gas 
rooction whereby the ccnvorsion of carbon monoxiue ond steam to carbon 
dioxide and hydrogen is favourod by low temperatur~s. Tho catolyst is 
chromia-promoto~ iron oxido. DUG to the oxothermic natura of tho process 
tho gas temperature on exit from the CO shift converter has risen to 
4300 C. 
Hoat is recoverod from the lean gas stream in a series of plant items. 
]ha shift convertod'gss passes through tho socondary make gas wasta hoat 
boiler which raises more high pressuro process steam; then through 0 heat 
oxchangor which proheats tho foouwater to the boilers; subsoquently 
through the naphtha prehaater, tho carbonate roboiler and two othur heat 
oxchangor items not shown in fig. 1.1. Thosa aro firstly, a low-pressuro 
boilor which raisos steam to de-aerato tho raw bailor fGodwater ond 
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socondly on air-cooled series of finned tubas. 
Then tho gas ontors the b3se of tho carbon dioxide absorption 
column, its temp~rature hoving fallen, by this time, to about lOOoe. 
Condensation bog ins in the gas stream ofter the f08dwoter hecter. 
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Thereforu, tho wotor producod in this and 011 downstream exchangers has 
to be romoved by knock-out drums ond after suitable degassing, tho 
condensate is returned to the bailor feed tanks. By-possos are 
installed around eoch heat exchanger to facilitato temperature control 
of the gas. 
Carbon dioxide is dissolved out of the make gas for two reasons: 
to control tho specific gravity, and to provide a recycle hydrogen 
stroam substantially freo from CO2 for tho desulphurisotion procosses. 
However, only port of tho carbon dioxide is to be removed from the main 
make gas stream, whilst tho minimum possible concentration is desired 
in the recyclu stream. The arrangemunt adopted is a division of the 
absorber into two sections, with tho gas aff-take pipe for the recycle 
stroam situated at tho top of tho to~or and a second off-toka pipe for 
tho mako gas in between tho sections. In this way tho lean gas stream 
is split, tho recyclo gas boing almost completely strippod of CO2, but 
tho make gas only partially so. Further adJustmont in the upward 
diroction of tho mnke gas CO2 content is possible by meons of a by-pass 
around the lower section of the absorber. 
Absorption of CO2 is carried out by scrubbing the gas with a 
solution of 30~ potassium carbonate which is pumped to the top of the 
column and allowed to tricklo down through tho packing. The potassium 
bicarbonate formed is transferred from the basc of tho 'absorber to the 
top of tho stripper column by tho differenco in pressure between the 
two columns. In tho baso of tho stripp~r there is a roboilor to 
rogonorate the potassium carbonato. The strippod CO2 is vontod to 
atm03phoro from tho top of the stripper and tho rogenoratorJ carbonate 
7. 
solution is returned to tho absorber. 
Recyclo gas from tho absorber ie passod through an air cooler 
and thon a knock-out drum to removo condonsate. It is thon compressed 
to ovor sao psi before jcining tho liquid paphtha Cownstroam of the 
naphtha praheator. 
Provision is made in the prosent plant for enriching tho loon gas 
stream with either natural gas, liquified potroleum ga8 (usually butano) 
or by tho Gas Council's hydrogenation proc~ss which uses part of tho 
naphtha feedstock as tho basis of the enrichment. If the lean gas is 
'cold-enriched". i.o. with an external source of natural gas, or butane, 
it passes through an air cooler from which it omergos Q few degroes abovo 
ambient temperature. After condensate romoval, it is mixed with tho 
enriching element before procuoding to tho gas drying column where 
traces of wator vapour are removod by scrubbing with glycol. The final 
gas entors a delay volume to guard against off-specification gas and is 
then odorised, motered and fad into the grid. 
The hydrogenation process is a thermal crocking reaction in which 
o 
naphtha vapour and laan gas oro contacted at 7S0 C and 350 psi. Both 
high te~porotur8S and high pressuros are necessary for the hydrogenation 
to occur; otherwise largo quantities of unsaturatod hydrocarbons will 
appear. Tho mechanism of tho roactions is baroly understood. No 
catalyst material is actually used but it seoms necessary that a trace 
of sulphur be present in tho naphtha and a fairly high percentago of CO2 
in tho Icon gas stroam (9). 
A small amount of row naphtha is thoreforo blendod with tho 
dosulphurised stream before entry to the hydrogenator vassel. The 
roquired CO2 content is obtained by adjusting tho by-pass around the 
absorber. In Bedition 0 small quantity of stoam is left in tho loan gas 
stroam to prevont carbon formation. fig 1.2 gives the flowshGet of tho 
hydrogenation procoss. 
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Produdts obtoine~ from the hydrogenator aro principally methane 
and othane, with a little othylene and somo aromatic compounds which 
are subsequontly stripped from tho gas and addod to the furnace burner 
fuel. Tho reactions ora somewhat exothormic so by using tho sonsible 
heat of tho product gases to preheat tho ingoing reaotants, no extornal 
heat source is requirod. The calorific value of tho rich gas lios 
betwoen 750 and 800 Btc / ft3• finally, tho rich and leon gas streams 
combine and are driod in tho glycol absorber before feeding to the 
grid. 
Clearly, the hydrogenation enrichment process is the most economic 
if cold enriching feodstocks command a significant price premium. 
Howevor, this is becoming loss so as the availability of natural gas 
increases so that the pro sent trend is to enrich the reformod naphtha 
with natural gas. 
1.3 Rosea.~ OhJ.oct,ivos 
Thero are several aspocts of gas-making plants that make computer 
control ond modolling appoor attractive. As statod previously, 
variations in ambient tomporatura result in fluctuating demand for town 
gas. Consequently, reforming plants must be capable of operating over 
a wide range of throughputs and be ablo to switch from one oporating 
loval to another as rapidly as possible. Tho ostablishmont of on optimum 
set of controlled variables at a givon operating level is the obJoctive 
of stoady stato optimisation, whilst moving from ono operational level 
to the desirod laval along on optimal path is the basis of dynamic 
optimisation and control studios. 
If the Gas Council's hydrogenator is usod, thero orisGs an 
intorosting food-forward control problom, sinco tho variation in tho lean 
gas state on oxit from tho shift convortor will affoct the products 
omorging from tho hydrogonator. To operate tho hydrogonator in on 
optimum manner, thorefore, it is necessary to anticipate and counteract 
the affocts of thuse disturbances by altering its control settings. 
Tho stoam-raising systom on the other hand is a good illustration 
of feedback control. As indicatod in fig 1.1, process steam is raised 
in boilers using thO wasta hoot of both tho flue gas and mako gas 
streams. These boilers are all connected to a common stoam drum, so 
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from the steam-raising viewpoint only the total excoss heat availablo from 
the furnace is important. This quantity is ~ofined by the differenco 
betweon tho huat roloased by the burnors and tho hoat requirod to 
maintain tho ondothormic cbemical roactiens. Thus tho steam prossure 
is determined primarily by a foedbock loop to tho burner fuel flowrate. 
It was decided that the ultimate aim of the project should bo the 
implemontation of supervisory control on a gas-making stream with special 
attention being paid to the dynamic behaviour of the system as it moves 
from one load laval to another. It was considored that steady state 
optimisation would not bring about a comparable reduction in operating 
costs becauso the system is fairly tightly constrained, primarily by the 
noed to achievo correct gas spocification and to maintain sufficiont 
waste heat capacity for stoam generation. Hance tho range of possible 
op~rating conditions for a given throughput is limited and conventional 
analoguo instruments will normally maintain tho process close to those 
sot points. 
Essentially, the thormal economy of tho procoss determines its 
viability. A cortain fraction of tho hydrocarbon feedstock has to be 
burnt in order to reform tho romaindor. Wasta heat from the furnace is 
then utilised in the generation of process steam. It is evident that 
the reforming furnace plays 0 key role in this systom and it is on this 
that tho major effort should be concentrated. 
A koy elomont in optimisation and control studies is the 
development of 0 mathematical model of the process. If the aim is 
supervisory control in thO unsteady stato, tho modol must be ablo to 
perform th~ following functions~ 
10. 
i) Prodiction of tho dependant process variables from tho indepgndont 
on09. Obviously, offoctivo control action con bo oxercisud only if 
tho consequences of a givon action can be forsaon. In particular, 
the transiont bohaviour of tho system in rosponso to a chango in the 
input variables must be analysod to ensure that constraints on c~rtain 
parameters are not violated. 
ii) Computation of tho optimal, time-dependont control vector requirod 
to bring tho process to a new oporating lovol. Tho literaturo on this 
subject is oxtensive (10) (11), but is almost always concerned with 
lumped-paramo tor representations and often with such inconveniences as 
time lags and non-linoaritios discountEd. Since many chemical plants 
cannot bo describod adequatoly in these terms soma simplification of 
the modal is called for. SevQral techniques aro availablo for doing 
this (12). 
The present work is concernod with the dovelopment of a detailed 
dynamic model of tho roforming fur~~ca at Dews bury which can bo checkod 
against data recorded from the plant. first a generalisod model is 
formulatod in torms of stote voriablo equations, thon a subset of those 
solved for tho stoady stote coso. Rosults from this modol ar~ chocked 
, 
agoinst in-plant data. A second stoady stnto modol is also described 
which follows mora closely tho actual goomotry of the furnace. finally, 
tho full dynamic modol is solvod and this too compared with values 
recordod from plant tasts. 
11. 
CHAPTER II. FORmULATION OF A GENERALISED mODEL. 
:g =: 4-~--="-:---- :::::::: .. ~"'''-.~':-'::_,:::-~.::...:o..~ 
2.1 Special Features or a~rming Furnace 
fUrnaces consist ossentially of refractory-lined enclosures, inside 
which thore is a moans of transporting the hoot sink into and out of the 
furnacCl volumo in batch-wise or continuous manner. Apart from olectric 
furnacos, the heating medium is tho body of hot combustion gasBs 
within this volume so that the predominant mode of heat transfer, even 
at modorate temperatures is by radiation. 
Fig 2.1 shows a schematic side elevation of a typical reformer. 
It is of roctangular construction and contains three rows of catalyst-
packed vertical tubes down which tho process gos (heat sink) flows. 
Burners are distributed over the roof araa, firing downwards into the 
furnace volume botween the tuba lanes. The number of burners employed 
is loss than tho number of tubas; normally between ona quarter and ona 
third as many. One of the aims of successful roformer design is to 
ensure that, at a given horizontal level, the configuration of burners usod 
giv~s as noarly uniform a heat flux as possible to every tube. 
The fuol used by the burners is either natural gas or naphtha, 
mixed with a small amount of aromatic hydrocarbons if tho Gas Council 
rich gas hydrogonation process is in operation. Liquid naphtha is first 
atomised with air before roaching tho burnor nozzlos. Tho flue gases 
pass downwards and are romoved through ducts built into the floor of the 
furnaco. 
It is clear that the layout of a reformer is rather different from 
that of stoam-raising furnacos which have their bank of tubes around 
. 
tho walls of the combustion chamber and tho flue gas outlot somewhere 
in tho uppor part of tho furnace. Such an arrangement moans thot the 
gases oro woll-mixad, of substantially constant composition and 
tomporature. In foct, the Topsos reformers are aidG-fired with the flue 
Catalyst 
tube 
P igta i Is _---t--r1:!::2 
Refractory 
....-- wall 
. 
.' 
. . 
Supporting 
column 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM. Of REFORMER 
at tho roof of th~ furnace (14) so that these furnaces do, to a 
roasonablo approximation, approach uniform conditions. 
Calculation of tho radiant hoot transferred betwoon the gases 
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and tuba bank is then possible by defining a singlo geometrical quantity 
known as the "mean beam length". This was dane by LOBO and EVANS (15) 
and still forms tho basis of design and performance modolling methods 
for those furnaces. 
A straightforward lUmped parameter treatment liko this cannot hold 
good for a top-fired reformer. In the upper region of tho furnace, 
tho jotting action of the burners will induce turbulont recirculation 
of the combustion gases so that hero their temperature will be fairly 
constant. Bolow this region. however, the gas temperature falls 
steadily with increasing distance down the fUrnace as hoat is transferred 
to tho tubes. This stable temperature pattern causes tho gas to travol 
in plug flow down the furnace, parallel with th~ flow of steam and 
naphtha with littlo rocirculation or baGk-mixing. Any formulation of a 
model for a reforming furnace must taka account of these gradients in 
tho radiation fiald. which transforms it into a distributed parameter 
problem. 
2.2 Samo Mo.t.h.ocJs al..!ld!ncce Maqe.~J.'J.9. 
Thero are many moth ods of analysis available for Qvaluating the heat 
transfer characteristics of industrial furnacos. The degrees of 
sophistication and consoquent mathematical complexity of these will 
vary enormously: Q satisfactory model is one that retains all essential 
features of the system but is novortheless open to numerical evaluation 
in terms of the computing facilities available. 
Tho inadequacy of simple lumped parnmoter treatments of the Lobo 
and Evans type has already been mentioned. This is true even for tho 
steady state cass. Cortain refinoments are possible to take account 
of the mutual shielding of adJacont tubes, roflection of radiant flux 
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from tho refractory wolls on to the tubes and tho fact that tho gos does 
not absorb anJ emit radiation at constant rote for all wavolongths 
(rolaxntion of the groy gas assumption). Those ore all uescribe~ in 
HOTTEL's chapter in the book by McAdams (16). It is always necessary 
however, to assumo constant temperature throughout the furnace volume. 
One method which does, in principle, ~eal with non-uniform 
tGmperature distributions in furnaces is the "zoning" method developed 
by HOTTEL and co-worke!s (17) (18). This involves dividing the boundary 
surfaces and fUrnace volume into a matrix of isothermal comportmonts. 
Exchange equations for each pair of compartments are set up and tho 
result is a system of linear equations whose variables are the various 
radiant fluxes. By further sub-division of the compartmonts, the 
accuracy of tho sulution can be improved to any desired oxtant. 
While thi~ techniquo is perfectly sound in the steady state case, 
it does not readily lend itself to oxtensi~n to the unsteady state. 
Also there are two drawbacks whon applied to a reformer; first, the 
isothermal comportments must ba at least twa-dimensional because the 
tube planes a to the gas temperatura variation. This 
moons t t tho nett tronsfnr f heat in tho gas phase is vortical, 
whereas that between gas and olid boun~aries is horizontal so the 
essentially ono-dimensiona1 nature of the problam is uostnnyed. 
Socondly, thero is the convoativ8 flow of hoat transported by tho bulk 
flow of proc~ss gos - this is not easily superimposed on the flux 
balanco oquations. 
The comp1ote1y goneral problem of radiativo transfer in a non-
isothermal, absorbing and scattering mQdium has bean considered by 
numerous authors in recent years, Basically, tho problom is troated 
in a similar monner to conduction and convection studies by compiling 
on energy balance on an arbitrarily located volume element in tho 
radiation field. Howover, absorption and emission of flux will taka 
p1aco over finite path lengths resulting in an integral expression for 
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tho hoot gonoration term, an~ consequently, the equation expressing 
conservation of enorgy will bo an integra-differential one. rundamental 
derivations oro to bo found in the works of CHANDRASEKHAR (19) and 
KOURGANOrr (20). Tho one-dimonsional problom with a non-scattoring 
m~dium is outlinod in Appondix A. 
Evon if all the system parametors are availablo, the solution of 
equations such as thoso is vary difficult. Therofore, although the 
problem cnn be formulated, its epplicntion to ongineoring systems is 
limited. Sarno oxamples are available in tho literaturo (21) (22) (23), 
and tho review article by CESS (24) presents p~rhaps the simplost cases 
that can be considerod. Any realistic treatment of n roformer needs to 
consider simultaneous radiative and convective transport of heat with 
spacn-varying boundary temporatures. Pap~rs by CHEN (25) and 
VISKANTA (26) studiod a problom similar to this assuming steady stato 
conditions prevailed, but found that tho mathematical difficulties were 
severe. 
Clearly cortain simplifying assumptions must bo mado in the 
analysis before solution is possiblo and fortunately those aro available. 
first, howover, the gGneral problom in terms of state equations will be 
discussod. 
2.3 Tho State Variable Equotio~ 
The physical stato of a system at time 8 may bo characterised by a 
finito number of real quantities, x, x2 •• ,"0. xn. Those variablos 
constitute the state voctor ~. To control the systom, thore must be 
a numbor of quantities that erG susceptible to indopendent, external 
manipulation; this control voctor ~ = (u, U2 ••••••• urn ) is also a 
function of timG. 
Any sot of mathomatical equations which relete the output state 
vnriablos to thG input variables, controlled varioblas and timo is known 
as 0 dynamic modol of the systom. Tho basic laws which govorn the 
bohaviour of physicol systems such as the conservation of mattor, enorgy 
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and momentum, laad to formulation of tho model in terms of differential 
equations. If tho state variables oro spatially variant, the modal 
will be doscribod by a sot of partial difforential equations in space 
and tim~; othorwiso they bscoma ordinary differontials with time as the 
only indopendont variable. 
for roasons that wera discussed in Section 2.1, it is not possible 
to regard a roformar as other than a distributed parameter problom. 
Thus the simplest form that the state equations can taka is the vector 
equation 
------ (2.1) 
• 
whoro ! is in gonoral a non-linoar vector function and ~the substantial 
(total) derivativo of tho state vector. Considering only one space 
dimension, this becomes, 
. J.~_ -'- ~. 6'l; :::.f (:c u. 0) dG 1 ~1; F - - 1-, ------- (2.2) 
+ V J~ 
- -
------- (2.3) 
b~ 
The reformer may be charactorised by two separata stroams of gases 
flowing down tho furnace which interact thermally. As in all furnace 
probloms, tho important variables are the onthalpios of the two gas 
streams that constitute tho soureD and sink of heat, plus tho radiation 
flux within tho furnace enclosuro. Tho components of tho state vector 
bocome, 
~ : (Hj I Hr \ Q ) ------- (2.4) 
In addition to the voctor of state variables, tho modol equations 
must contoin thoso quantitios tha~ nro externally manipulated, namely 
tho control vector u • 
-
for a reformar tho principal ones are the 
steam/carbon proCDSS food ratio, inlet temperature and flowrote of 
procoss feod and the moss flow of fuel to thO burnors. All of these can 
in fact, bo diroctly related to tho stat~ variables chosen; for instance 
tho proc~ss feod paramoters may bo incorporated within the process 
enthalpy Hp and the burner fuel flowrato detorminos the flame 
temperature and hence tho ~nthalpy of tho fluo Das,H,. It is not 
thoreforo proposed to distingllish Dxplicitly a soparato control vector 
within tho modol equations at this stoQs. With this simplification, 
tho modol equations now assume thG genoral form 
X = f. (X l G) 
------- (2.5) 
whore! is still, of courso, e non-linoar vector function. 
An Qxprossion for tho conservntion of energy takan over an 
incromontal volume of the furnaco is (27), 
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::. Q. 
----- (2.6) 
or, more concisoly, 
..D_. ( H q i H fo> T Q ) = 0 no \ .) ------- (2.7) 
This assumes thet tho stream temperatures and tha radiation flux 
ora const~nt ovor any cross section of the furnace so that the 
problom is limitod to one spatial dimension. Energy changes within 
tho g~s strooms duo to thermol conduction, thermal oxpansion and 
viscous dissipation oro neglectod. 
It is usoful tu do-couple tho diroct thermal effects of tho flue 
gos end rrocess gos - thot is, to assume that thoro is no direct transfer 
of hoot from tho flue gos td thu furnace tubns and thence to the process 
gos by simple conduction or convoction. Instead the flue gas only 
absorbs and omits radiation flux in certain regions of the spoctrum and 
it is this flux that interacts with tho tubes which effectivoly comprise 
the hoot sink of tho furnac~. 
thus thti two onorgy balances for the gas streams become; ?e H ~ : J (~>. Q A - L,.. 1< ,J: Tj~) dA ----._. (2.e) 
~f'; H p -:. _f (Cl t £ tX - 2. 6" T lit) d.\ _______ (2.9) 
where the subacript Arofers to thD monochromatic values and Tg and Tt 
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are the flue gas and tube skin tomparaturos at time e and distance:r 
from tho furnaco ro~f. 
To obtain n ~imilar relation for the radiation flux torm the 
equations of trAnsfer for tho radiation boams in tho furnace enclosure 
must bo considerod in more detail. The total flux torm Qcan be oxpressed 
in terms of the monochromatic intensity of radiatio~, propagated over 
a solid angl! w at direction; to tho normal. Thus: 
Q :: ;"I I~ (OS t dw dX ------- (2.10) 
• 0 4-IT .J ,I, ,I. Puttlng fA = c2,s IT and dw = sin T d 'r eq. (2.10) beeo",ee 
Q ~ 211" ,f I I r./'- t},u d,\ ------- (2.11) 
o -. It is shown in AppendiX A that tho aquation for I~ between two parallel 
plates in a non-scat to ring medium is givon by the two equations: 
I ( ) - ] ( ) -""'( f J ( -(}A:!) d L \ r -. I), fA ,t. "14 +rr 1" t),r. ,fA -..t ------- (2.12) 
I (r ,-flJ = 1("to 1r'·)L-(!~:rL ~ f'lA(t)~- (i'~) # ------- (2.13) 
whero tho optical depth paramoter't is definod as l:' = Its), dt and 
t is a dummy variable of integration. Tho integral tarms in Eqs (2.12) 
and (2.13) ara duo to energy emittod in the direction of the beam from 
tho finite volume contained in the solid anglo dw. Becauso this enorgy 
originatos over a finite path lengths, it caus~s the equation of transfer 
to becomo on integral equation. 
In tho context of a reforming furncoa, the source functionytXmust 
contain terms for radiant emission from the tubes and furnace refractory 
walls and similarly, the absorption coofficient includos absorption 
by the solid surfaces as well as by the furnace gas. 
The intogro-difforontial equations d~veloped above are extremely 
difficult to salvo unless considerable simplifications are mode. There 
are thro~ goneral categories of simplifying assumptions: they are, 
(i) a diroctional averaging of tho angular distribution of flux 
intensity, (ii) approximations for the radiant heat source terms, and 
(iii) assumptions regarding the spoctral enorgy distribution of the 
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absorption and emission of r~diation by the flue gas. 
Those of the fij:~t catogory rocogniso tho inheront difficulty of 
evaluating thE: tC'-..!i{IAdw (or J1" dfA- if oxiol symmetry exists). 
- 'lff -I 
If 1).. can be con!3~.~8red as independent of fA... this problem, or course, 
disappears. 0>, dofining "mr;Jan intensities" I/~ and IA of the radiation 
fiold for t~~ downward and upward hemispheres rospectively, such a 
relation is obtained. Those beams oro, 
·1;(,,) = J I('<'Fjdt' 
o 
- °r·/ ) I" (~) ~ I xl ~ I r d fA -----(2.14) 
so that the radiation intensity 
~I 
is a function of the distance 't only. 
This technique is called the Schuster - Swarzchild approximation and 
provides a very usoful tool for tho solution Df many ongineering 
problems in radiation transfer. 
Tho original differential equotion of transfor developed in 
dat~il in ~pendix A is: 
,-~dl). ~!p.) -f- 13" I \ It u) !:: Y1 I~ u) d:c I r" \ Jr- l,,\ '/ 
Since from Eqs (2.14) 
(f !l C~ , f) elf- : +[' dI ('" ,r) dt' ~ -L d~: f3J 
.J j d-e . ~. dt 2 C \r 
o 
andro .u dl~ (-t- M) df- ~ J...J d I >. (~ f) d/" ~ ..!. 4.f ~ tt) -----(2.15) _{ rr'" 2. _\~ 1 2. c-i; 
theiequation of transfor may ba re-written as two oquations, namely, 
d rot + df~ 1- ,3;.. I A :. -'1'\ (':;-: l/'J..) 
-t ~v + (3). I; --'1" (\: t) -------
Nom an approxmmation is required for the source term~Ain order to 
avoid integration over the finito path lengths used in setting up Eqs 
(2.12) and (2.13). Ono well-known technique makes use of the Rosseland 
aquation, or optically thick approximation. This postUlates that the 
eAt) 
radiation is fully ait ... ated after passing only a short distance 
through tho medi~nn. so that ths transfer processus will dopsnd only 
on tho local temperatura of tho medium, thus providing n rulation between 
tho radiant onargy emittad from a particular element with the emissive 
powor at that point (28). Howevor this does not take into account 
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radiation fluxes from the solid surfaces and cannot be valid anywhere 
near the boundaries. Hence the usefulness of the Rosseland equation 
in the case of an industrial furnace is doubtful (29). 
The other limiting case (the "optically thin" approximation) when 
the medium has negligible self absorption and interchanges flux only 
with the boundary walls is also inapplicable to this case. 
The basic assumption made in the present treatment is that in 
passing through each incremental volume of the furnace, the radiation 
beams will be attenuated by an amount proportional to the absorbing 
power of the flue gas, furnace tube surface and refractory surface within 
that increment. The beams will be augmented by emission terms dependent 
upon the emissive powers and local temperatures of these materials within 
the same increment. This means that instead of integrating the source 
term over a finite path length, the mean value of the emission at a 
given horizontal level is taken as the sum of the individual emission 
terms for the gas tube and refractory surfaces at that level. 
This also circumvents one problem of using the Schuster-Swarzschild 
approximation. Since the horizontal components of flux intensity no 
longer exist, the beams should not intercept the catalyst tubes. Clearly 
this is unacceptable, but if the solid surfacos are considered to be 
uniformly dispersed throughout the radiation field, which is 
effectively what has been done, the radiant beams and solid components 
can now interact. 
The monochromatic flux balance equations become; 
To obtain the total flux intensity 
and I~ over the entire spectrum, i.e. 
I+ j;+ = a II\. d~ and I- X -= a I)\. d)... 
4 
+ Ot at l)'Tt + ~ 8 r 5' Tr 
4 
---(2.17) 
---(2.18) 
+ it is necessary to integrate I~ 
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------- {2.l9} 
Carbon dioxide and steam, tho principal products of hydrocarbon 
combustion are found to absorb and omit thermol radiation only in 
certain discrete wavebands (SOD rig 2.2). In tho intervening parts of 
tho spoctrum, tho gases oro substantially transparont, in tho way that 
gases liko oxygon with symmetrical molecules are for all wavelengths. 
A useful approximation to tho spectral distribution of absorbing power 
consists of dividing tho entiro wavoband of interest into two regions; 
(0) tho absorption rogion, which comprises, a fraction~ of tho total 
spectrum, and (b) the transparent region fraction {l -f}' 
By this means I may bo classifiad into two groups, 10 and Ib which 
represent averages of the radiation intonsities falling respectively 
insido or outside the absorption bands. Applying this process to the 
two booms r+ and 1-, the flux intensity is finally docomposed into four 
groups, thus: 
I - i+ 
- ..J.. (.\. ------- (2.20) 
Hence tho state vector ~ bocomes, 
f +- r- +- -) ~ :: \H~. Hp ,1 0 , ct,I b J b / ------- (2.21) 
Tho full sot of oquations for tho system will comprise six differential 
oquations, ono for oach componont of tho stato vuctor. TogQther these 
will satisfy tho conservation of energy equation (2.7). for the steady 
state caso t the equations will be ordinary differentials with distance 
down the furnace as the indopendent variable. Tho dynamic equations will 
bo partial difforentials although the time derivatives of the radiant 
beams oro neglected. The terms in the equations are shown diagramatically 
in rig. 2.3. 
61-19 + Vg cH3 :: -2f36~ T~4- + ~I~ + ~1~ de c>t. ' 
dT + .J..D. 
-
------- (2.22) 
Unit volume of gQS. 
Tube surface a~ea (T) per unit volume = 2ot. 
Refractory surface area (R) per unit volume = 2ar -JJ; 
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~ 
.d]b _ (- 'tOt -tro.y-)1; + E~(\l:(I-~-)b1t4- + Era.r~-~) t; Ty't- ---- (2.25) 
d~ 
-dlb" =- (-flal-fr"\.)I~- +(\.a~(I-q')G14 4- ft·C'r-(I-~)GTy~ 
dol 
---- (2.26) 
~Hp + \'r Ot,!e =~ ~i.: Qt: (I(t t Iei. t I~ t Jb- - 25 Tt ) 
of:) at: 
(2.27'J 
It is soon that the six oquations (2.22) to (2.27) contain the 
rofractory wall and tube skin.temroraturos as dQPondont variables. 
Beforo any solution can bo attempted, Tg and Tt must be obtained in 
terms of tho depond~nt state variables. This is discussed in Sec. 3.1 
for th8 steady state model, and Soc. 8.3 for the dynamic. Similarly, 
discussion of the arpropriate boundary conditions for the six differontial 
equations for both stoady stato and unsteady state aro left until these 
CC38S ore ccnsidered in moro dotail. 
CHApTER I II • THE ~TEADY STATE mODEL (1). 
3.1 RDduction of tho S~ato ~guotions t~ tho Sto~d~ State ~ 
Tho manufoctura of lean gos is, of course, a continuous procoss. 
Evon though tho load levels oro chongod marc froquently than thoso of 
most chomical processes (soe Sec. 1.3) steady state conditions should 
oxist for a major proportion of tho time. for most design purposes, a 
model which enablos furnoco porformance charactoristics to be evaluato~ 
for difforent goometries and input conditions will suffice. Provided 
that changos in tho control variablos are made slowly, capacity logs 
within tho system may be neglectod and the model becom8s a steady state 
analysis. Only when optimisation and control stratogios are to bo 
considered does a dynamic modol of tho system become mandatory. 
It is thereforo proposed to study the steady state modol first. 
This should be mathematically mora tractable and provido results which 
oro more oasily chocked against valuos loggod from the plont itself 
and against publishod data. moroovor, many of tho paramoters requirod 
in tho steady state model aro unchangod in tho dynamic analysis, so 
that useful indications of the ssnsitivity of tho furnace to 
porturbations in those parametors may bo obtainod. 
The assumption that the furnace is opercting under conditions of 
stoady stato means that every point on tho boundary surfacos is in 
thermal oquilibrium with tho radiation fiold at that paint. Honce thore 
is no accumulation of hoat in the solid components or gas stroams. 
With reference to tho set of oquations (2.22 to 2.27) dovelopod in 
Soc. 2.3, it is cloar that all partial derivatives with rospoct te time 
may be sot equal to zero. 
Equations rolating the tube skin tomporature and refractory wall 
tomporature which appoar in Eqs. (2.22 to 2.27) to th€ other 
dependent variablos oro obtained by writing local flux balances. for 
Tt , at any horizontal lovel of tho furnace this oquation tokes tho form, 
22. 
= 
€,t: (I + + 2 (.\ 
4 
- 2 6" Tt ) --.------~----(3.1) 
Tho term on tho right hand side of Eq.(3.l) is tho nett heat 
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flux absorbod by the tubos. It is linked with tho hoot absorbed by tho 
process gas stroam by a convuctivD heat transfer coefficiont, h~c . 
If tho procoss gas temperature profile is known, or may bo calculatod 
in{IGPond~n~ly of the radietion fiold equations, this relation will 
onablo Tt to be ovaluated. 
Similarly, tho refractory tomporature at any position e down tho 
furnaco is given by tho equation, 
3 = ~~ (r ~ + I d- + r ; + I b- - 261;. It ) 
"" ---------( 3 • 2) 
whero ~ is tho nott flux absorbed by tho rofractory slob. Bacouso 
thero is 0 temperoturo gradient botweon tho hot inside foco of tho 
refractory and tho outsido face at ambiont conditions, there must be 
a nett flow of heat through tho slab thicknoss. Howovor, it is 0 
roasonable approximation to assume that tho convection of heat from tho 
furnace gas on to tho insido faco balances tho hoot conducted through 
tho wall (30), both being small in comparison with tho radinnt fluxes 
involvod. Thon, tho nett radiant intorchango between tho inside 
refractory surfaco and the furnaco volumo is zaro. With S = 0, the 
refractory temperature in terms of tho radiation booms fellows 
immediately. 
In tho difforential equations, absorption and omission torms for 
tho refractory bocomo, for exomple, 
= -------~ - c,,~t'r~ + ~ fr~ at )( I ~ + I ~ 
.L. 
) ~----------- (3.3) 
Or, = ---------
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Tho full sat of steody stote equations may now be stated: 
~ I: (- f3 ... ~ t at .. E r sr) Ie+ + f3~ t5 
d~ + tt' Er
2
o£ . I + tp Et at (b Tt4 (3.5) 
. 4 
- !!!A - = (- J3 - E t at ... Z. r or) 10'" + f3 tp 6 Tg 
di! 4 
+ r. ~ ~r • I + If E. t at G Tt ------- (3~6) 
= (-Etat -E.rar ) Ib + + (1 - • ) £. r Or [ 2· I 
+ (1 - f ) f. t at 6 Tt 4 (3.7) 
.. d~~- = (- Et ot - £ r ar) Ib- + (1-t) Er
2
tJ r . I 
+ (1 - If ) E t at b Tt 4 ------- (3.8) 
Heat balances on tho furnace gos and process gas streams are: 
£lli.a = -2(3tfG Tg4 + f3 ( 10+ + 10-) ~------ (3.9 ) 
d~ 
£lli.E. = l.~.~. (I - 2 G Tt4 ) ------- (3.10) di! 2 
This sat of six , simultanoous, ordinary differential oquations, 
(3.5) to (3.10) is ossential1y that given by ROESLER (31) who 
prosents a stoady state modol for a rCiformer assuming that the comp1ote 
proCDSS gas temp~rature profile is availablo in advance. 
Six boundary conditions must ba srocified. Thoso for the 
radiation booms arc dorivod from flux balancos at tho floor and roof 
of the furnaco, assuming that no nett radiant flux is absorbed thore. 
Consider tho position at tho furnace roof. The flux striking the roof 
is 1 Ct. - + 1...,- t of which a fraction E~. is absorbed. On re-emission, 
fractions r E y (I 0...- + Ib - ) can interact with the gas and (1 ... ~). 
® tV'" ( IO: + I ~ ) cannot. Therofore, tho beam J 0.+ will compriso 
tho raflact6d portion of tho 1; beam, plus the torm ~ tV'" ( I; + I b ) 
That is, 
I~= (1 -Cy) Io.- + ~£". (10.- + I b) -------- (3.11) 
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Similarly, Ib will ccmpriso tho roflected portion of 1 b plus tho torm 
(1 - ~) E to (I 0:- + I b- ). 
I b. = (1 - Er ) Ib- + (1 - ~ ) Er (Ia- + Ib) -... ----(3.12) 
Exoctly analogous rolations oro found by writing flux balances at the 
furnace floor. 
1 ~ = (1 - t r ) I 0.+ + ~ E yo (I 0.+ + I. b+) ---... --(3.13) 
I'b = (1 - Cy ) I b+ + (1 - ~ ) fr- (Id" + I b+)------(3.l4) 
Tho initial condition for H is dofinod by tho ~nthalpy of tho p 
process feed prior to its entry into tho reformer tubas. In the case 
* * of Hg' tho initial value may be sot equal to Gg Cg T whore T is tho 
theorotical flome temperaturo. Howevor, turbulonce induced by the 
burnor jets dust rays the plug flow rogime in tho top part of the furnace 
causing heat to be sproad over a finito volume, and thus loworing tho 
actual fluG gas temperature considorably. ROESLER suggests that this 
is most easily token account of by first, setting tho initial condition 
* for Hg equal to Gg Cg Tgo, whore Tgo «T ) is tho gas tomperature 
ot the furnace roof; then distributing tho rosulting heat doficit 
, 
over a copth of furnaco corresponding to the ponotration dopth of tho 
flames. If tho gas adjacont to tho furnaco roof is in oquilibrium with 
tho local r~diation field there, en ostimate for Tgo will be given by 
Tgo = 
------(3.15) 
The relationship botwoan tho furnace gas temporatura profile Tg 
and the variablos of tho state equations is readily obtainablo since Hg 
diroctly reprosonts the sensiblo hoot flow of tho gas. Henco, 
Tg = Hg / Gg Cg ------(3.16) 
Tho procoss gas temporature profile, Tp which ontors the state 
equations via Eq. (3.1) must also bo dorived in terms of theso 
variables. In Roosler's paper, tho functional relationship of tho 
.. ' 
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process gas temperature to its enthalpy is not definod. Clearly, however, 
it is consicerobly mora complex'than for the furnace gas stream. 
An ondothermic chemical reaction occurs botwoen naphtha and steam 
so that a given quantity of heat sbsorbed by tho process gas stream 
will not bo fully reflected by 0 risa in its temperature; somo of the 
heat is absorbod by the chamical reaction. Th8 means by which this 
function 1s determined is doscribed in the following section. 
3.2 Thorm~qxnamic~o!_~toam Reformin~. 
An~' estimate of the hoot load on the furnoco requires a knowlodge 
of tho various chemical reactions occurring within the catalyst-filled 
tubes one tho consequent amounts of heat absorbed or released by these 
roactions. Experionce has shown that with mod~rn roforming catalysts 
the process gas mixturo approaches local chomical equilibrium at the 
prevailing temperature and pressure (32, 33, 34). The approach to 
final equilibrium is limited, not by kinotic reaction rates but by tho 
rate at which heat can be transferred to the reactants. By assuming, 
thorofore, that tho kinetics of all important reactions are infinitely 
fast, the gas composition may bo prodictod directly from its 
temperature, pressure and tho inlet feedstock composition. 
The mixture cf paraffinic hydrocarbons of the C5 to Cg range that 
constitute naphtha may bo reformod in a variety of ways. There is a 
reasonable measura of agreomont howovor, (35, 36, 37) that the proc~ss 
can be conveniently classifiod into thro~ main stops. These aro: 
3.2.1 Mathanation 
Tho initial stage of the process involvos tho brooking up of tho 
carbon chain into methanol A little carbon dioxide, hydrogen and a 
traco of ethano are thought to be formed also. The methanation 
o 0 
reaction proceGds essentially to complotion betweon 400 C and 600 C. 
DENT (35) givos tho stoichiometric formula, 
+ ( n - 1 ) 
-r4 H 0 ( 3n + 1 ) 2 -7 4 CH4 + ( n4-1) CO2 
______ (3.17) 
i . 
, 
dther authors include molecular hydrogen on tho right hand sido. Tho 
reaction is slightly oxothormic. 
3.2.2. Reforming ~f. Metha~ 
Above 6000 C the mathana/steam roaction procoous rapidly to 
equilibrium. Carbon monoxide ond hydrogen oro the principal products 
tho stoichiometry baing written os: 
+ CO + ------(3.18) 
This reaction (loft to right) is strongly endothermic and it is 
during this stago that the major hoot input is required. 
3.2.3. Shift Eguilibrium 
27. 
Parallel with the methane/steam equilibrium, tho well known water 
gos shift equilibrium must olso hold true, i.e. 
------(3.19) 
Once the methanation proc~ss is complete, the gas will consist of 
five chemical species, - CH4, CO, CO2, H2 and H20 which was initially 
in considerable excess. A typical overall equation for loan gas production 
is given by ANDREW (38), on the basis of each atom of carbon processed. 
CH2•1 + 1.13 H20 ~ 0.27 CO + 0.43 CO2 + 1.50 H2 + 0.30 CH4 
------(3.20) 
In a second paper, ANDREW (39), discusseo how tho reforming 
proc~ss may bo usod to manufacturo a wide range of product gosos by 
carofully selocting tho operating conditions for the reaction. The 
particular oquilibrium mixture of gases obtained is strongly dopendent 
on the process parameters - temperature, pressuro and the ratio of the 
molecules of steam to atoms of carbon in the food. There are two 
limiting possibilities: 
(a) At low tomporature, high pressure and low stoam to corban ratio, 
tho naphtha is roformod to give tho maximum amount of methone but 
comparativoly little of this is further roformod to oxides of carbon or 
hydrogon. Eq.(3.l7) goos to completion but the methano/stoam oquilibri~m 
is woll over to the left. 
(b) At very high temperatures, lowor prossuros and a high steam to 
corban ratio, the methane formed by Eq.(3.17) is almost fully converted 
to carbon oxides and hydrogon. The oquilibrium of the methane/steam 
reaction is pushed woll over to the right. 
3.3 Equilibrium Calculations 
If tho temperaturo, pressuro and number of Ib - atoms of oach 
element present in a reacting mixture are specified, tho composition 
at thormodynamic equilibrium in terms of certain chemical species is 
determined. The identities of the specios presumed to be presont havo 
to be selected ~£rior~. The method of obtaining tho equilibrium state 
of the system is outlined in Appendix B. 
for a steam to carbon ratio of 3, porcentage compositions (by 
volumo) of the process gas for naphtha roforming at various temporatures 
are shown in fig. 3.1 • The unreactod steam has boen eliminated. 
fig.3.2 gives the equivalent results for reforming natural gas. 
Qualitativoly, tho two graphs oro almost idontical which is to be 
expected sinco tho first step in naphtha roforming is methonation, and 
natural gas is largoly methane anyway. The amount of mothane pro sent 
falls off drastically with incroasing temperaturo indicating its 
progros~ive conversion to carbon oxidas. The CO2 content gOGs,through 
Q distinct poak, which shows that it is formod initially by tho methanol 
steam reaction but at higher tomporatures, the shift equilibrium 
favours conversion to CO. 
figs. 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate how the compositions vary with 
prossuro and stoam to carbon ratio for naphtha reforming. Clearly the 
changes aro far less pronounced thon with tomperature. It is soon that 
tho mothnno content is tho most strongly varying component ond is in 
groatost concontration at low temporaturos, low stoam ratios ond high 
pressuros - a rosult in agroemont with that givon by ANDREW (39). 
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29. 
S1nca the heat of combustion per mole of methane is much higher 
than for CO or hydrogen, the mothane content has the greatest influence 
on tho calorific value of the lean gas. Thereforo careful control of 
tho furnace to ensure that the final equilibrium conditions are correct 
is essontial. This is especially true during start up or whon a load 
increase is scheduled. During start-up, steam and nitrog~n are 
passod through the tubes initially, the hydrocarbon feed is thon 
switched in and tho stoam/carbon ratio gradually narrowed. Until the 
plant is very nearly at steady-state, the make gas is vented. 
Once the make gas compositions have beon obtained it is easy to 
compute the heat of reaction for the process. 
If ~~L is tho number of moles of component i present at 
oquilibrium and Xfi.. the molos of 
reaction at 29SoK is given by: 
i in tho foad, tho standard heat of 
"L16i ~j - L:'%fL H~i ------(3.21) 
i = 1 
whore Hfi is the standard ontho~py of formatien of component i at 2geoK. 
To convert this to tho required 
+ 
heat of reaction at T (OK) the formula p 
Tp\ ~ Cp d.Tp ------(3.22) 
29eJ 
is usod, where~ Cp is the differonce in the molar specific hoots of 
products and reactants. Usually these aro suppliod as Quadratic 
functions in temperature; DODGE (40) for example tabulates those 
coefficients. Working to this preCision is worthwhile becauso of the 
importance of obtoining~ Hr accurately. 
p 
Tho variation ofn Hr with temperature for different steam ratiOs 
p 
for reforming naphtha is shown in fig.3.5. The corresponding graph 
for natural gas reforming is given in fig.3~6. 
At low temperatures, the overall reaction for naphtha roforming 
(but not for natural gas) is slightly exothermic (ll Hrp negative), 
30. 
becomes thermally neutral at around SOOoC and only strongly endothermic 
above 600°C. This corresponds roughly to the preheating of the naphtha 
and steam in the upper ports of the tubes, with tho main roactions 
cccuring fUrther down. Therefore, the assumption that equilibrium 
exists at 011 points down the tube length is a reasonablo one to make 
as regards tho distribution of hoot consumed by tho process gas. 
The enthalpy of the process gas is tho sum of its sonsible heat 
plus the hoot of reaction term. If the enthalpy per unit moss is U, 
this sum may be exprossad as, 
U += ~ = lCP dTp dz + 
P d~ 
° 
-------(:3.23) 
where 1·· is the ratio of the 11::> - atoms of carbon in the process gas 
to its total moss. Taking a mean value for Cp, tho first integral may 
be evaluated and Eq. (3.23) becomes, 
Hf = GfdTp - Tro) -r Gri-X ~Te . th! 
. 
- . 
-------(3.24) 
Eq.(3.24) provides tho nocossary relationship between Tp and Hp. In 
conjunction with Eqs. (3.10) one (3.1) it enables a chock to be made 
to determine whother tho flux received by the process gas stroam is in 
agreoment with its assumed tomperature profile. The computational 
proccdure must, of coursc, bo iterative, but discussion of this is 
delayed until Chapter 5 when all other parameters required in tho 
model have been assembled. 
3.4 Comments on the si~plifyin9 nssumptio~s mode ~n tho stopdy s~ote modol. 
A~rt from tho basic assumptions stated in 50c.2.2 which wore 
inhorent in using tho Schustor-Swarzschild approximation for tho 
radiation field, thoro oro several other physical phonomona that havo 
boon neglucted without affocting the doscriptive datail in order that 
tho mathomatics romain troctoblo. many of those simplifications have 
already been montioned, othors have boen included by implication rath~r 
than statod explicitly. A list of tho most important assumptions mada 
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and their probable validity is sot out bolow. 
(a) In tho radiation field the tronsfer of heat by conduction and 
convGction is considered nogli,iblo compared with that transferrod 
by radiation. 
(b) modification of tho fluD gas ~missivity by tho luminosity of tho 
flamas is neglocted. The problem of flama luminosity has been 
studied Qxtonsivoly on an empirical basis and thore is genoral 
agreomont that tho principal factor involved is tha density of 
corban particles in tho flames (41). However, except when the 
burners oro first ignited ot plant start-up, tho flames do not 
oppoar to be luminoue cnd occupy only a small volumo of the furnaca 
unclosure. Whon parametric sensitivity tests wore performed on the 
steady state model, on arbitrary chango of tho flue gas emissivity 
was modo and no SUbstantial changos in the heat flux and temporature 
profiles were apparont, so that no account will be token of the 
flame luminosity. 
(c) The tubos receive a constant radiation flux at 011 points on their 
circumferences ct a giVen horizontal lovel, - that is, radial 
symmetry of heoting about tho central axos may be assumod. In fact, 
soms shielrling offoct. be two on adjacent tubes is inuvitable, but 
any prociso account of this woult! cloarly bo very difficult to 
formulate. The Justification for neglecting asymmetric effects 
can only be, therefore, that the uncertainty of tho flux 
distribution around tho tubes is as largo as the correction that 
would be modo by accounting for it in the model. 
(d) Chemical equilibrium oxists at all positions inside the catalyst 
bods. This hypothesis was dealt with in tho previous section 
and wes considered at least as accurato as any kinotic data are 
likely to be. 
(0) Implicit in the statemonts of Eqa. (3.1) and (3.23) is the ana 
32. 
dimensional troatment of the heat transfer procosses occurr.lng insido 
the furnace tubes. It has boen shown by rROMENT (~2) and 
CRESSWELL (43) amongst others, that a one-dimonsional model for 
a tubular roactor is totally inadequate whon highly oxothermic 
reactions are involved mainly bocause of their inability to 
prodict "hot spots" or instability problems. By contrast, the 
ondothermic reforming procossos do not givo rise to these 
difficulties and so the only criterion of valiMity for the one-
dimensional approach is whother its prodicted temperature and 
composition profiles are in agreement with those from the two-
dimensional model. 
To verify this point, one - and two - dimensional models were set 
up for a particular hoot input q (~). Constant prossure, physical 
properties and superficial mass flowrate ware assumed. The 
. mil:thomotical details ore given in Appendix C. 
The comparison that must bo made is botwoen Tp (1), obtained from 
Eq. (3.24) and Tp(2) found by averaging Tp (r) over the cross 
soctional area of the tuba, whero the sup~rscripts rofer to tho 
dimensionality. Tp(2) is given by: 
2 (8. 
= -2" Tp (r). r.dr 
R "'0 
Tp (2) 
--.... --(3.25) 
Tho comparison was mado for several differGnt heat inputs and 
A HTp versus Tp functions and no significant discropancies wore 
revealed. Tabla 3.1 shows tho results of such a computation using 
a constant hoat input of 12000 CHU/hr.ft2 and a cubic function for 
l\HT in torms of tomporaturo. p . 
I AXI~L CENTRE -ruiEfuALb 8LiKrnEA~' f (l)~ I POS (tt) TEmp(2)oc TEMP(2) C TEmp(2) C p---=-.J 
r: ====5========5=4=5=. 9====~_7_l_2_.'-5::~~_-_.-.-..· .-· __ 6~~~~~---;~. ~ 
r 10 I I 689.7 827.2 759.7 764.5 • i·--·~~--------~----------------------------------4! 15 742.2 838.6 791.4 784.8 I 
r~~ 7;1-:;--~~~ ~~-';:;:;---;7~~.~· -1 
:.--.-.- ---------_.---_.- .... --....---.. - ... -~ ....... -- •.. ~------....-.-.+ 25 721.1 772.2 747.2 753.1 
--.... --..... ----~------------
TABLE 3.1 Comparison betwGsn 1- and 2-dimensional tubular 
roactor modols. 
Comparison of tho fourth and fifth columns reveals that little 
discropancy is introducod by using a simplifiod, one-dimensional 
33. 
analysis. This is chiofly bocauso the problem is only mildly non-linear, 
unlike tho oxponential dopendence of tho source term on tomporature found 
in kinotically controllod reactions. 
It should be mentioned that it is possible to apply model roduction 
techniques (44) to enable tho ossential features of the two-dimonsional 
model to be retainod whilst only having to be concerned with a one-
dimensional computation procodure. However, on exorcise of this kind 
will not:-be undortokon horae 
34. 
CHAPTER IV. EVALUATION or THE STEADY STATE mODEL PARAmETERS 
r-r !I.a: 1.15 S ... L. "*~1 :&::1':%:1 %L I' r..£ f r:Z:t.J i_t:!Z£;z::a:.Z22.llLl F :I''''~-
Whon constructing a process modol of a system it is desirable that 
all the dote for the mudel be derived from fundamental examination of 
the physical and chemical mechanisms that operate. This is rarely 
possible, howevor, and so rocourse is usually mado to doscribing certain 
processes in terms of phenomonological parameters whoso values can 
only be derived by empirical methods. In the present modol, the 
numbor of such parameters necessary is limited to two; they ara (1) the 
flue gas radiation absorption coefficient, and (ii),the overall 
coefficiont of heat transfer botween tho tube skin and the process gas. 
To those may be edded a third, (iii) the theoretical flame temp~rature 
which does correspond with a closely defined physical situation but the 
calculation of which requires slightly more amplification. 
Physical property data and the geometrical quantities ore all 
readily available. 
4.1 Tho Theoretical flame Tomeerature 
Ono af the mast important parameters in tho model is the 
tomporatura that th~ burner flames would roach if tho combustion of 
tho hydrecarbon fuel wore performed adiabatically .. ,"that is, with no heat 
rod!ctod to the tubas or lost through the mel1s of the furnace. 
In foct, of courso, a substantial part of the heat released will 
be transforred to the tubos, thereby lowering the actual flame 
tomperature by sevoral hundred degrees. The theoretical flame 
* temperature T is important however because it provides a direct 
" 
measure of the total hoat available to the furnace according to tho 
relation 
* * Hg = Gg Cg T -------(4.1) 
* Hg is essentially tho initial condition for tho set of state 
equations (3.5) to (3.10) with the radiation beams as intermodiato 
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variables whoso coupling equations predict hew part of this heat input 
is distributed to the output stream Hp. 
* The valuo of T is calculated from a straightforward enthalpy 
balance. Taking a datum tomperature of 29aoK this gives: 
r Ni [ (Hf 298)i + CPi (Ta-29a) J -------(4.2) 
! = all reactants 
= L: NJ[ (Hf29a )j + CPj (T*. 29SU 
j = all products 
where Hf29S aro the enthalpies of formation of the components in the 
o geseous phaso at 298 K, Cp oro thoir specific heats and N tho molar 
flows. The temperature Ta is the temperaturo to which tho fuel and 
combustion air have been proheatod prior to the reaction. 
Tho. combustion equation may be written as: 
CHn + ( i + 1) 02 
------- (4.3) 
whore the hydrocarbon fuol may be either naphtha (as an atomisecJ liquid) 
or natural ges. The value of n for naphtha is approximately 2.1, a 
reasonoble stoichiomotric formula being C7H15' whilst natural gas 
co~sists very largely of methane together with smaller amounts of othane 
• 
and propane. The val~e of n for this is taken as 3.7 • 
Although Eq. (4.3) is writton as a revorsible reaction, tho 
equilibrium is vary tar in tho direction of complete combustion. If it 
is assumed that the reaction procoods to completion, the molar 
quantities of reactants and products present can bo obtained, and honce 
* the valua for T • 
At 20000 C - a level to which T* will rise under certain 
Co "' .. ~ o~ 
cont!i ti.ons - CO2 is almost 5% dissociated to .. ad F? 7 (45). Heat 
is abstracted by th;sa endothormic reaction., thus lowering the tru~ 
theoretical flamo temperatur~ considerably. However, it is important 
* that T should be estimated on the basis of the actual conditions 
existing in thu furnace where the measured flame tomperatura would 
seldom rise abovo 12000 C, rather than on conditions that would exist 
at th8 theorotical tom~orature of 2000oe. Honco no dissociation 
effects will bo tokon into account. 
Tablo 4.1 gives calculated valuos for T* for various air prah80t 
temperatur~s To and excess air percentages whon the fuol is naphtha. 
Table 4.2 giv~s tho oquivalent valuo for burning natural gas. 
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TABLE 4.1 Thooretical flamo tomperaturos for a naphtha fuol. 
Table 4.2 Theoretical flame temp~ratures for natural gas fuel. 
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4.2 furnaco Gas Absol::Ption ondu~.!.~.!£rI Coeffici~. 
An assumption that is commonly made in rodiative transfer problems 
involving a participating medium is that tho absorbing powor of the 
modium is independent of tho spoctral enorgy distribution of 
incident radiation; similarly, the radiant energy emitted is also of 
constant intensity over the entire spectrum. This is tho so-called 
"grey" gas assumption and its usofulness lies in the foct that all 
radiation travelling a given distance through the gas is attenuated 
by a constant fraction, no mattor where that radiation originated 
for a grey gas, therefore, 011 beams will ultimately be absorbod aftor 
passing through a sufficiontly largo quantity of gas, whereas a real 
gas has certain regions of transparency ("windows") in its spectrum, 
so that the absorptivity will never roach unity. If the modium is 
isothermal, the excess flux emission predictad for a grey gas will 
roughly compensate for insufficient interchange between the boundary 
surfaces, but when dealing with differential changos of flux 
intensity, the gray gos assumption is unlikely to prove very occurato. 
Consi~or a monochromatic boom of intonsity IA(o) at ono boundary 
of a gas mass and intensity I~(L) of tar passing through a thickness 
l of tho gas. Taking on eloment of thickness dx at a distance X from 
tho source, tho change in intensity of the boam is doscribed by the 
oquation 
d l.b (x) 
IDe 
-1<>.G I" (x) -------(4.5) 
where }{his tho mass absorption ooefficiont of tho medium. Integration 
of Eq. (4.5) gives 
I }. (1-) = I A (e).e. -1:..>.(1.. -------(4.6) 
Tho fsctor~-jk~f,~ reprosents tho fraction ef thO original 
beam which has penotrated as far as .x. = J.. , i.e. the "transmissivity" 
of the gas. Clearly, the remaining fraction has beon absorbed, so 
that 
------- (4.7) 
It is impractical to consider radiation of avery possible 
wavolength and then integrato over the entire spoctrum to obtain tho 
global quantitios. Instoad, tho range of activo froquencies is 
subdivided into finite "bands" within which tho radiation proporties, 
are assumod oonstant. The band absorptivities are defined as : 
}.l( 
= J .. rAA d.A. 
~, 
whero Al and ~2 aro chosen such that the monochromatic absorptivity 
------- (4.8) 
is zoro for each value. Tho global absorptivity becomes: 
= L: tIIi (1 _ ~ ... j<. ~ f'J 1. ) _______ (4.9) 
l-
whore Wi oro the fractions of tho spectrum corresponding to the i'th 
obsorption band. In the prosont circumstances, all absorbing 
frequencies are lumped into ono band with tho gas being considered 
transparent in the remainder of the spoctrum. 
£q. (4.9) then takes tho form, 
0( = ~ (1 _ £ 1< p~ 1 ) 
--.. ---- (4.10) 
Turning now to tho omission of radiation from tho gas, tho 
monochromatic emission per unit timo and par unit volume may be 
oxpressod os 
E)l.. = - ... ----- (4.11) 
This assumes that tho medium is in local thormodynamic equilibrium. 
As beforo, tho bond modol is employed and emission in tho ilth band 
will bo 
£i = 4 t t i. Wi. r; G 13 It- ------- (4.12) 
or, using tho i two - band apprOXimation, 
£ = 4 1< 0/ r, G 1j I+- .. ------ (4.13) 
The density of the participating gas is obtainod from its 
equation of state. Assuming it obays the idoal gas law at tho low 
prossure and high temperature involved, this will give, 
. ' 
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~ 
n Tg ------- (4.14) 
so that the emissivity and absorptivity finolly become: 
-1< Pg rot ) ( 1 - c" R Tg --.. ---- (4.15) 
Charts of emissivitios for various gases are normally given os 
plots of E g versus Tg with tho product Pgt. as parameter. HOTTEL(47) 
gives a chart of £ 9 for equimolar CO2 and H20 mixtur~s which is very 
USGful, especially when the burnor fuel is naphtha, becauso the flue 
gas thon is very nearly equimolar in CO2 and H20. If natural gas is 
the fuel, Eq. (4.4) shows that with n = 3.7 tho flue gas will contsin 
a substantially greator proportion of H20 which may load to some 
discrepancy if this chart is used. In this coso, tho sum of the 
separate emissivitios must be found, and a small correction mado to 
tr 
account for tho mutual opaquenoss of tho two gases in certain spectal 
bonds. 
The unknown pnrnmeters ~ and lf may thus be estimnted from 
convontional omissivfty charts by tho aquations: 
d£g 
d Pg~ 
= 
= 
t 
t..x m 
R Tg 
------- (4.16) 
------- (4.17) 
o Selecting a representative furnace tomporaturo of 1000 C, a graph 
ofC:g vorsus Pg may be drown as shown in fig. 4.1. As a check on 
tho values obtainod for ~ and K, tho curvos aro also drown for two 
other temperatures 5000 t and 1500o~ The results obtained are shown 
in Tabla 4.3, whorD tho moan molecular waight, m is taken as 31. 
500 K 100Q..K. 1500 K 
'-P 0.62 0.5~ 0.39 
.- ---
~'k 744 , 580 512 L ... 
--
Toblo 4.3 Values of t and K 
Henco tho volumetric absorption coefficient, ~ becomes: 
fa = pg K = £.aJ[ R Tg K _ .. - ...... - (4.18) 
Pg will be taken as constant throughout the furnace volume for a 
particular fuel and air flowrates and must be eotimatad from tho 
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stoichiometric equation (4.3). Tg, of course, will vary down the length 
of the furnace. 
4.3 The Overall Coefficient of Heat Transfer botween the Tube Wall and 
Process Gas. 
------------------~~---------~----------------
R~diant heat flux arriving on the outer skin of a furnaco tube 
must be transferred to the process gas flowing through the catalyst bed 
inside the tube. Thera are numercus equations for the prediction of 
an overall heat transfer coefficient for packed-bed reactors. Most 
follow the example of LEVA (48) who correlates the data in terms of the 
modified Raynold's number and the ratio of tubo to particle diameter. 
However, the great majority of these correlations deal with small, 
sphorical particles through which air, at atmospheric pressure and 
moderate temperatura, is being blown. This does not correspond at all 
closoly with the situation existing in reform~r tubes. Hore, the 
pellets are porous cylinders with a hole bored through tho axis, half an 
inch in length and outside diameter, packed in to a 5" bore tuba through 
which high pressure ste~m and naphtha flow. Tho temporature rangos 
between about 400°C and 750°C. 
Rother than using a straightforward correlation of the LEVA typo, 
therefore, it is better to attempt to identify each of the heat transfer 
mechanisms separately. Coefficients are obtained for each process, 
then suitably combined into on ovorell heat transfer coefficient. In 
this way, extrapolation beyond tho scope of the experimental data is 
only necessary for sarno of the less important mechanisms. 
Apart from convection of heat by the bulk flow of gas along tho 
tuba Qxis, hoot transfDr processes inside tho catalyst beds may be 
classified into throo groups: 
(i) conduction throuQh the stainless steal tuba wall, thermal 
conductivity Kw. 
(ii) heat transferrsd through a thin film immodiately adjacent 
to the inside tube wall surfaco, coefficient hi . 
(iii) heat transferrod within the central core of the bad. The 
assembly of gas and catalyst pellets aro considered as a 
quasi-homogeneous solid through which heat is transported 
by "affective" conduction. The effective thermal conductivity, 
Ke is thus a single parameter which enables all modes of heat 
transfer within tho central cora to be doscribed by a simple 
conduction-typo equation. 
These throe parameters may be combined to give tho overall heat 
transfer coefficient by the relation 
+ tw rti 
Rw R~ 
+ ------- (4.19) 
where Rm is the l09~rithmic moan of the inner and outer radii of tho 
tube. 
Tha film coefficient hi should contain terms for both the convective 
transfor of hoot through the film of fluid adjacent to the tube wall 
an~ also radiative transfer from tho wall to tho innor core of the bed. 
Early correlations of the form Nu :: f (.1e) neglected the radiation 
contribution. VAGI and WAKAO (49), for examplo, correlated thoir data 
with that of rELIX (50) and PLAUTZ and JOHNSTONE (51) by tha aquation 
0.18 ( ds Gp ) 
~p 
0.8 
------- ( 4.20) 
Lator work by VAGI and KUNII (52) do toke the radiation contribution into 
account by defining a ltstotic" heat transfer coefficient. Their 
rolation is 
= + 0.054 ( dsGp ) 
/"p 
(Cp /1l ) 
Kp ------- (4.21) 
Tho derivation of hio is given in 0 previous paper by the same 
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authors (53). Two radiation transfer coefficients are required to 
describe radiant heat flows from the tube wall to the pellets and to 
gas voids near the wall. 
These will 
hrv = 
take the form : 
6 €s 2"'-=e-s' 
G 
. 
1 + J 
-2(-l--'-g) 
------- (4.22) 
3 
Tav ------- (4.23) 
I -fa 
-e-S-
Clearly, the gas emissivity, E p will be very low because of the short 
path length for radiation within the bed. In addition to hrs and hrv t 
certain geometrical parameters are also required in the equation for 
a hi - these are supplied in the form of graphs obtained from 
experimental results for various packing arrangements. It is found 
that hi 0 increases rapidly with temperature and also with pellet 
diameter, since the increase in the mean volume of void spaces in the 
bed will increase thermal radiation. With a system such as that 
occurring in reformer tubes, static and dynamic components of the 
hoot transfer coefficient should be of comparable magnitude. 
Evaluation of the effective thermal conductivity, Ke may also be 
performod by Yogi ond Kunii's mothod. A simpler ona, however, is that 
due to ARGO and SMITH (54) who seok to define separate transfer 
mechanisms for tho pellets and gas voids, i.e. 
Ke = c5 ( Kp + Ktd + Krad ) + (1 - b) Ks ------- (4.24) 
where the first term represents heat transferred through voids in the 
bed by molecular conduction, convective transport and radiation. Tho 
full equation for Ke 1s: 
Ke = Kp + Gp Cp dO 
Pem 
+ 4 & E. s d~ to Tav 3 + (1-d) he Ks ds ----(4.25) 
2 JEs 2Ks + 0 ., he ds 
The last term is the modified form proposed by SEEK (55) os a composite 
term for all fluid-to-particle heat transfer mechanisms. The Peclet 
number for mass transfer Pem occurs because convective transport is 
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more easily measured from mass transfer data where radiation and 
conduction effects aro absent. P~m is obtained as a function of the 
Reynold's number from a graph by f~HIEN and SMITH (56) who used the 
relation P~m / (1 + 19.4 (~r ) ~ as ordinate and Re as abscissa. 
In fact, PLm is substantially constant for Reynold's numbers in the 
turbulent rogion. This leaves only hs' the particle-to-fluid 
heat transfer coefficiont to be established. Hare it is inevitable that 
a correlation is employed which is not strictly applicable to present 
conditions, but tho discrepancy resulting in tho overall coefficient 
should not be serious. for Reynolds numbers greater than 350, HOUGEN 
and co-workors (57) giv~ the equation 
( llL- )(E.e..f-E.) 2/3 = 1.06 Re Cp Gp Kp -0.41 ------- (4.26) 
for fluid properties such as Cp'f p and Kp it must be remembered that 
the process gas is a mixture of gases, so that the values ueed should be 
weighted accordingly. ~nother problem concerns the correct value to 
use for a characteristic dimension of the pellets, ds • As previously 
stated, their shope is far from spherical so it is necessary to use a 
relation such as offectivo diameter = 6 x volume / Total surface area. 
for practical purposes, sufficient accuracy is achieved by using 
ropresontativo values for the fluid and tube wall temperatures in Eqs. 
(4.22) and (4.23). A rigorous use of varying temperatures would require 
additional iteration in the solution of the model - something to be 
avoidod if at all possible, and because of the approximations, is not 
raal1y justified. 
Table 4.4 gives typical values for all physical properties omployed 
in deriving the overall heat transfer coefficient, htc. In view of the 
empirical natura of the derivation the accuracy of valuos obtained must 
be doubtful; nevertheless, it is probably adaquate because tho radiation 
fiold equations are insensitive to changes in tho process gas temporature. 
Table 4.5 is a summary of the parametors calculated. 
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.,.-----------.. -.-.-. -------..---...r .. .....- .. '" _ .. : .. -~--- .. - -...... 
Syn1SOL QUANTITY :VALUE I UNITS 
(1i --~~- tUbO~~:d-;:~-------- --;~;·~;t· ----.. ---;;.~--. 
-----..---.. .. .- ... ' ..... -- .. _ ---.. ------, ... --.. -----.-...--_ .. -.... ~.-- -.,. -- -.--.. ------_ .. -
~__ log. mc:an of in.n_o~r~~~~.~_ ~~~ _ ... ____ .!.::._ 
Kw tubo met~l thormal conductivity 12.0 CHU/hr ft2 °c 
._ ... ·-.-1---------- ----- - .... ~. '.- .. - - - ------. ---. .-.--.-~ ..... 
__ d~_·4_····_:~b~~ .. :.~:d~Adi .. O~t_O: __ . ___ . __ 4 -.t_~:~6.__ __ ~~.:~--1 
I tw I wall thickness , 0.0313 ft • 
. :~~ __ .~mo~·~ !~:~~!:~ii~;;~~_ ~=~:~ _ __ _ _. __ -'~_ 
Ks t particle thermal conducti~ity 0.3 
a ....... ___ _ ___. _ --.--.. ..... _ • _ .... _..... I ••. __ ... __ 
particle emissivity 0.9 
-_ ... " .. _. .. ---'-'" .' ... - ......... -. .- -......... - - ........... _ .... -- - -..-,---t--
Tav averago bed temperatura 1000 
_____ 4"_ _ .... _.M. _.. ... . __ ....... __ ........ .-................. _ , ... __ 
void fraction of bed 0.4 
_ .. _ ........ -- .. _. ~ ...... --.----... -~-~----- ... - ---._ ... _ .. --_ .. -t---
Ptm Peclet NO fer mass transfer 11 -
..-.... __ .. ___ ....... ____ ...,.. ...-____ .... { •• __ --...-. .... ___ ~ _______ ..... ______ " __ A __ ~ 
Gpt Gas mass velocity ~~g~~~~grs!~oa 0.65 CHU/lb °c 
1- ... ~~- ~ .... -~ _. ~~~-;-e-r;o~- c~-n~uc~~:~ ~y. -.--- _ •. -. cHuj;r ft o~ 
--- .. ---,-,_.,---_. ---- -..... ~ ..... _---_ ......... _--........ ....... 
gas viscosity 0.25 lb/ft hr 
, .... --.... ----.- .... _ ... -..... _, ... -.---.-... -.... -- - .- ... ' ...... _- .......... --.-.-- ... -- .. ,.~-
soa Ref (53) 40 CHU/hr ft2 
._._ ... - .~- .... ~.- .......... -... "-" .. --...--- .. ------..... ...--.1----
I Ro Modified Reynolds number 
,.. ... .-.... _ • .....- -. •• '....... ~ ............. -.. __ • __ .. ~ ....... M .... _____ ~ ......... _ .. ~_ .... ~ __ ._._ .. ___ ..... - ......... _, ..... __ • 
650 
-
i hs soa Eq. (4.26) 140 
1110 
74.5 
--------- .---~.- .......... _ .......................... ---. ------- . 
TABLE 4.4 Parameter valuos required to evo1uate heot transfer 
coofficiont. 
I 
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,.----~---.-------.--.. ~ .... -- .... ----.... ---r__--_-----.-.-.--. 
SYn100L QUANTITY VALUE UNITS J-"----t------.-..... -----.. -- eO • --.-...-.--~----~-----""1 
Gg Suporficial mass flow of flue gas 91.6 lb/hr ft2 
. ------ ... -.-...... -...... --.... -...... ---... ---.-~---+------t----~.---I 
73.7 lb/hr ft2 
_G_p_-+_s_u_p_o .... rf_:c~ ~:_~ .. ~~_.Of p.~c~;:g 
-------+-
Cg Specific heat offlue gas 0.32 CHU/lboC 
---- ... --.-.... _----- -_ . ....---------+-~---.+-------
Cp 
T* 
Spocific heat of process gas 
.. ___ •• __ ......... _____ • _____ ... ___ ........ _ ... e_ ........... __ .. _____ .. -._. ________ _ 
thooretical flame temperatura 2220 
-- --- ..... --- ... .-- .. -..--..-- -..-.. ....... - .-.. . . 
fraction of absorbing wavolongths 0.53 
~------·~~----,----·-·----I 
partiol prossuro of CO2 + H20 0.25 atm • 
...... --_ ....... -.--.-.-- -... _ .. -..... , .......... -----_ .... - ~ .. ---- ---------------
radiation absorption coofficient 580 ft2 lb-l 
•• A. __ •• A _. _____ • ____ ...... , •• __ ._.~ ... _ ........ _____ .. _. __ • 
overall heat transfer coofficient 74.5 
__ .... _ .•. _. __ ................ ___ • __ ... _ ................. ____ .a., .. _... • .... ___ .. ____ ... _. ''-'-
tube emissivity 0.93 
-
_ •• _...... I ....... ~.....-, __ ........ _______ ........ 4 •• _." ...... - -- --.-. .. -----
refractory wall emissivity 0.00 
--_. -- - f---.~ .. -
half offectivo tuba surfac30foM~ 0.056 ft-1 
....... -' ... _ .......... --... ~ .............. ----- -.::.;;.;::.~;;....-+--·---·-t--------I 
. . .. 
ft-l half refractory tube su~~~g~k~: 0.106 _____ .a. _____ . ________ -1 
hoight of fUrnaco 26.5 ft 
...... ,,-,_,,4 • _ ..... _ ..... _ •.•• _r .. ' ... ___ .... _ .. o. .. '. _"o. _ ....... ..-_... _ ... _ __. ___ • ____ .... _*-
pGnetration Gepth of flamas B.O ft 10. ____ _ .. __ 
.... __ -... .... 1..----.-...--_. _.-' 
TABLE 4.5 Summary of Parameter Values for design flowsheet coso. 
5;1 Considerntion of Numorical methods of Solution. 
. ---.------------.-. 
It is important that tho solution algorithm for tho steady stata 
model should be 08 efficient as possiblo bocause when tho solution 
of tho dynamic modal is undertaken it becomes nocossary to evaluato 
tho psoudo-steady statu profiles at oach finite incroment in tho time 
domain. 
The steady stato systom of equations to bo solved is : 
do!' 
dz 
lahore :! 
= 
= 
f ( ~ Tg, Tt, Tp ) 
-
(5.1) 
( + - + -) Hg, Hp, 10 , Ia , Ib , Ib (5.2) 
4G. 
In addition there aro subsidiary oquations relating Tg, Tt and Tp 
to the components of~. Thesa may bo written as: 
Tg = Hg 
Gg Cg 
htc (Tt... Tp ) = 
------- (5.3) 
_Et (Io+ + 10- + Ib+ + lb- 2 T 4) (5 4) 2 .. G t -----. 
-----.. - (5.5) 
whero tho lost term in Eq.5.5 ia the cubic equation in temperature 
roprosenting tho heat of reaction function. 
Boforo solution of tho radiation oquations is possible, tho 
process gos temperature profilo, Tp and henco the heat sink within tho 
furnace (Eq. 5.5) must be specified. Tho strategy than is, first of 
all, to assume values for Tp at all positions z dawn tho furnace so 
that tha tuba skin tomperatura profilo cnn be computed from Eq. (5.4) 
Noxt, tho radiation equations (5.1) aro solved and tho profilo for 
Hp obtained. This is a mea sura of tho distribution of heat flux 
receivod by thu tubes. Eq.(5.5) is then used to dotermine how 
accurately this profile fits in with the profile of hoot consumption 
that was predicted by tho initial assumption of Tp. finally, Tp is 
adjusted and tho radiation oquations (including that for Hp) ora 
integrated again. The whole scheme is then repeated Q sufficient 
numbor of times until tho profile for Tp has convorged. 
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Consiuoring first the radiation system alone, it is seen that 
the fourth-power dopendency of the radiant intonsity on Tg and Tt make 
the system non-linear. Furthermoro, Eq.(5.4), tho local flux 
balance condition on the furnace tubes is a non-linear algobraic equation 
which has to be solved many times during tho integration of tho 
difforential oquations. Clearly this algorithm should be as efficient 
as possible. 
Probably the bost method of solution for non-linoar unimodal 
algebraic equations is the fibonacci sequential search method. A 
fine illustration of the technique and relevant theory is given by 
WILOE (58). A series of "experiments" or evaluations of tho squaro 
of the function f (Tt ) = 0 are porformed until the valuo of Tt that 
gives a minimum is found. KEIfER (59) shows that the special 
usefulness of the fibonacci mothod is that the interval in which the 
minimum is assumod to lie is subdivided in an optimum mannor for all 
scorch-typo mothods. In other words, the minimum is found to a given 
accuracy by tho fewost possib10 experimonts. 
Since boundary conditions for tho beams are proscribod at both 
ends of tho domein of intogration, tho systom becomes a two-point 
boundary valuo problem. Tho two general methods of solving problems 
of this kind are, (a) iteration on tho boundary conditions at ana ond, 
and (b) matrix mothods. The latter are woll suited to linoar 
equations but with non-linear systems their attractivonoss rapidly 
diminishos as tho numbor of equations increasos. Tho basis of tho 
boundary iteration approach is to assume additional conditions for 
tho so variablos whoso corroct valuos oro not specified at ono boundary, 
usc an initia1-va1uQ intogration routine to procoed to the other 
boundary, thGn check whether the roquirements at this boundary are in 
fact satisfied to within some required tolerance. This will not bo 
the coso gonerally so some logical moans of adjusting tho assumed 
conditions must bo mauo until ultimate agroement is reached. 
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Thero oro many olegant mothods of dOing this but thoy aro only 
usoful if tho variablos at both boundaries oither have spocified values, 
or are givon as oxplicit functions. In tho present caso this is not 
so; inspoction of Eqs. (3.11) to (3.14) rovoals that at tho roof of 
tho furrnace tho downward travelling booms Ia+ and Ib+ aro given in 
torms of thoso beams travelling upward and convorsoly at tho furnaco 
floor. This implicit arrangemont doos inhibit tho formulation of 
rapid convergence techniques for tho problom and so rathor simplo 
it~ration proceduros have to suffice. 
With regard to the computational officiency of boundary iteration 
methods, much depends on tho inheront stability of tho sot of 
equations. This is a point that has to bo considorod most carefully 
hero boca use of tho nature of the genoral solutions for oach beam. 
nomembering that tho radiant boom equations consist ossentially of an 
attenuation torm plus an emission torm, it is claar that tho solution 
takos the following gono~l form: 
= Io-t-kc + -------- (5.6) 
If a co-or~inate system is takan with tho origin fixed at tho roof 
of the furnaco and all tho equations integrated in tho downward 
direction then those booms that do in fact travel upwards will contain 
tho factor~+K~ in their solution. Thorefore small rounding errors 
in tho evaluation of theso beams in the upper part of the furnaco will 
vory rapidly lead to much largor errors further down. To avoid this 
each boom must be intograted along tho direction of its propagation 
so that the exponontiol terms oro all decaying with increasing values 
of the independent distance variable. 
Tho nsod to do this pro vents tho six oquation~ being solved 
simultaneously in one -march down the length of the furnace. Instoad 
a cycle of operationa is sot up whereby the equntions are solved 
sequentially, keeping those quantities not immediately affectod in a 
particular integration phasa as constant profiles stored as discreto 
functions in the comput~r memory. Table 5.1 shows the phasos of 
integration in the full cyclo pf operations. 
1 -----.-----
J Phase Variablas Direction 
2 
------. -..---, .. ~----.---
Hg down 
.- -.... _. - .. -.. -.... -_ .. -_ ........ - .- ..... _ ......... _-~ ..... -
I + Ib+ a , down 
---_._------ .... -........... ---.---
up 
...... ___ .-....-. ....... __ .... _ ...... _ ..... 4o ••• 0 ....... ______ •• _ ... ___ ............. - ....... .. 
4 Hp down 
1- -. ___ ~.~ ••. _,_ ... ___ -.-.......--.. ..... _ ...... -•. __ ..... _._~_, ......... -_ .•.• -----' 
Table 5.1 Phases of Integration Cyclo. 
To start the series of calculations, tho entire profilos of tho 
beems Ia+, Ia-, Ib+ and Ib- must be given assumed values and storad 
in tho computer. Since there is littlo guidance available on the 
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likely shores of those profiles, convergence could bo slow. With more 
oxporionco, the starting values can be choson more accuratoly and the 
convergonco procoss speoded up to soms extent. 
As soon as a new profile has boen found in any phase of the 
computational cyclo it is immediatoly incorporated into subsequent 
phases in the cyclo. Thus, for exempla, the new profilo for Hg which 
is obtainod in the first phase is used in place of the flue gas 
temperature, Eq. (5.3) in tho subsequent phasos 2, 3 and 4. This is 
obviously dosirabla so that the computation is always making use of 
the most recent information availablo. 
Anyone of soveral initial-value "marching" methods, could bo 
used for tho solution of the dlfferontial equations. A convenient ono 
with regard to automatic computation is tho fourth-ardor Rungo-Kutta 
procoss. This has low truncation orror and requiros no special starting 
algorithm. Changes of stop longth to accommodate various dogroos of 
non-linearity and te chock for stability of tho solutions oro possiblo 
and those woro modo automatic in the adaptation by GILL (60) of ~he 
basic Rungo-Kutta method. 
Evaluation of the tube wall temperature profilo from Eq.(5.4) is 
porformed once por cyclo, not in overy phose. As indicated oarlier tho 
Fibonacci soarch techniquo was usod in ardor to koep the computing timo 
te a minimum. 
Tho problom has boon changed from that of solving a sot of 
differontial equations simultaneously with boundary conditions specifiod 
at each end of the demain of intogration into ossentially on itorativo 
initial value problem whereby intogration procoeds in each co-ordinoto 
direction in turn. The initial valuos of oach variablo aro thon compared 
and suitably adjustod. 
+ - + -Boundary conditions for tho booms 10 ,10 and lb ond lb oro not 
ovailablo os explicit valuos but rather as implicit functions. Thoroforo 
it is arbitrary which values at ! = 0 are changed fer the noxt itorotion 
cyclo, (aport frem Hp at ! s 0 which is defined by tho condition of the 
process food), so long os ultimatoly the profilos are all stable and tho 
boundary conditions satisfied. 
The interaction by the beams in the boundary equations can load to 
oscillations in the solution. Somo form of damping botween successive 
iteration cycles is advisablo at loast during tho initi~l stages of tho 
intogration procoss. A simplo moons of doing this is tho usc of a 
woighted moon of tho currant end previous values calculated. A few trial 
runs ta discovor on optimum valuo for this woighting paramoter aro well 
worthwhilo. 
Tho program to salvo tho steady state modol was writt~n for tho 
let KOF9 Digital Computer. 
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5.2 ~ults from the Stoady Stato~pl(l) 
Tho purpose of this section is to discuss tho profilos thct 
omergo from various runs of the modol and to examine tho s~nsitivity 
of the model to changes in some of the defined paramoters. 
As a first oxamp1e tho data presented at the and of the preceding 
chapter will be used. These are figures obtainod from the design 
flowsh8ot for tho Dewsbury No. 1 Roformer and should be typical of 
thoso found in practico. (In fact tho plant was normally run at 
considerably lower throughputs). The second set of dato is for tho 
maximum possible level of op~ration for peak load circumstances, and 
finally, results are given for the reformor operating at 40% of the 
design rato - the so-called "minimum make" condition. In all 
of these three examples tho air to fuel ratio is fixed at 
approximatoly 17 to 1 and the steam to carbon ratio at 3 to 1. This 
enables all the parameters with the exception of the heat transfer 
coefficient, htc to remain almost constant. for instance, the air 
to fuol ratio principally determines the theoretical flamo 
temperature and flue gas specific heat; the stoam to carbon ratio 
dotormines the ~rocess gas specific heat and the quantity of hoat 
consumed by the chemical reaction on a por unit moss basis. 
The geometrical nnw optical parameters are, of courso, unique for a 
particular furnace. 
In addition, the inlet temperatures are constant at thoir valuos 
givon in tho flowshoet. Honce only three quantitios remain to be 
varied for these three runs - Gg, Gp end, by virtue of its dependency 
on the roto of flow of process gas, the coofficient htc. The 
appropriate value for this is acquired from tho proceduros described 
in Chapter IV. Toble 5.2 shows the actual figuros employed. 
... ---.- -----.-- - -_ .• _____ • _____ , ..... _ ••• _ .•. _ ........... ______ • __ a ___ ._ 
Quantity Units Minimum Dosign Maximum 
- ...... - ---_._ ... --... +--,--- +---_._-+----_._--
~~----~lb/L~-D~._. 
lb/ft2 hr 
ht CHU/hr ft2 °c 
__ ;:...-...-.....J_. ______ ..... •• 4_ .............. 
Table 5.2 Input data for the steady state Model (1) for changing 
total throughputs. 
fig 5.1 depicts tho profiles predicted for the stato variables 
for the flowsheet input data. The most interosting is that for Hp, tho 
hoot demand curVe for tho reaction. It is cloar that the major portion 
of the hoot is consumed in the uppor soction of the furnace, whilst 
furthor down, the curve becomes much flatter, indicating a diminishing 
heat roquirement. This is a feature of top-firod reforming furnaces 
which do provide a heat input configuration that fits in woll with tho 
requirements of tho process. 
To sarno extont, this is in contrast to furnacos which are firod 
from tho sido by burnors placed along tho length of the tubas, such as 
those doscribed, for oxampla, by HACKETT, E!.fl.!. (61). Theso oro 
designod to give a substantially constant hoot flux wrofi10 along tho 
tubo length rather than tho rapid preheating of the steam-hydrocarbon 
mixture that is roquired. 
fig. 5.2 shows tho steady stato hoot flux and temperature profilos 
for tho flowsheet dosign case. The flux profiles reprosent, 
respectively, the nott amount of radiant flux travelling downward 
through the furnacQ at given horizontal planes, and the flux transferred 
to tho fUrnaco tubos ot particular points down tho length of the 
reformer. Their equations may be written as: 
10+ + Ib+ - 10- - lb-
------- (5.7) 
f't + + 2 ( Ie + Ib + Io - + Ib- 2 G Tt 4 ) -------(5.8) 
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MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM THROUGHPU 15. 
In tho upper zona of tho furnace whore tho gas is being 
recirculated, the values of ~I+ oro not vory moaningful. Below 
this zona, tho temp~ratura is stable nnd thoro is a nott downward 
flux with a maximum valuo roughly halfway ~own tho furnoco, then 
diminishing to zoro at tho furnaco floor. 
Tho refractory tomperaturo profilo Tr is obtained from a local 
flux balanco on tho rofraotory wall, assuming this to bo adiabatio 
at stoa~y stato :-
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ir 
-2 
= 2!r (; Tr 4 _______ (5.9) 
Examination of tho profilos shown by fig.5.2 reveals that although 
tho gas temperatures undergo largo variations on passing through the 
furnaco, tho temperatures of the tubo walls and refractory linings 
aro far moro nearly oonstant. This is important from tho mechanioal 
aspects of reformor design, particularly regarding tho furnace tubas. 
Fairly high stresses are unavoidable in reformer engineering and at 
tho temperature level involved, the metal croeps. Clearly tho metal 
will be working most officipntly if the amount of croop is constant over 
tho ontire tuba longth. The curve for Tt in fig. 5.2 shows that this 
condition is adequately met in top-firod furnacos. In side-fired ones 
thore is genorally a do finite poak in tuba tomporatura toward the bottom 
of tho furnace, assuming that tho procoss gas posses downward through 
tho catalyst fillod tubes. 
The computer print-out for tho flowshoot coso from which fig.5.2 
is drawn oro contained in Appondix D. Run 1. 
In fig.5.3 profilos oro given for two extremo cases of total 
gas throughput. Savoral interesting points omerge. firstly, tho 
temperatura profiles of tho process gas and tuba wall (not shown) have 
dofinito maxima about halfway down th~ furnaco at low flowrates, 
wh~r~as no such paaks ora apparent at high flowrate. As stated 
• 1$ 
earlior, tho lifo of the tubes ~ onhancod if thoir t~mperatura 
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profiles aro substantially flat. fl socond point is that the make gas 
composition is primarily detorminod by the outlot tomperaturo, cloarly, 
thoreforo, it is wastoful to hoat the mako gas to a high tomporature 
in tho upper part of tho furnaco and thon let it fall to tho corroct 
exit value. H~wover, this is precisely what happons at vary low 
flowratos and a look at the profiles for radiant hoot flux input to tho 
tubos (fig.5.3) shows why. Tho ratio betwoon the heat flux at tho top 
of tho furnaco to that at tho floor is approximately 6 to 1 for the 
lowest flowratos, but only 3 to 1 at the highost. In the former caso, 
then~ too much hoot is concentrated in the upper parts of the tubes. 
Tho conclusion is thorofore, that the furnace operates moro 
officiently at high rather than low throughputs, as indeed it was 
dosigned to do. Howovor, a substantial part of tho timo is spent 
.working at tho lower makes. 
The effects on performance of varying tho operating conditions in 
the furnace will now be considorod. Computer print-outs for all these 
runs aro collocted in Appendix 0; only tho temperature profiles aro 
normally shown. 
5.2.1 feodstock 
-.-------.--
Tho altornative to naphtha as tho roforming feedstock is natural 
gas. A comparison is mode botwoon tho two feedstocks for idontical total 
throughputs, hoat inputs and steam to carbon ratios. Comparing runs 
4 and 5, it is evidont that much higher temperaturos are achiovod when 
using naphtha as the foed. This is to be expoctod since tho endothermic 
hoot of ~eaction per unit mass of hydrocarbon is highor for natural 
gas rofo~ming (compare figs. 3.5 and 3.6) and thore is tho sarno 
quantity of hoot input available in both cases. 
At first sight it may appear that thoro is no drawback to 
reforming natural gas atlow temperatures since the unroacteu methane can 
still remoin as a con~tituont of tho finai product. Howovor tho 
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oquilibrium is such that bolow about 7400 C tho total amount of steam 
romaining unconverted risos very rapidly. o Thus at 670 C, the outlot 
temperature. of the process gas for these conditions predicted by Run 5, 
thero would be so much stoam to condense out of the systom, ro-vaporiso 
and superheat that the wholo process would bo quite unoconomic. Henco 
t OO o achiove the desirod outlot temperature of 740 C to 750 C for 
natural gas roforming it is necossary to use highor fuel/process feed 
ratios than for the equivalent conditions using naphtha. 
nuns 5 an~ 6 illustrate tho effects of varying tho steam to carbon 
ratio betwoen values of 2: land 4 : 1. The feedstock and burnor fuel 
are both natural gas. The parameters which aro variod are the 
coefficionts for the equation of heat of reaction as a cubic function 
of procoss gas temporature, reprosenting the rolovant curvos in fig. 
3.6. 
It is soon from the rrint-outs for tho two cases that tho 
variations in hoat flux and temporaturo profiles aro not vory groat - a 
fact which the process operators tako advantago of in "trimming" tho 
plant in torms of total loon gas mako. That is, tho quantity of gas 
made can bo changod within certain limits by altering only tho steam 
to carbon ratio, koeping tho burnor fuel and air flow sottings 
unchanged and using the same amount of feedstock, without upsetting 
the furnace temperatures vory much. 
Tho lower limiting value of the steam to carbon ratio is about 
2 : 1 becauso below this the risk of depositing corban on tho catalyst 
becomos too groat. The upper limit is determined simply by tho 
availability of stoam which in turn is dependont on the waste hoot 
rocovered from tho flue gas and process gas streams. If tho exit 
tomperatures oro too low tho process may "run out of heat" and honco 
of steam raising capacity. This is most likoly to occur when reforming 
naphtha at low throughputs. 
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Fig 5·4-: EFFECT OF USING EXCESS :COMDUSTION 
AIR ON FURNACE OUTLET TEMPERATURE 0 
A sorios of runs waro made to uotormine tho process gas oxit 
tomporatura achievod by burning a given quantity of fuel but varying 
tho amount of oxcoss combustion air omployed. Tho precoss gas feed 
conditions were constant. 
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Fig.5.4 shows tho rosults of theso runs. Cloarly the burner fuol 
o 
consumec to achieve a desired outlet tomperature of say 750 C varies 
markedly, from 2400 lb/hr at the stoichiomotric quantity of air to 
3000 lb/hr at 30% oxcess. The zere excess curve is slightly 
unrealistic since it is unreasonable to expoct perfect mixing of fuel 
and air and so in practice a certain amount of fuel would be unburnt. 
However, it would soem that more careful control over the air flow 
useel, with ttJO aim of staying around the 10% mark, would bo beneficial. 
frequently the plant works in the region of 30% excoss, without counting 
stray loakages into the furnace. 
Complato results for two casas are shown in runs 7 and O. Theso 
are for air to fUGl ratios of 16.5 and 19.5 respectively, corresponding 
to combustion air excesses of 10% and 30%. Thoro is a large difforence 
a . a in the theoretical flame te~'oraturos calculated; 2225 K against 1945 K 
which illustrates clearly hew uxcoss oil' "dilutos" the heat input. The 
tube flux profiles oro interesting also; the differences between maximum 
nnd minimum fluxes for tho 10% excoss coso oro distinctly higher than 
for tho 30% OXCGSS caso. This i~ duo to the extra flow of flue gas in 
tho oocond caso (nun B) pushing heat further down the furnace. This 
could be useful at low throughputs because it would flatten out the 
sharp poako in tomroraturo exporienced by the reactor tubos. However, 
thoro would stil', bo a ponalty to pay in torms of tho extra fuol 
consumption necessary. 
It was romarked in Soc. 5.2.3 that tho thooretical flamo 
tomperature had a most important boa ring on the mako gas outlot 
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tomperaturo and hence on fuel consumption. Obviously, it is 
advantageous to increaso the flame tomperatura without increosing tho 
fuol flow or reducing the air excoss to unmanageable margins. This 
I 
can be done by increasing the temperatura to which tho combustion 
air is proheated prior to entry into the furnace. 
nuns 9 ond 10 illustrate tho differenco this can make using air 
preheat temroratures of 3000e and 4000e rospectively. It is seen 
that there is mora than a 200 C incroase in the make gas outlet 
temp~rature in the second run - a most usoful inc rea so in the thermal 
duty of tho furnace has thus been achiovo~. 
When reforming natural gas no vaporisation or su~orhoating is 
required and it is usual to work at somowhat lower steam to carbon 
ratios than with naphtha. This moons that loss waste heat is required 
for process feoL heating and for steam raising. Sinoo the mako gas axit 
temperatura is fixed by tho requirod gas composition, any modifications 
to the existing wasta heat utilisation must be modo on the fluo gas sida. 
It does not seem possiblo to lower the flue gas ox it temperature 
whilst koel"'ing tho some make gas exit tomjloraturo without a major 
ro-,.~osign of tho furnocCl goometry. 
Howevor, thoro romains tho possibility of taking more hoot out of 
tho flu8 gas train in tho ai~ prohoator and less in tho waste heat boiler. 
The extra air proheat teml:oroturo raisos tho thooretical flamo 
temperaturo as stated. Basically, heat is ro-cycled around tho furnace 
inotoad of being lost through tho flue gas stock. 
Furthor runs on the model indicnto that ovory additional lOoe riso 
in the rrohoat tomrleraturo at normal throughruts savas ap[ .. 1roximntaly 
0.0% in fuol usoge. 
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In tho formulation of the goneralised model in Chapter II, use was 
£J 
made of the so-callod Schuster-Starzchilc approximation to resolve tho 
ongular distribution of flux intensity into two beams travelling in 
opr-osing vertical directions through the furnace. In order that these 
beams might intorcept the furnaco tubes and refractory walls, it was 
considered that the solid surface areas were uniformly distributed 
throughout the volume of the enclosure. It was as though the beams ware 
baing propagated through an interacting modium whose absorbing and 
emitting power was due not only to the furnace gases but olso to tho 
solid surfaces. Clearly, this model reduces tho description of the 
reformer geometry to ratios of tube skin and refractory wall surface 
areas per unit volume of furnace, whereas it may well bo supposed that 
the dl3tailed layout of the tubes and burners has an important bearing 
on tho ultimate performance achieved. 
The purposo of doveloping a second model then, is two-fold. 
Firstly, sarno means of assessing tho validity of neglecting the detailed 
goomatry of the furnaco is dosirablo; obviously this is something that is 
not immediately apparent. Secondly, tho analysis used in modal 2 is 
more closely akin to that normally employud in enginoering radiativo 
transfor problems, and will thds serve as a valuable chock on tho first 
modal. 
The starting point for the present treatment is the close analogy 
that can be drown between a reforming furnace and ace-current hoat 
oxchanger. Dasically, tho precess gas flows downwards through the 
tubas and rocoives heat from tho fluo gos flowing through thO "shell", 
olso in tho downward direction. The coupling equations betwoon the two 
streams oro given by radiation flux balances inside the furnace 
enclosure, rothor than by using a composite heat transfer coefficient 
which is gene roIly the caso in hoat-exchangor calculations. 
noformors oro fired by gosoous or atomisod hydrocarbon fuol so 
that combustion occurs vary rapidly and the temperature initially 
attained approaches the theoretical flame temperature in the vicinity 
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of the furnace roof. The flue gases cool continuously as they flow from 
burners to outlet. Recirculation of the gas in the upper comportment 
due to the jetting action of the burners destroys the stable 
temperature pattern there, but the principle is still valid. However, 
it is not possible to use the profile of ga6 temperature falling 
monotonically from theoretical flame temperature to its exit value 
as the basis on which to calculate the heot flux to the tubes. This is 
because olthough the furnace is long compared to the distance of the 
path from source to sink, it is not permissable to neglect radiation 
in the direction of the gas flow as being mf minor importance. 
The effect of this on the analysis of the problem is analogous 
to a situation in which the tube,S of a heat exchanger are mode of very 
thick copper, so that a large amount of heat ia conducted olong the 
length of the exchanger instead of Just through the walls. In this case 
the quantity of heat conducted would clearly depend on the temperature 
gr3d~ent along the length of metal, which would not be ovailable 
until the coupling equations hod been solved. In short, it is 
ne~essary to adopt an iterative means of solution. Similarly with 
reformers, the downward radiant flux depends principally on the flue 
gas temperature gradient, but this is not known until the flux balances 
have been evaluated. 
The total hoat input to the furnace per unit cross sectional area 
L 
of roof, per unit time is described by the term Gg Cg T*. If Tg is 
the exit flue gos temperature at the furnace floor, the amount of heat 
leaving via thie stream is Gg Cg TgL. In the intervening space, the 
resulting difference of heat Gg Cg (T* - TgL) has been distributed to 
the tubes, thereby raising the enthalpy of the process gos by on equol 
amount. This is shown diagromatically in fig. 6.3. The top curve 
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reprosents tho hoot input function and tho bottom ana tho tomporaturo 
of tho procoss gas. Tho initial vnlues for theso (at tho furnaco roof) 
aro tho thooretical flame temperatura T* and tho inlot food t8mporaturo 
Tpo ti rospoc voly. 
Taking a point in the lowor rag ion of tho furnace whore the gases 
ora in plug flow, it can bo 600n that tho hoot flowing down through the 
furnace consists of tho sonsible hoot of the bulk flow of flue gas 
togethor with tho downward radiant heot flux. If tho heat input at any 
ono point is chRracterised by tho temperature Ti this aquation may be 
written: 
Gg Cg .!Ll.!. 
da 
= Gg Cg ,d .. ,T51. 
di! 
+ dqv 
da 
------- (6.1) 
whoro qv is the downward radiation flux component. Integration with 
respect to i! gives 
Gg Cg Ti ~ Gg Cg T9 + qv + K ------- (6.2) 
At the furnaco floor, radiant energy is conserved, so that qv = a 
and Ti = Tg. Honco in oquation 6.2 K = a so that 
Ti = Tg + qv 
GgCg . ------- (6.3) 
This rolationship is only tru~ of thn plug flow ragion; in tho upper 
zone, whore mixing of tho gases occurs, tho tomporature is fairly uniform. 
Evaluation of thG net downward radiant flux roquires a knowledge of tho 
average distance travelled by beams of radiation, i.o. tho moan boom length 
of the gas body. The shape of tho gas body may bo tokon as a rectangUlar 
paralleJipiped with dimonsions I : L : L, L ~-OO. PORT (64) gives 
tho corroct valuo of boom length S, for vary low partial prossures of 
absorbing gas, as twice tho shortest dimension, this factor diminishing 
as Pg is incroased. Thus qv is found by considoring that, on average, 
n given point roceivos flux from half n beam longth abovo it, and 
radiatos to on Dqual distanco bolow. 
The oquation for tho downward flux becomes 
= ------- (6.4) 
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Near the top and bottom of tho furnace, the equation for qv requiros 
fluo gas temperatures at points beyond the roof and floor. However, 
radiant anergy must be conserved at both ends of the furnace, sa the 
roof and floor act as perfect mirrors or planes of symmetry with 
regard to the vertically travelling fluxes. Tho flue gas temperature 
profile is thorofore extended symmetrically by the relations 
Tg ( - i! ) = Tg (e), -'Y~~ ~ <0 .. ' ---- (6.5) 
Tg (L + e) = Tg (e) ,; L < l.~L.."'%. 
and equation 6.4 is then valid for all c. 
6.2 Heat flux receiyed by tho ~ubes 
The next factor to be considered is the heat flux to tho tubes. 
This is not ~n easy problem because each part of the surface of a 
tube interchanges heat flux with every other part of tho furnaco, 
rather than being solely dependent on the temperature of the flue gas 
in the immediate vicinity. Nor, of course, does each tube "soe" the 
sarno surroundings, becauso the centre row of tubes is flanked by the 
outer lones, whereas the latter face a refractory wall on one side. 
mutuel shielding of tubes in the same row is a further complication • 
It is clearly impractical to deol with each tube individually because 
of this shielding effect; instead each row of tubes has to be 
considored as a plane wall whose effective surface area is reduced by a 
suitable "shape factor" depending on the ratio: 
Outside tube diameter / centre to centre distance between adjacent 
tubes. A method of evaluation of such factors for a bank of tubes 
with a refractory wall behind woe devised by CHAO (65), and a later 
more accurate method by ROSS (66). The factor is defined as that 
traction of the radiation incident on a bank of tubes which is 
interceptod by unit area of n plane passing through the tubo axes. 
The centre row of tubes is obviously a plane of symmetry, and all 
\ throe planes oro of infinite extent in tho sonse that tho flux pattern 
of the tubes at tho ends of the rows is not altered by the proximity 
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of the refractory walls. It is also assumed that each element of 
tube surface "sees" tn9 Boma proportion or l'Qfractory surface 09 any 
other element; this is reasonable because tho refractory surface 
temperatura is fairly uniform throughout. Howevor, the flue gas 
temperature varies more widely, and some averaging of the heat fluxes 
received from a hemi-spherical shell centering at a given point, with 
rcdius of half the beam length is required. As on approximation, 
therofore, on effective flue gas temperature, Te, is defined by taking 
the mean value of tho flue gas temperatures half a boom length away in 
either direction. 
Ta (i!) = 1 
-
(Tg Ca + 8/2) + Tg (9 - 8/2) ) 
------- (6.6) 
2 
Fig. 6~4 shows tho method of ccmputing the radiation fluxes in the 
furnaco. The outer tubo planos oro assumed to receive identical 
fluxes, but the contre plano is considered separately. Taking the outer 
plane first the sketch shows that it "sees" a refractory wall on one sida 
and a mirror image of itself on the other; the "mirror" being 
situatod halfway botweon the outer and centre planes. Flux arriving 
at tho tube plane from the refractory walls is labellod q~, that from 
the mirror qin. 
In the present analysis, the gas is taken to be grey. It is 
easily shown that the radiant flux falling on unit area of tube plane 
on one side is given bY~9 5 Te4 , where Te (i!) represonts the 
appropriate gas tomperature at that point down tho furnace. Thus the 
I total flux R to the refractory wall is 
RI = Fr Get £ t 5 Tt 4 + qm (1 - xt») (l _egr,+ rr~r5 Te4 .. -{Ga ?) 
where Fr is tho amount of refractory surfaco area associated with unit 
area of tho plane. The first term denotes the emission of flux from 
the tubes, and tho second term the flux from the mirror sida which 
has passed through the gaps between the tubo$;both fluxes being 
partially attonuated on subsequent passage through the gas. The 
froctions x~,(l - xt) to bo used ore obtained from Hottel's chart 
for radiation falling directly on ono foco of the leading row of a 
bonk of tubes. 
In tho stoady state case, the refractory wall is not a net 
absorber or emitter of flux; therefore the expression for qr"becomes 
qr = (gr irTe 4 + w fr (1 _ Egr) Al ------- (5.8) 
whero w is the fraction of flux originally emitted by the refractory 
that eventually arrives at the tube planes - either directly or by 
reflection. It may bo shown that it is equal to 1/ (1 + £gr). 
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On the other side of tho tubo plane, the flux m1 striking the mirror 
is composed of the emission from the tubes together with tho fraction of 
qr that has passed through the gaps botween the tubos, i.e. 
~ 4 r. 4 ) m2 ) m = Egm '-Te + ~Xt Et ~ Tt + qr (1 - xt) (1 - Eg) ----- (6.10 
80am lengths required in the evaluation of Egr and £gm are taken 
as 1.7 times the distances betweon tho appropriate parallel planes (54) 
- in the first case theso are the refractory walland the tuba plane; 
in the second coso, the tuba plane and the mirror. The tubes 
themselves can only absorb a fraction x.of the flux coming from both 
4 
sides (qm + qr) and omit an amount xt Et ~ Tt to both sides. 
Therofore, the net flux obeorbed by either of the outer rows of 
tubes is given by 
4 qt = x (qr + qm - 2 Et fr T t ) ------- (5.11) 
for the centre tube plane, the effect of the refractory walls is 
for loss. To a good approximation, the flux arriving at this plana 
from both sides is qm, and so the net heat flux to the tubes is given by 
qt = 2 x (qm - Et cr Tt4 ) ------- (6.12) 
Sinco equation 6.11 describes the net heat flux to two rows of 
tubes, and equation 6.12 the flux to one only, an overage value of the 
heat flux is obtained by taking a weighted mean of these expressions, 
giving 
4 qt = lS. (qr + 2ctm - 3 Et rS Tt ) 
3 
------- (5.13) 
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6.3 Eguations for Heat Transfer insido the Tubos - 6 ________ ....... __ ___ . • •• 
The development of equations for heat trcnsfor mecnonisms within 
tho tube is similar to tho procedure adoptod for model 1. Tho 
enthalpy of tho process gas is the sum of two components - the sensible 
heat and thG heat consumed by the endothermic chemical reaction. 
Using tho some nomenclature as section 3.3, the process gas enthalpy 
becomes 
Gp .EY = 
di! 
Gp Cp .9....!e. 
di! 
+ Gp rf 
This may be integrated with respect to H to give 
U = Cp (Tp - Tpo) + 1 J ~tTP d i! 
Ct 
which is identical with equation (3.27). 
------- (6.14) 
------- (6.15) 
Clearly the increase in process gas enthalpy is equal to the 
net rato at which heat is appliod to the tubes, since in the steady 
state there can be no accumulation of hoat within the system. If W 
is tho total length of tho three tube planes in the horizontal diroction 
the equality may bo written 
Gp EM 
di! 
= ------- (6.16) 
The final equation is derived from the original co-current hoat 
exchangGr analogy. Tho rate at which the proc~ss gas enthalpy increases 
must be equated noeonly to the not flux absorbed by tho tubes, but 
also to tho rate at which the heat input function decreases. This 
gives 
Gg Cg £!..Ii = Gp .2.J! ------- (6.17) d i! d i! 
and intograting with respect to i! gives 
Gg Cg ( Tl 
-
T*) = u ------- (6.18) Gp 
which is valid for any position i! down the length of tho furnace. 
Tho tubo wall temperature profile is related to Tp via the overall heat 
transfer coefficient (htc) by the equation 
qt = htc (Tt - Tp) ------- (6.19) 
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6.4 ~tJ..E!'....Sl,f Model __ lll:.. 
Although graphical solution of the equations would be feasible, it 
is quito impractical in view of tho largo number of runs that ore 
required to tost the modol ad8quat81y~ Therefore, as before, a 
numerical method is sought which is suitable for programming on a 
computer. 
It is immodiately apparent from the foregoing sections that the 
equations themselves oro fairly simple. The difficulties that are 
likely to arise are concerned with matching various profiles to the 
requirements of different equations. ror example tho prooess gas 
enthalpy curve must agree with equations (6.16) and (6.17) whilst the 
flue gas temperature profile has to satisfy (6.3) and (6.4). 
Iterations such as these are likely to give rise to oscillations in the 
profiles obtained in successive solutions. An attempt may be made to 
dampen these oscillations using a method based upon a low degree 
polynomial spline technique (67). 
Tho steps used to obtain correct profiles for the model are 
summarised below: 
(i) An initial estimate of the profile of the heat input curve Ti is made. 
Tho vnlue at e = a is tho theorotical flamo temperature T* and tho curve 
fa~ls monoto~ically from this valuo to the flue gas oxit temperature, 
TgL (as yet uHknown) at tho floor of the furnace. 
(ii) Now a flue gas temperature profile Tg that is compatible with tho 
Ti curve is sought. rirst, a shape must be assumod for this curve such 
that in the top recirculation zone the temperature is constant and in 
tho lowor plug flow regime folls linearly to the exit valva. The nett 
downward heat flux is evaluated from Eq (6.4), then Eq. (6.3) is used 
to check if the resulting curvo for Ti agrees with the assumed profile 
for T9. If not, the latter must be altered until acceptable agreement 
is reachod. 
(iii) The next step involves calculating the radiotion heat flux 
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absorbed by the tubes, using the equations developed in Sec. 6.2. 
This procuduro roquires values for tho tube wall temperature profile 
which 09 a starting guess can bo token as constant. 
(iv) Equating the right hand sides of Eqs. (6.14) and (6.16) enables 
the process gas tomperature profile Tp to bo calculated. Again, 
howAver, it is necessary to iterate since a profile for Tp must be 
known bofore the term A HTp cnn be calculated and hence the equation 
integrated. 
(v) The tube wall tomperature profile and tho process gas temperaturo 
profile are linked by Eq. (6.19). A revised curve for Tt is now 
e provided and the hoot flux to the tubos re-valuated. The sequonce 
of operations to calculate qt~ Tt and Tp is thereforo repeated until 
all are in agrsoment. 
(vi) finally Eq. (6.17) is used to chock whother the assumed profile 
for Ti is correct or not. In general it will not be, so steps (i) to 
(vi) must be repeated until the correct profile for Ti is obtained. 
The only input values known oro tho theoretical flame temperature 
and tho process feed temperature; the complete set of profiles have 
to be gonorated by a process of repeated iteration. In addition to 
the overall iterative loop for tho heat input curve, there are two 
major loops within it for the flue gas and tube wall temperature 
profiles. Th~ second of theso includes another iteration loop to deal 
with the process gos temperatures. 80th tho Tg and Tp curvos require 
the local smoothing technique indicated earlier. 
Computer run timos for model 2 were considerably higher than 
those for model I - by a factor of 5 usually. It proves difficult to 
obtoin a profile for Tg which enables Eq.(6.3) tp be satisfied at every 
point in the plug flow regime of the furnace. As many os 30 it~rations 
on Tg may bo neoded beforo successive profiles differ nowhere by loss 
than 0.1% (about laC). Similarly the "loop within a loop" 
u 
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arrangement doscribod in steps (iii), (iv), and (v) is inherently timo 
consuming. Considering that perhaps 0 to 10 iterations are necessary 
before Ti converges via the outermost loop, it is clear that some of 
the sub-routines are employed several hundred times and the computing 
time required inovitably reflects this. 
6.5 Comparison of results obtainod with those from Modell. 
-- . .. __ .. ---- ---
To make a valid comparison between results obtainod from the two 
models tho some basic input data must be used. The first run performed 
was for the dosign flowsheet d~ta whose values are tabulated in Table 
4.5 Certain parameters which have no direct counterparts in model 1 
must also bo ovaluated. Table 6.1 is a list of tho operating conditions 
and parameter values for the design flowsheet coso. 
Fig. 6.1 ehows a comparison between the temperature profiles 
obtained from tho two models for tho flowsheet data. The corresponding 
radiant heat flux profiles are given in Fig. 6.2 Some significant 
differences are observed. The flue gas temperature profile for model 2 
is considerab19 above that for modell, whoreas the reverse is true for 
the process gas temperatures. Moreover, the shapes of the flue gas 
temperature profiles aro quito differont, a distinct peak predicted 
by model I is not revealod in the output from model 2. It appears 
that model I prodicts that more hoot is oxtracted from tho flue gas 
and transferred to the process gas. But not only is the total quantity 
of heat transferrod more, the distribution of the heat input profiles 
are different. The profiles for qt, shown in fig.6.2, domonstrates 
that modal 2 calculates a grenter difference between the heat flux 
to the tubes at the top of the furnace and that to tho tubes lower 
down. This gives rise to more rapid heating of the process gas and 
tubes at tho top of the furnace than lower down resulting in a definite 
peak in the Tt curve for model 2; model 1 predicts a flatter tube wall 
temperature over most of the tube length. Similarly the peak in the 
r8fractory wall temperature profile is more pronounced in the model 2 
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run nnd is pushed furthor to the top of tho furnaco. 
r-----:r-----------.. --... --_..--?'._--._ .......... -.---.. _ ... --... 
Symbol Quantity Value units 
Gg· Superficial mess flow of flue gas 91.6 lb/hr ft2 
- ----... - ............. -- ....... ----.--.-..-.-.----.. ----.- .. 'r---.-. ....... - .. - -- ' .... - .. _-..-.-._-
Gp Superficial moss flow of proc~ss gas 73.7 lb/hr ft2 
~-.-,.~ .. -_., ... -..... ~ ....... ' ....... -- -.-- -.. -........... -.--...... - _. __ .... - _ .........-. 
o Cg Specific heat of flue gas 0.32 CHU/lb C 
--.. -.... - ~-.-.-- .. - ..... ---- -----.....-....-. --.- ...... --.. - .. - .... --.- ....... ---'.- .... - -...-. 
Cp Spocific hGat of process gas 0.65 CHU/lboC 
r----.--~ ._- -......... -_ .... --.-.'.-'--" -.---.. --~ --.. - -_._-----+ 
T* theoroticnl flema temp. 2220 
.--- • -.. - _ ...... ___ .. _. _________ .. ____ 4.' •• '"' .. __ .. _~_ ~ __ ...... __ • __ .. __ • __ ~~ 
m [g "mirror" side gas emissivity 0.31-
_. __ ..... ..,....---.~-,-.. -_ ..... _------_._--+------+----_._. -----+ 
Eg r refractory side gas emissivity 0.34 
---.. - -.-f----.---- ' ... ~ _._ .. _,- .......... __ ... __ . ____ --__ ....... ___ -.-_ 
!r refractory wall emissivity 0.80 -
.... ....... .. .. ~ -....-- .-- .. - --.. _-- ... -&_& .. ...--_- • - ...... -- .. ----+-~-.--- ... -- _... - .. ~ 
74.5 CHU/hr ft 20C htc overall heat transfor coeff. 
--.~- ...... - ... _ ................ _-- .. - .. ----_ .. -.. - .... --.... -"-~ .... -.- ........ _ .. _- .... - ._-_.---.. .... --... 
L height of furnace 26.5 ft. 
- ... ~-- ----- -...... -... --.. -- _ ....... - ..... ---- . ...-~.-.,. .. --~ .... --_ .. --. _-.-.. ....... _--... 
_!! ... _. _....P.o.n..e.t.rn.~.ipn .. ~.0.P.t.~._o.!:.J.l.~.~_s __ .•. _ ••. __ .. ~ _ ..• ~.O .. ~ ...•. ..• ,_ .• J.~! .. _._ 
f amount of refractory surface por 1 73 _ 
. r unit area of tuba skin surface • 
......... ....- ~-;--.....- .... -.-- - _ .._--- .... _ .... _ ...... --......... ---..... ---- -- .. -
x fraction of tubo Skip equivalent to 0.43 
~ ...• _. _ .. _. _. ___ . _ ..••• p.l.a.n.e_ .s.IlLa_c~'!.-.. __ .• _ ... __ _ .. .. * ~ •• _ . 
. _.--.... _- ... - --
Et tube skin emissivity 0.93 ;...... ......... _- -_ ... -..... ---_. -------.. --........ --.---1----._---... -------1 
W total length of tubo planos 72.0 ft. 
+---..-...---~---------------------------------------~------~-------------
TABLE 6.1 Operating conditions and parameter values for Model 2 -
Design flowsheot case. 
___ .• ______ • _ ..... ____ • __ ........ 'e_ .. _ •• _ ..... .- .. _ ..................... _ .•. __ • ________ .. ____ ... _ 
A socond run at a lower throughput - about 60% of the dosign make--
is considered. The relovant operating cooditions are: 
8urner fuel flowrate 
Air to fuol ratio 
Process Gas flowrato 
Steam to Carbon ratio 
Thooretical flame tomperatura 
1840 lb/hr. 
16.9 
26400 tb/hy. 
3.0 
2l80oK 
The rosulting profiles from models 1 and 2 are set out in Tables 
(6.2) and (6.3) respectively. On comparing these it is seen that the 
sam8 discrepancios betwoon the two modols are observed at low 
throughput as at hiah, and it must thorefore boo concludod that there 
are inherent differunces in the two onal ses which will not be resolved 
by fitting cortnin parameters. for instance, the amissivity 
m r parametDrs Eg and Eg can bo adjustod until tho outlet stroam 
tomperotureo oro identical for the two models. However, this 
distorts .. tho tube wall and refractory temperature profiles such that 
quito unrealistic values are predicted in tho upper zona of the 
reformer. 
When the models aro compared against in-plant data it is found 
that tho exit flue gas, and make gas temperatures prsdicted by model 
1 oro far nearer the observed values. Also no sharp peak in the 
tuba wall temp~rature profile is measured. Add to this the much 
lotuor computing timo requirod for modol 1 and clearly this model is 
tho ono to adopt, particularly for extension to the dynamic case. 
Howover, tho dovelopment of model 2 has been worthwhile, bocause 
it providos a useful physical insight into tho problem and helps 
clarify tho abstract formulation associated with model 1. 
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TA8LE 6.3 Steady Stcte Profilos from model 2. 
CHAPTER VII. 
au::s ' r,.:e,....,....., PLANT DATE ACQUISITION: COMPARISON or RECORDED 
DATA WITH STEADY STATE mODEL PREDICTIONS, 
Mathematical models of chemical plants or items of plant 
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equipment fall into two main categories. The first of these uses tho 
inputs to the system and attempts to predict the resulting outputs 
by identifying the physicol and chemical processes occurring within 
that system. Tho second type of model differs from this because it 
employs tbe observed relationship betwoen the inputs and outputs to 
infer which mochanisms oro most important and to fit numerical valuos . 
to tho parameters thus defined. Alternatively a relotionship is 
assumed that is merely convenient from statistical or computational 
aspects, such as tho use of multiple linear regrossion analysis. Hore 
the physical basis of the model is lost and it may not be possible to 
determine other internal variables of the system which cannot be 
measured diroctly. 
In the casa of inferential models, the necessity of obtaining 
accurato data from the system is obvious. A little consideration, 
howover, will show that a predictive model, such as that developed in 
this work, has on equal dependence on correctly measured inputs and 
outputs. The roason is that except in very simple casas it is 
impossible to d~scribe a physical process precisely in mathomatical 
terms even if the mechanisms of tho process are 011 apparent. In the 
complex situations that arise in industrial plant many interacting 
phenomena occur, somo of which may affect the system in a random 
fashion. The need is, therefore, for a feedback of information from 
the measured plant ~utputs via the model builder to update the bosis 
of tho model predictione. 
7.1 The Data L099ing System 
It is possible to obtain the general operating characteristics 
of a steam reformer by referonce to the existing plant instruments. 
These do, after all, provido the operators with sufficient information 
Recycle gas 
Steam 
Reformer 
• 
Flue gas 
Fls 7· I 
MEASUREMENTS'TAJ(EN AROUND REFORMER 
Burner 
fuel 
Combustiol 
air 
• • 
to control tho plant and moot required product specifications. 
Howover, the disadvantagos of using plant operating records are 
considerable. Recorded variables oro displayed by ink tracBS over 
Bcaled charts. Some of those are paper strips with linoar scalas, 
others have square root calibrations and still others are circular 
in shope and are replaced every 24 hours. 
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Aport from the tedium of obtaining plant data from thoso charts 
the accuracy achieved is likely to be low. Other important 
variables are only indicated by the instruments and usually recorded 
once per shift by tho operating personnal. The validity of these 
figures is even more doubtful. These comments are true for essentially 
stoady state operation; for dynamic studies, some form of digital 
data acquisition is indispensible, and this was the scheme adopted. 
A Dynamco Data Loggor linked to on Ohrtronics paper tope punch 
was installed for this purpose. Up to 60 channels were available 
for the input data each of which may be scanned in turn and visually 
displayed on the digital voltmeter panel. The some valuos, together 
with the appropriate channel numbers are simUltaneously recorded on 
O-hole punchod tape, the format being compatiblo with the ICL KDf9 
computer. A completo scan of the inputs can be initialised at pre-set 
intervals, ranging from ono minute to two hours, by means of on 
automatic timer device. Other features of the system include an 
internal calibration voltage source and facilities for obtaining 
repeated scans of a single channel or continuous scanning of a selected 
group of channels. 
The quantities to bo measured are shown diagrammatically in 
fig.7.l. They are listed in Table 7.1 together with the channo] 
numbers and plant instrumont reforonce numbers (where applicable). 
All temp~rature measuroments oro modo using chromel-alumel thormo-
couples which generate electrical voltages in the 0 - 100 millivolt 
rango and thus provido diroct inputs to the data logger. Tho relation 
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TAGLE 7.1 Plant data recordod by loggor. 
botwoon voltcge output nnd tomparoturo is well-definud but slightly 
non-linaor. Transduc~rs convert the instrumont air signols to tho 
diaphragm vnlvos controlling tho principal prossures and flows into 
eloctricnl voltagos which tho logger can handlo. 
Tho thermocouple and trnnsducor leads aro connocgod to terminals 
in a common junction box. multi-cored cables thon link these 
terminals with special plugs for tho input gates of the loggor. Tho 
thermocouple signals aro calibrated by disconnecting eoch circuit 
from the plant and switching an accuratoly measured voltago 
corresponding to th~ voltngo that would bo gonerated on to the 
appropriate channel. For the transducers, the eloment is shunted 
with standard rosistors which chango the overall circuit resistance 
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in exactly tho some way as the transducor resistance changos over its 
full range. 
Cora must be token to ensure that thG signal input lines oro 
shielded and that so for as possible, common-mode voltages are 
eliminoted.(68) These arise when the two transducor leads are earthed 
,.. 
at different locations due to the remoteness of sensor and receive4 (69). 
Otherwise they are pickod up on the transducer lines with consequont 
degrading of the valid signals. In addition, the logger incorporates 
on analogue filter as an option to limit the frequency bandpass of the 
channel. This cuts down normal mode noise, but sufficient bandwidth 
must be retained to reveal the genuine process dynamics. 
Despite these precautions it is still probable that fluctuating 
responses will be obtained because of short-term fluctuations in the 
measured variables themselves. Therefore digital filtering is 
performed on the logger output values to acquire both steady state 
levels and transient movements of the system. for steady state 
values this means, in practice, scanning tho wholo set of channels 
repoatedly ond taking a. moan value for each variable, neglecting any 
points that are clearly spurious. Tho smoothed data is then 
convortod into corrosponding tomporaturos,pressuros and flowrotes 
using tho appropriate calibration curve. 
One final manipulation is necessary for the temperature roodings-
the sa-called "radiation correction". A thermocouple probe located 
in a strong radiation field establishes an equilibrium temperature betweon 
those of gas and the immediate surroundings. It is this steady stato 
tomperature rather than the true gas temperature which is recordod 
on the logger. A correction should olso be applied to the tube skin 
tomperature moasuremonts although the magnitude of these corrections 
will be smaller than those for the gas streams. The method of 
estimating the radiation correction is supplied in the book by ECKERT 
and DRAKE (70). 
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7.2 Compn&~~botw.ee.n..l.0~ data and vat~~r£'ldicto,d by modal 1 
Industrial plants never completoly achieve steady state operation 
because random fluctuations of the systom parameters prevent it. It 
will be arbitrarily assumed, howevor, that tho reformer is at steady 
state if nono of the measured quantities has altered by more than l~ 
either side of its mean value in any four hour period. During tho 
20-month poriod whon the data was rocorded, such occasions wore 
comparatively uncommon. 
In that time, cortain paramoters of tho system inevitably change -
tho catalyst activity doclines, tho emissivity of the tubes and 
refractory walls changes and the heat transfer coefficient betweon 
tuba skin and process gas will be reducod. Nor, of course, are tho 
data logger and punch immune from such offects; in the dusty conditions 
of tho control room damage can easily occur to the input-gate contacts. 
Hence differences in the model accuracy are to be expocted because 
thoso long-term changes cannot be included in the model in any 
systomatic fashion. 
Six casos are sot out below to demonstrate the ability of modol 
1 to prodict the output temperatures correctly for various load lovels 
and with eithor naphtha or natural gas as the feodstock and burner 
fuel. A brond consideration of Tables 7.2 to 7.7 shows that tho input 
quantities recorded on tho data logger are in SUbstantial agreement with 
tho plant instrument readings, although the pen-and-ink flowmeter 
charts could not be read with very great precision. Aftor the 
radiation correction had boon applied to tho output temporatures, the 
logged values wore consistently above those indicated by the plant 
instrument, probably indicoting this correction was not allowed for 
in its calibration. 
The logged furnace tube temperatures ore in close agreement with 
valuos prodictod by tho modol, especially at high lovols of throughput. 
Only the flue gas oxit tomperatura is markedly lower than the modal 
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TABLE 7.2 
---VARIABLE MEASURED R.ANT LOGGER MODEL (1) 
INSTRUmENT 
-{J/~ 
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-
Combustion air f.low __ • .'~L~ 42J..9.!L_ 43300 . 
-E£p~.l!?phthE flow '1 791.9.._. __ 7422. 
- --
" 
____ .~.9200 29640 SUlJorhoat£.I!..E...toom. flow_. ___ 
-
'" 269.2 Recycle ,gas fln.w •. --::t-o 340 -_. ~ .. ----.. -
Combustion air inlet temp.~C .... 330 .3}.6 .• J:. 
-
.. . . 
Inlet process .9~~ .. 398 401.0 
.. -
--
Exit flue ~aJLt..e..mP.. It P.1!l 873i 5 887.3 
-, 
Exit orocoss gas temp. '1 754.1 747.0 750 
I , 
, 
Tube temperatura 1 'I 749.0 737.6 
Tube I. 826.0 828.7 temperatUJ.'E... 2 
-
Tube temporature 3 '1 035.9 B32.4 
Tube tem~er~r9 4 tf 010.6 810.4 
.. 
800 • .1---1 Tubo tomperature 5 __ , 003 813.7 
. I 
TABLE 7.3 
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I i ! ~£EE()ss. n~turnl gns flow " 6250 6380 I 
I Supar~ted steam fl~w " I 28700 I 29100 
.. ------r.----.. ---
Combustion a~r ;~let te~~C 331 I 339.8 l 
t. Inlet process .9.£ls temp. o, 400 I 396~y-" . 
---
Exit flue gos t..~ __ -, 872 t--:~:: "j-- 902.9 ~J .. ~'pj'2.£.E1§JL.9!':IS to~,,-____ :'. 750 752.5 
-.... - .-. I J.ube tompE.ra t tJ..!.~_l:.... __ • " ~20'O I- ............ 
Tube tGmpJ3roturG-1,. " I 819.8 821.6 . ro 
Tuba temperoture 3 " 
, 
837.5_i 840.6 
Tube tom oroturo 4 ." I" ~ ~~~ .. ...:..7-+t __ 8;;.;;2=9 ......... 3_-I 
__ T~U_b.o~t~om~p~o~r~o~t~u~re~5~: ______ : ___ ":_~~~_: _____ ~~~~2 ____ ~ __ -_~_~_~ •• _~~ ____ 8_0~4~.4~~ 
TABLE 7.5 
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. _,-------I VARIABL .. ---..........-...... ----.-- , .. ~ E mEASURED I fl.ANT LOGGER mODEl (1) INSTRUmENT 
. . /1. ...... ........ -.--~e!.!UOl ~ lo.w. J.notur~!..Jm.!_{ (, 3020 3036 
.-.0 
r flaw It.llw t 57500 .~- •• J .. _---.-....-......................... -...-....-........ ..-
I, 1 __ ~~emQ8ratu£.~ ___ • __________ -+ __________ ~ ____ ~_3_9~.~1~1 ___ 8_6~7~._3~ 
j-1.YE..U~m.Pe.r.~t~~.!L-t. __ • ____ 'f--l~ ____ -I-__ ..;:B-=3_6.::..4~1_ ... 8.... 41;;;..;:..;6--.-.., 
i 'I i_.l.l:J~EJ!1~t.a:.:t:.;:;l!.::.r=-e ...;,5~ _____ -.._ .... __ ...;:.8:;.;1-=3~ ...... ___ 8_2::.;8;.::.-.9 ... 1 __ 8;,;;2_5~ •.:...7 --.:. 
Tf,rn.E 7 piS 
f'" e_. . --- . 
-r' .. I •• _1 ! UARII18!..E mEASliRED 
f 
PLANT , 
INSTRumENT ! 
.-
. ·/b{i:- i ! I 
Burn.ej' fuel flaw {natural ~asl 1500 l 
\ ! 
" I Combustion air flow ___ ~2500 . ---.. ... ---- .-.....-.-...~.....-... ..... 
'. 
Proc~~s natural gas flo!L 
~ SUEerheated steam fJow 
1 
, 
:--
, 
, 
Com~Jion_ .air inlet te_moE. 
t.rlF:t....P.!!?~c.E-~8.!L temp. 
-
.!~~:.-tt.lll./~gos. ~.11],£:.... i r-
., . 
., 3820 I 
., I 1 15900 . • .. !~ •.• 
o( I t 315 I 
! 
" 
..4-0L·-i 
'1 8l4i 
LOGGER mODEL (1) 
-l 1437 30090 
I 3892 
15400 
322.11 
, 
400.8 , 
-- t 
847.2 l 841.8 ! 
, 
I \ ~~~~c~~~~s tem2:. _______ ~__ ~i----2~-,---7~5~2~.~4~1---7~6~l-.5--~ 
rUbe te.rr!P~;~!l.ture 1 .. I' I 
Llube t8.mp..§l~ture 2 .. I 
! Tube t~~~~!~~3 ___ .._. ________ " __ ~----.--------~--~~~~...;:.::.;~--~ 
1 
l. Tube t~~.~~ntu!~~ ________________ ·_'~----------~-----~.---_r--~--~--_1 
I 
, Tube tcmDsraturo 5 It 773 _______ _ _________ • ___ •___ • _ ...... __ ......... _ ... - ...... --.0 ..... - ............. ---
TABLE 7.7 
prediction. This may Qe due to poor positioning of the thermocouple 
probe or possibly air leakage into the furnace flues. An overall 
hoat balance on the furnace shows that the values predicted by the 
modol ara more likely to be correct. 
When tho furnace is operated at well below its design level, 
the fit of the model to the data is less satisfactory. The reaction 
zone recedas to a relatively short region near. the top of the tubes 
whereas the model assumes that tho heat sink is apportioned down tho 
whole length of the tubes. Also tha estimate of the heat transfer 
coefficient is uncertain at low flowrates of process gas. 
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In general thon, tho steady state model proves an adequate 
represontation of the reforming furnace both both naphtha and natural 
gas feedstocks. The furnace tuba skin temperatures are easily the 
most sensistive variables to use for testing the model because they are 
in thermal equilibrium between the radiation field and the consumption 
of heat by the endothermic chemical reactions on the process gas side. 
The other major variables of the model aro the mass flowrates, which 
are determined by differential pressure measurements. Bearing in mind 
tho woll-known difficulties of obtaining these valuos accurately (71)' 
tho performanco of the model in the steady state coso is acceptable. 
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CHAPTER VIII THE DVNArnIC mODEL 
ICI:C;:~_:-:.:-=:~=====,=, :' =-=,::,: ; ; : :::...:.:. :;" -:;====r::=== 
8.1 ObJoct of Q Dynamic r~el 
Industrial processes in which the rate of throughput of motorial 
is frequently changed must operata under transient conditions for a 
sUbstantial port of tho timo. A town gas manufacturing plant is ono 
such process, and so there may bo much to bo gained by considering tho 
plant dynamics in soma detail. 
Thero are two main aroas of investigation in which knowlodgo of 
the transient behaviour of a system is necessary. Tho first is dynamic 
optimisation and control stUdios which attempt to ostablish a time-
depondont criterion of performance as the system is brought from 
one lavol of operation to anothor. Clearly, tho model must predict the 
consoquonces of a given control action in terms of the transient response 
of tho system, in order that an optimal control policy based on this 
criterion may be formulated. A useful,indication of whether the 
dynamics of a process are important in control stUdies is obtained by 
comparing tho overage timo betwoen significant disturbances with the 
time taken for the process to settle down to a nem steady stato after 
~ disturbance has occurred. If tho two periods are of similar magnitude 
th8n th~ systom dynamics should be considorod in any attempt at genuine 
ol:,timal control. 
The second roason for studying the dynamic characteristics of a 
system is to detormine whother important constraints are violated 
during transient operation. Virtually every practical process is 
subject to constraints. These toke many forms, but may be broadly 
catogorised as eithor physical limitations of the processing oquipment 
or restrictions on the product specification. Physical constraints 
arise on both the control and the process variables of the system: 
thoro is a maximum temporature that the furnace can attain; the flow 
rata of procoss gas through tho tubes is restrictod by tho pressura drop 
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through tho catalyst bed; if tho steam pressuro is to be raisod it has 
to be done slowly because of tho finite capacity of tho boilers. The 
lost problem is a dynamic constraint - a maximum rote of change of 0 
quantity is stipulated within on overall limiting range of values. 
Constraints imposed on the dependent process variables oro generally 
due to the mechanical strongth of tho equipment materials. Tho maximum 
pressure that tho tubes can withstand is ona obvious example. Dynamic 
constraints are particularly important here, because they reflect tho 
danger of thermol shock effects in the furnace refractorios and tubes 
whon thG burners are turned up or down. It is this aspect that will be 
of primary interest in the present work. 
Dynamic models oro obtained from theoretical analysis, exporimental 
data, or some combination of the two. 
As shown in Chapter II, the theoretical troatmont givos rise to 
stato variable equations of a distributed paramoter nature in the genoral 
formulation. In practical control studies, tho system of oquations are 
often reduced to a lumped parameter reprosentation, so as to roduce tho 
mathematics of the problem to manageable terms. Usually some of the state 
variables chason to characterise the process will not be directly 
measurable, although it is clearly desirable that some quantities are 
capable of baing checkod against oxperimental values. 
~, 
If the model is to bo do~vod solely from experimental data, the 
resulting model will be of tho input-output-type, that is, the dopendent 
variables of the model must be tho measurable output variables of the 
system related in some way to the input control variables. Of ton this 
rolationship will bo derived from ompirical, rather than fundamental 
considerations, becauso the system is regarded essentially as a "black 
box" and tho intarnal faatures are ignored; only tho chango in output 
corresponding to a given chango in input is required. This forms the 
basis of many statistical modelling techniques to which a usoful 
introduction is givon by SAVAS (72). 
8.2 rha Dynamic modal equations for t~e furnnc~ 
Tho complete set of state variable equations were derived in 
50c.2.3 for convenience they will be restated hara: 
B3. 
+ Gg Cg .Q.!s 
~.1 
;: - 2 P ~ 'P Tg 4 + P Ie + + P 10 -
------- ~B.l) 
- 0 Ia-
oat 
1 
-Vp 
= (- f3 - e r at'" - Ct '\:) 10+ + f3cr r ~'t- +£c:o..-'" t T: 
+ E,.o ... O'" ~ T .. i+ ------- (8.2) 
~ ~~ ~ 
= ( - ~ -E. r 0..... - ~ t at) Ia - + p ~ 'f ~ +Ea:.O,CTflt 
+ f; rOrCT'fTr't 
------- (8.3) 
= (- € r or - E t at ) Ib + + € t at (1 - tp) O"'Tt 4 + 
E. r or (1 - 'f) a- T r 4 ------- (8.4) 
;:(-Crar- E tat) Ib-+E.to.t(l-P) cr Tt4 + 
------- (8.5) 
;: £ t at ( Ia+ + Ia- + Ib+ + lb-
- 2 ~Tt4) ------- (8.6) 
from tho above set of equations, the only state variables which are 
ccnsidared to have time dependencies on the enthalpicsof the flue and 
Pl'CCCSS gas streams. Clearly, however, the major logs in the system 
era duo to tho heat capacitios of the solid oompononts of the furnace 
- in particular, the influence of tho refractory walls. 
If the furnace burnors are turned up tho new flame temperature 
consistent with the changed oir-to-fuel ratio will be attained 
almost immediatoly. Likewise, the wholo volume of flue gas will 
undergo a suddon temperature Jump because the high flow rato causes the 
increasod heat content of the gas in the vicinity of the flame to be 
rapidly carried to the lower section of the furnace. This will 
produce on instantaneous increase in the radiation heat flux emitted 
• I"c by the gas and falling on the refractory and tube surfaces; tho .se 
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in radiant flux, of course, being proportionally greator than tho 
flue gas tomporaturo increase. 
Since the surface temp~ratures of the refractory and tubes do not 
chango immediately, tho flux they emit will likewise be initially 
unalterod. Hence the surfaces absorb more radiant flux than thoy emit, 
with a consequent gradual increaso in temperature until a new equilibrium 
position is attained. The excess heat will gradually be conducted through 
~ the thickness of tho refractory slab and tube walls, thereby bringing the 
interior tomperatures (including that of the process gas and catalyst 
pellets), up to their new steady state valuos. 
Basically, theroforo, the thermal lags in the system are tho 
result of tho material components acting as additional heat sinKS, so 
that the full increase of available radiant heat cannot bo realised 
immediately. Conversely, when the burners oro turned down, the various 
componont heat capacities act as additional heat sources, which prevont 
the radiant flux from falling immediately to its new steady state level 
of intensity. 
B.3 ~rpcess Gas Side lags 
Tho SUbsidiary partial difforential equations d~scribing the 
~balanco of heat in difforent parts of the furnace are derived by 
mothods identical to those used for the original state equations. 
That is, the SUbstantial derivative of the enthalpy of a component, 
which represents the accumUlation of heat within unit volume during 
unit time, is equated to on energy balance between itsolf and other 
external components. The equation for the flue gas (B.l) is already 
in this form, although, as stated abovo, its capacity term is 
negligible, and may be safoly ignorod. 
Inside the furnace tubes, the process gas, catalyst pellets, and 
alloy stoel tube walls all have finite thermal capacities, and sbould 
therefore be taken into account. An energy balance on the tube walls 
" " , 
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givos: 
(Tp - Tt) 
------- (8.7) 
For the fluid phose (process gas) the energy balance is : 
~ fP Cp 
+ f p CpV P 
+ as hFC (Ts - Tp) .. Gp 1). H/L 
------- (B.B) 
Finally, the equation for the catalyst packing is: 
(1 - G) f s 
= as hFC (Ts - Tp) ------- (e.9) 
In doveloping the above equations for thermal lags on the process 
gas side of the reformer, it has boen assumed that gradients of 
tomperature and fluid momontum in a horizontal direction oro absent. 
Axial diffusion of hoot in tho fluid is disregarded; so also is 
conduction along the tube length, or between vertically adjacent 
pellets. The not result of those simplifying assumptions is that tho 
only spatial temperature' distribution needing consideration is that 
of tho procoss gas down the length of the tubes. This gives 
rise to the torm for the bulk flow of process gas, and represents the 
only important mode of hoot transfer in the vertical direction. 
Convection and radiation of hoot horizontally through the tubes 
is defined by the various hoat transfer coefficients which provide 
lumped parameter approximations to very complex situations. The 
quantity hrw is equivalent to the overall heat transfer coefficient 
htc doveloped in Chapter IV; the fluid-te-particle coefficient hFC is 
determined from j - factor correlations such as those given by 
CARBERRY (73) and HOUGEN (57). The various areas for heat transfer 
corresponding to these coofficients are based on unit volume of the 
roformer. Thus: 
= --.ili!!. ------- (8.10) L.Af 
= b 
-ds 
as (1 - ~) At 
Af ------- (8.11) 
Whoro Aw is the cross-sectional area of all the metal walls of the 
furnace tubes, and At tho sum of the cross-sectional areas of the 
empty tubas. 
Examination of equations (8.7) - (8.9) reveals that they are 
coupled together and must be solved simultaneously. furthermoro, 
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the system is non-linear because of tho inclusion of the terms for 
endothormic reaction hoat and tube-skin radiant emission. In principle 
equation (8.7) shows that tho process gas side equations should also 
be solvod in conjunction with those of the radiation fiold; but the 
-latter are insonsitive to changes in tube-skin temperature, so this 
coupling may sofoly be disregarded. 
To complete the system description, the initial peturbations 
that give rise to subsequent dynamic operation must be specified. 
Usually, this tokes the form of stoting new values for the dependent 
variables at the origins of both distance and time coordinates.' In this 
case, however, it is the radiant flux intensity and process gas flow 
rate that change, whereas the inlet temperaturos remain constant. 
Also, the peturbations are distributed along the ~ - dimonsion, and do 
not both occur simultaneously. 
Whon tho furnace throughput is to ba increased the bUrners are 
first turned up, this quickly increases tho flue gas exit temperatura, 
and, after a short delay, the amount of steam produced in the f1uo 
gas waste heat boilers. After the prr.ssure in the drum has built up 
sufficiently, tha steam flow rote to the furnace can be increased. The 
naphtha flow rate is linked to this by an outomatic ratio controller. 
Thus, with regard to equations (8.7) - (8.9), the initial disturbance 
is due to step-changes in the beam intensitias Ia + etc. Then, after 
a cortain time-log, the process gas flow rate parameters Gp and Vp 
ore increased. It is assumed that the change of flow rate is also a 
step function, and that the gas is incompressible; which means that on 
olteration in Vp at tho inlot (~ = 0) is instantly propagated to the 
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lowe~ regions ( ~ > 0) of tho roactor tubos. 
Tho non-linear interactivo nature of the process gns equations, 
togothor with tho separate peturbotion conditions, precludes solution 
by ~nolytical methods. Howevor, numerical solution by finite 
differences is not difficult. Tho new profiles for tube-skin 
tomperatures can therefore be substituted back into the radiation 
equations to update the bAam intensities. 
8.4 f£uduction within the Rofractory Wall 
Q,. 
When considering the refractory wall, it is apparent that 
noglecting temperature gradients in the horizontal direction - i.e. 
through tho slab thickness - is a gross assumption to make. The inside 
faco temperature is in excess of gOOOe, falling to ambient temperature 
through a thickness of obout 0.75 ft., moreover, the thermal 
conductivity of the refractory material is low, so that the chief 
resistance to heat transfor occurs within the solid itself, rather 
than at the two foces. A realistic troatment must, therefore, take 
account of the lateral temperaturo distribution through the wall. 
Tho equations governing the transient state of tho refractory 
wr.J.l oro tho wall-known, one-dimonsional heat conduction equations, 
tugothQr with a flux boundary condition on the insido faco to couple 
5.e wHh tho radiation field: 
= Kr ~ 
vs 
------- (8.13) 
(Tg - Tr) ( + + - 2 4) + ~ Ia + Ia· + Ib + Ib - arTr 
2 
hri 
------- (8.14)" 
whore v (9,~) is the temperature distribution through the slob 
thickness, and Tr the value of v at tho inside face (s = lr). In 
oquation (8.14), the term (Tg - Tr) reprosents the flow of heat into 
tho hot face by convection, which maintains the steady state temperature 
gradient. This amount of heat is evontually lost to the atmosphero 
from the outer face; thus the second boundary condition should be of 
the form: 
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= 
Howover, in practico,tho flux at tho outer refractory surface 
is negligible in the dynamic analysis of tho furnace, hence, putting 
h ro = 00 this boundary condition becomos a prescribed surfaco 
tGmporature '. 
(v)s = 0 ------- (8.15) 
Tho appropriate initial condition for the equations is the original 
steady-stato temperature profile through the slob, given by: 
v (s,O) = ------- (8.16) 
Thore is a set of equations (8.13) - (8.16) applicable to each 
horizontal increment of tho furnaco. In the boundary condition at 
the inside face, the radiation beams and surface temperature are 
functions of ~, the distanco down the furnaco, thus giving rise to 
varying amounts of radiant flux to bo absorbed by the refractory. 
Howover, vertically adjacent sets of equations are not coupled because 
conduction of heat along tho length of the rofractory wall is neglected, 
honeo thoy may all bo solvod independently. 
The radiant flux to the rafractory is not only a function of 2; 
it is also strongly time-dopendont. Immediately after the burnors 
have boon turnod up, there is a large net flow of heat to the rofractory, 
but as the surface temperature gradually rises, mara flux is omitted 
and the amount potentially availablo to raise tho temperature furthor, 
is roducod. Eventually, the radiation field and rofractory surface 
will once again be in thormal equilibrium. When this occurs, the 
fUrnaco has, 'for most practical purposes, roached its new steady state • 
• The conddction equation will show that the interior of the refractory 
slab is still in a transient stato, but this is of minor importanco. 
Clearly, tho major interest is in tho initial stages of the dynamic 
res~onso of tho furnace. 
Sinco the furnace radiation bea~s and temporatura profiles are 
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normally resolvod into 50 discreto incremonts, it is nocessary to 
solva 50 seta of equations for each time-step in the transient analysis 
of the radiation field, that is, for each occasion in which a now 
surface refractory temperature profile, Tr , is sought for 
substitution into equations (8.2) - (8.5). A rapid computational 
procedure must therofore be developed in order that the reformer 
dynamics can be adequately established within the total computing time 
available. 
If, in the evaluation of new refractory temperature profiles, 
the values insorted into tho right-hand side of equation (8.14) are 
those calculated in tho pro coding time-stop, tho radiation and 
conduction equations are effectivoly de-coupled. Of tho two boundary 
conditions to the equation, one romains linear, while the other is now 
a prescribed flux condition, since equation (8.14) can now be found 
explicitly. 8y letting the flux term log in this way, a little accuracy 
is lost, but the problem is greatly simplifiod, Solution of the 
equations may be performed using eithor analytical or numerical ~ 
mothods. 
In CARSLAW and JAEGER (92), tho original functions v (s,,:;. ) is 
found. In its final form this is: 
v = 2 .j~r e (Er -!.!. + ~) E 
k,... l,.. £,. n=o 
whera Xl' :: (2n + 1) -t,. + s 
2v'J~9 
(_l)n~i erfc Xl + i erfc x~ 
+(Tr - TA ) s + TA ----(8,22) 
L,.. 
------- (8,23) 
= (2n + 1) l..r - s ------- (8.24) 
-----,-2j-<r 9 .. , -
of tho comrlimentary error function for arguments Xl' x2 Tho intogratl9 
is available from standard mathematical tables, but for machine 
computation, it is more convenient to expand tho function in on 
infinito sorios, and truncate after a suitable numbor of terms. 
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8.5 Strsto9Y of tho complet~solution 
Solutions for the various component equations of tho model have 
boen discussed in the foregoing sectiens; here, the stops required 
in tho overall model solution are set out. 
(iJ er Initially tho reform is at stoady state conditions, and the heat 
flux and temperature profiles are ovaluoted as in Chapter V. 
Q;) The system now undergoes a peturbation. In practical terms, the 
fuel flowrate to the burners is incroased, resulting firstly in more 
heat being pumped through the furnace, and socondly, in a higher 
theoretical flame temperature being roach~d, sinco the combustion air 
flow is not normally increased proportionally. To idealise the 
situation, it is assumed that the new initial flue gas temperature 
is reached immediately, whilst the tube skin and refractory temperatures 
remain at their original steady state values. Henco a new set of 
profilos can be made at the instant of peturbation. 
(iii) Cloarly, thore is now more heat flux irradiating the refractory 
and tube surfacos than is emitted from them,so the next step is to 
find the response to this excess of flux aftor'a predetermined interval. 
In other words, the sets of equations for heat transfer within the 
refractory slob and furnaco tubes are solved. During this period of 
time? the beam intensities are assumed to remain constant - this 
effectively docouples tho radiation equations from those for the tubes 
and refractory. 
(iv) Rovised profiles for Tr and Tt obtained in step (iii) are fed into 
tho radiation equations (8.1) - (8.5), and new vnlues formed for the 
beam intensities. These in turn cause the refractory surfoco and tube 
skin temperature profiles to be updated. This procedure of working 
alternately within the furnace volume, then in the solid components, 
using tho radiant beam intensities in the boundary conditions of the 
unsteady state equations enables the complete transient response of 
tho reformer to be evaluated. 
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8.6 Comparison betwoo~ 109gep. data an~ v~}~s pre~ig!ed by the dynamic model. 
/ 
Tho dynamic effects of tho fUrnace that were considered were 
limited to those resulting from deliberate changos in load leval made 
on the plant. Apart from short term fluctuations, the output 
temperatures would drift upwards or downwards o~er a period of several 
hours even though the inputs were ostensibly steady. This was 
presumably due to external disturbances influencing tho system, such 
as changes in the moisture content of tho combustion air which can affect 
the flame temperature quite markedly. However, no attempt was made 
~~I 
to mo ... these stotchastic variations becauso it was considered that 
they pose no real problems to the operating personnel. 
It is more difficult to ostablish the validity of tho dynamic 
model by comparison with logged data than it was for the steady state 
ooso. In tho first place, unlike steady state values which can be 
obtained by averaging a large number of scans over an almost indefinite 
period, dynamic data must, in principle, be obtained instantaneously. 
and definite trends discerned from these over a fixed time period. 
In practice it was necessary to limit tho number of points being logged 
in tho dynamic runs to threo - the exit temperatures of the flue gas 
and process gas and tho tube skin temperature at the spproximate contre 
of the heated length. At pre-sot times each variable in turn was 
sampled repeotedly for several seconds using the manual scanning 
mode on the logger and overages then taken for each variable. In this 
way the scanning of each variable was not strictly simUltaneous but it 
was found to be too dangerous to rely on single scans so this 
discrepancy hod to be accepted. 
Another difficulty in establishing satisfactory model 
discrimination was that fairly small perturbations in the feedrate 
variables must suffice to determine the furnace response characteristics. 
Instead of raising the input quantities to their new throughput levels 
in a single step change, the operators normally make three or four 
" 
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smaller increases, allowing the furnace to settle down to a quasi-steady 
state after each change. The smaller increments themselves are not 
particularly good aprroximaticns to step-changes, especially when the 
automatic control loop between the fuel and process feed flows via 
the make gas exit temperature is being usod. 
Hence it is impossible to test the model properly direct from 
genuine plant load changes; instead certain manipulations were performed 
on the furnace s~ecifically for testing the model, These involved 
changing only tho burner fuel flowrate, keeping the other inputs 
constant, by overriding the automatic loop scheme. However, the 
magnitude of the changes were limited to approximately 6% of the 
original steady state values. 
In order to compare mare easily the response predicted by the 
dynamic model with the observed plant behaviour, the model parameters 
wero adjusted so that tho relevant initial steady state outputs agreed 
exactly with the logged data. This was dono by altering the coefficiont 
for heat transfer between furnace tubes and process gas and also the 
optical pnramoters of tho flue gas. 
The results of four runs aro set out in Tables 8.1 to 8.4. In 
adJition, fig. 8.1 illustrates a run where tho predicted and measured 
• ~nitial steady state outputs were not made equal. At first sight, the 
closeness of fit between tho model and data for the test runs seems 
excellent, but it must be remembered that the perturbations are small 
nnd wall within the linoar region of tho system. Considerable care 
must bo exercised in extrapolating these results to cases in which tho 
perturbation is of the order of 20 or 25% of the steady state figures. 
Nevertheless, the general features predicted by the model should 
correspond with reality even for these largor disturbances. 
Tho response to a step increase in the burner fuel flowrate is a 
delay followed by first ordor type increases in the output temperatures 
to the new steady state levels. There are thus threo critoria which 
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can conveniontly be used to ossess the goodness of fit of tho model 
in the dynamic test runs. ThesG are: i) the initial time lags, 
(ii) tho final steady-state temperaturos, and (iii) the time constants 
of the furnace. Equivalent comparisons would bo very difficult to make 
for furnaco p~rturbations made by the operators because it is not 
possible to identify separately the responses to each small perturbation. 
The model assumes that the time log experienced by the flue gas 
temperatur~ is equal to the residence time of the flue gas in the 
furnace enclosure. On the process gas side, the delay time is defined 
as the time elapsed before the mean process gas temperature has risen 
by 10.C. (From the mathematical analysis, tho procoss gas "knows" that 
a rise in hoat flux input at the bounding tube walls occurs at the some 
moment that the flame temperature increaees so that in this sense the 
tomporature begins to rise immediately. However, the practical 
purposes, the increased flux must ponetrate the thermal resistance of 
tho catalyst particles before any temperature change is manifest.) 
An attempt was mode to fit oach set of temperature-time readings 
to a simple function consisting of a delay followod by a first-order 
riso to the new steady state temperature level. However, the degree of 
correlation was not high even with the theorotical model values. This 
is not unexpected because the analysis is complex and only obeys the 
first order response curve very approximately. 
The four runs selected cover a wide range of operating conditions 
The first two have naphtha as fuol, and foedstock; the last two use 
natural gas for both functions. Run 3 is for a reduction in heat input 
whilst the others considor increases. 
Table 8.S shows the moan difforencos in tempera~ure between the 
values predicted by the model and those recorded on the logger. It is 
seon that the model consistently predicts higher flue gas temperatures 
than those recorded and gives a faster response for both incroasos and 
decreasos in heat input. On the other hand, for heat increases, the 
.!.ne.l~ 
Initial Burnor fuel f1ewrato (naphtha) = 1862 Ib/hr 
final II 
" " " 
:; 1990 Ib/hr 
Initial the oro tical flame tomperoturo = 20840K 
final 
" " " = 
219SoK 
Procoss gas flow (naphtha + stoam + rocyc10 gas) :; 27070 1b/hr 
Outputs 
TABLE B.1 Measurod and predicted temporature responsos for Run 1. 
(All temperatur~s in °c and timos in minutes) 
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Initial Burnor fuel flowrate (nophtha) 
finol 
" " " " 
Initial theoretical flame temperature 
finol 
" " " 
= 2420 lb/hr 
= 2604 " 
= 2156 oK 
= 2261 oK 
Process gas flow (naphtha + steam + recycle gas) = 34360 lb/hr. 
Outputs 
TABLE 8.2 measured and predicted temparatura responses for Run 2. 
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Inputs 
Initial 8urnor fUGl 
final 
" " 
Initial thGoreticnl 
final 
" 
Process gas flowrato 
Outputs 
96. 
flow (natural gas) = 3083 lb/hr 
" " " = 
2879 Ib/hr 
flame tompornture = 2218 OK 
" " = 2294 OK 
( natural gas + steam) = 44800 lb/hr 
~---!._-1§Jh§.-+..-.;8;;.;:5;.;:8,.:.0 ,;;;.3_t--9::;,.;2;:,;;0_0..:.,7_ 
913 0 
~.9~:'--_1 
907 ~.2_ 
904 9 
TABLE 8.3 Moasured and predicted temporoture responses for Run 3. 
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Inputs 
Initial Burnor fuol flow (natural gas) = 2085 1b/hr 
Final 
" " " " " = 
2209 Ib/hr 
Initial theoretical f1amo tomporatura = 19380 K 
Final 
" " " = 
19960 K 
Process gas flow (natural gas + stoam) = 34570 Ib/hr 
otltnut~ 
~ "" __ ~. LOGGER -".~:- "r ""; mODEL 
I T ima I T P (L ) iTt ( 3)---- Tg(L) T~(L ---;t(3) --_._.--+ Tg(L) , 
r----+-----:~ .. ---... ~o _ .. ; 728.4.: . ...12.Q. .-.1 
___ 1_ 1 732.8' 782-
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j . 
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0 . ~-- .... 
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-
875.9 729.6 792.5 
--- -
878.6 J 733.2 797.7 
880.0 737.0 803.2 ~ /.. 738.2 'L-!::-. - ~ h···----r ... . ... •. ----
3 801.4 ± 738.6 807.6 
-
-...----- -_. 
a 880.6 739.1 809.9 
--
- 0 
! 10 , 740.4 I 804. i ___ . __ ..;._ ••.••.•.• _"'_j' ___ _ 
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process gas exit temperature is found to increase faster than the 
model predicts although the final steady state temperatures are in fair 
rocorded temrerotures (oC). 
Tho recorded tube skin temperatures~ Tt(3) indicate a slower than 
p't'odicted inItial response but later the rate of change tends to increQse 
cnd overi;ako tho modol valuos. Again Run :3 is an exception; hero the 
logged valuos aro consistently higher. 
Taking the test results overall it would appear that the thermal 
damping effect of tho refractories has not been fully accounted for 
whereas the process gas side logs are somowhat overstressed. Tho model 
does provido a reasonable approximation to the non-stoady state 
'Jo;,aviour of tho furnace over a wida range of operating conditions. 
HO'lJover, it must ba emphasised that the perturbations made are small so 
~;hnt the tasts are not vary stringent ones. Moreover the initial steady 
state values of the relevant variables are compelled te be consistent by 
suitablo paramoter estimation and the final steady states should bo 
estimated accurately bocauso tho method of calculation employed ensures 
tho computation of a correct heat balance. Hence tho rocorded re,ponsos 
in Tablos 8.1 to 8.4 should be regardad more as an lndicatlon of the 
stato of tho system than as truo quantitativa values. 
Rosults from tho dynamic modol indicate that reformers are usually 
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stable systems with fairly rapid response to load changos. Before 
full advantage can be taken of this for control purposes, particularly 
during start-up and shutdown, it is necessary to check that excessive 
thormal stresses are not d~veloped in tho rofractory wall and tube 
metol. This problem is considered in the next chapt~r. 
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CHAPTER IX CONSIDERATION OF THE REFRACTORY SPALLING PROBLEm 
~_=_~.=.~_~ __ ~~~==~~==~========~a=.=.~~~ ____ ._ : _ .~ 
The most important constraint imposed on tho furnace during non" 
steady state op~ration is concerned with the maximum thermol stressos 
that the refractory walls and furnace tubes can withstand. A 
theorotical troatmont of the mechanical failure of tho tubes would bo 
mathematically prohibitive. At tho high working temporature of tho 
metal, tho calculatod thermal stresses are indoed high if no allowance 
is modo for str~ss relaxation inducod by creep deformation of the 
motorial. In practice, howover, tho effocts of creep are all-
important. Becauso croop rate is strongly temperature dopendent, and 
also varies non-linoarly with the imposed stressos, tho resulting 
strain ratos in different ports of the tube oro complex functions of 
tho hoot flux variation. 
moreover, it appears that creep rate depends in some mannor on tho 
post history of the metal and this is very difficult to explain in 
physical terms. All that can be stated with confidence about the 
potential tube failuro problem is that i~is of a long-term nature. 
For an immediate alteration in tho load level or other operating 
conditions of the furnace, tho refractory linings are for moro 
suscoptible to damago. 
The problem of refractory spolling arises because of the non-
uniformity of temperature within the slab. Under such conditions, free 
expansion of each volume element cannot occur because the elements are 
constrained to remain in the some body. The result is that stresses 
within tho body are induced and these may eventually exceed the inherent 
mechanical strength of the material. 
A linear temperature gradient does not give rise to thermal 
stresses because the body is able to expand without producing 
incompatible strains. A slob subjected to a linear temperature gradient 
will, if froo to oxpand, form the arc of a circle in which each element 
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of the slab has oxpandod by an amount proportional to its temperature 
increase. If the temperature gradiont is other than linear, however, 
there is no shape which the body can take up such that the oxpansion 
of each element is exactly satisfied. Instead, tho body will assume 
a moon position such that some ports aro in tension and tho remainder 
in compression. Clearly tho tensile and compressivB stresses must 
balanco ono another. 
In addition to those stresses thero will bo those due to the 
bending of the slab. If the tomperature distribution were 
symmetrical about a plane through tho mid-point of the slob thickness, 
the tensile and compressive stresses would likewise be symmetrical and 
so no bending stresses could arise. In this case, however, the fact 
that one face is exposed to the hot furnace gases and the other to the 
external environment, gives rise to a mechanical couple about tho mid-
plane. They are balanced by banding stresses distributed over the cross 
DL 
section such that the algebric sum of the moments of all bending foresl 
is zero. 
As a starting point for the present analysis, the refractory walls 
and roof are considered to be infinite, homogenoous, flat plates. Now 
the slob thickness is indeed small compared with tho overall dimensions 
of the furnace box so that stresses perpendicular to tho planes of the 
• I~ 
walls can safely be neglected. It is the requirement of homogeneity of 
the slab that the doubt arisos. The walls consist of many individual 
firebricks, apprOXimately cubic in shape and covered with a layer of 
hoat-resistant ceramic on the inside and insulating motorial on the 
outside. The justification for assuming 0 homogeneous slob is that it 
gives rise to a conservative estimate of the ability of the refractories 
to withstand thermol shock. 
This idealisation of the situation will therefore be adopted at 
least as Q preliminary analysis. It is hoped that tho framework of the 
model will lend itself to a morG refined treatment of the stress 
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analysis at some ·future'date.' 
\ 
Variations in temperature along the vertical length of the 
refractory slab are neglected in this treatment. At a particular 
horizontal level 2, the temperature profile through the slab 
thickness may be denoted by T~ (y, g). from these considerations it 
can be easily shown that the thermal stresses at any point y within 
the slab is given by the expression 
b b ~~y, g) = 0( E [ r.Jr! (y, g) dy + !k..Jr (~") I-v lr 3 2 
0 
- T~ -------- (9.1) 
This is derived rigorously in the book by BOLEY and WEINER (83). 
ydy 
Thus to calculate the thermal stresses in the refractory at any time it 
is necessary to find tha temperature profile T~, perform the quadrature 
indicated and the stress components follow immediately. Since the 
heat flux to the refractory is time-dependent, an analytical solution 
is not feasible. 
The case of a suddenly applied constant heat flux has been 
investigated by Hf-SSElMAN (84) where general analytical solutions were 
derived. However, the calculated stresses for this treatment approach 
constant values as time approaches infinity and this ia at variance 
with actual conditions where the stressea achieve maximum values then 
fall to zero when the slab temperature reaches a new steady state. 
From the solution of the dynamic model there exists a series of 
refractory temperature profiles for each time step taken in the model. 
These may be substituted into Eq. (9.1) and the stresses evaluated but 
it was found that in the initial unsteady state phase, the numerical 
procedure usod to calculate stress values was subject to numerical 
instability. It was concluded that the assumption of constant heat 
flux input over 0 full time step in the overall solution of the model 
could not be used successfully to predict the refractory stresses. 
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Instead, the boundary conditions must be considered as timo-dependent 
in order that the stresses are obtained as smooth functions of both 
slab thickness and time. 
for an arbirary time variation of heat flux input, the 'temperature 
or stress profiles at time e may be obtained by the application of 
Duhamel's Theorem. It can be stated thus: 
10 Ta (y, g) = q (Jrl q ~ T (Yt a -L) • d or c)9 -----(9.2) 
In this and subsequent equations, the superscript zero refers to 
the values applicable to a constant heat flux qO maintained over a time 
interval ~~. The variable Ie can be regarded as a subdivision of ~\ 
i.e. q (~) refers to tho instantaneous value of hoat input at time 
't' whore O~ 1:' < ® 
Integrating Eq. (9.2) by parts givos: 
t 
T a (y t g) = q (0) TO (y, g) +...!. ] £!!L<.l1 
o 0 d~ q q 0 
------- (9.3) 
The stress due to time-varying hoat inputs can be obtained from 
b~X (that duo to constant °qo) by direct application of Duhamel's 
Thoorom without, first determining tho temporature profile for the 
varying case. The equivalent equation for the stress is: 
6 0 (y, 8) 
JC.X 
+....LJ dq (~) GO (y,B --t) dt 
o """,.xx 
q 0 d c 
------- (9.4) 
This equation shows clearly how tho "history" of the thermal inputs 
exporienced by tho rofractory slab influences the resultant stress. It 
is not sufficiont merely to know the instantanoous distributions of 
q and T becauso tho ratos of chango of those quantities have a vital 
boaring on tho stress lovels attainod. In Chapter 8, analytical 
solutions wore developod for obtaining the temperaturo distribution 
through the slab as a function of the hoat input and time. The heat 
input is Clvailable only at specific timos ® 2 ® 3 ® ...... . 
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corresponding to ths times at which the radiation equations are solved 
so that some approximation must be assumed for the derivative of q 
with respect to time. A negative exponontial curve fits the variation 
of q with time and thus its derivative also. 
The complote mothod of solution is as follows: 
(i) Evaluate tho dynamic model as before and obtain the hoat input to 
tho refractory wall at each horizontal increment down the furnace at 
specific timo intorvals: ® 2 ® :3 ® etc ••••••••• 
(ii) find an analytical oxpression for tho heat input function in the 
form: 
q = q (0) ~ - ct 
------- (9.5) 
whero tho coofficient c in tho exponent is fitted by a least squares 
mothod. 
(iii) Choose a suitably short time intorval ~ having regard to the 
conflicting requiremonts of high numerical precision and moderate 
computation times. In fact,,, was chosen as @ /10. 
(iv) Put t = (8) initially. Then for n sorios of time steps of 
longth~, calCUlate the slab temperature distributions at times 
t - -r for corrosponding hoat inputs q (t -1:') obtainod from the 
oquation givon in (ii). Tho error function exprossion, Eq. (8.22) is 
us~d with a constant heat input q (t -~) from tim~ zoro to timo t -1r • 
(v) Tho corresponding strossos~ 0 (y, t -~) at each time step ~ are 
.xx. 
thon found using Eq. (9.1). 
(vi) Equation (9.4) is now omployod which calculates the desiroc stress 
lovels at time CE). Tho integrals in both Eqs. (9.1) and (9.4) must 
be evaluated by numerical quadrature. 
(vii) Tho whole process is repeated from step (iv) with t = 2 ~ :3 (]D, 
etc. until such timo that the stresses havo clearly passed their maxima 
and oro doclining towards zero again. 
With a littlo extra offort tho temporatura distributions at times 
® 2 ®. :3 ® ....... can bo found and compared with thoso obtained 
without recourse to Duhamel's theorem. In fact, thoro are small 
discrepancies but these are not important in ovoluating tho other 
temp~ratures in the furnace. 
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In principlo, tho stress analysis should be done at each horizontal 
increment down the furnace, but a major limitation he~e is the amount 
of computer time roquired. Tho complote dynamic model must be 
ovaluated bofore steps (1) to (vii) can be performed to obtain thQ 
rofractory stresses. Therofore, tho slab stressos aro only calculatod 
for two horizontal levels - at tho furnace roof and at tho place in 
tho wall opposito tho burner flames, i.e. facing tho hottest gas 
temperature. 
Some of tho inheront complexitios of tho problem and tho 
simplifying assumptions made have boen mentioned already. There are 
though several others in addition, and those are set out bolow. 
The maximum stresses calculated will be those necessary to initiate 
a fracture; whether or not propagation of the crack with consequent 
spalling will occur is anothor problem. GRIFFITH (8S) describes a 
critorion for crack propagation basod on the strain onergy in unit 
volumo of the material. Howovor KINGERY (86) considers the value of 
these quantitative predictions questionable and they are not includod 
here. 
A further important assumption concerns the omission of mechanical 
traction or, body forces superimposed on tho thermal stressos that arise. 
In this caso tho most important body force is tho weight of tho bricks 
and any loads that they boar. Thoso induce compressive forcos in tho 
slab which, as shown later, oro loss important than tensile stressos. 
Othor assumptions includo noglocting the effoct of creep 
doformation, taking constant mechanical and thermal properties for all 
temperaturos and noglecting "end effocts" at tho cornors of the slab. 
Regarding creep, a papor by HASSELMAN (87) definos a rolaxation time 
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for tho str~ss~s to decay by creep mechanisms. Based on typical grain 
sizos and othor matorial properties for firebrick, it is found that, at 
tho temperature levels involved, the relaxation time calculated is very 
long compared with the time during which tho furnace undergoes state 
operation. 
The material property values required for firebrick are sot out in 
Table 9.1. The slab thicknoss indicatod is for the roof and that part 
of the wall opposito the burner flames; further down tho wall is thicker. 
An average temperature of SOOOC was chosen at which to estimate the 
matorial proporties. 
Several runs wore modo on tho computer using tho dynamic model in 
conjunction with a subprogram incorporating steps (i) to (vii). four 
cases are considerod hera. They all involve step changos in both 
blJrner fuol flow and mako gas throughput of soma 20% or mora from tho 
original steady stato lovels. The important input variables aro 
summarised in Table 9.2. It is soen that Case 1 involves a step 
increaso from minimum makoi Coao 2 is 8 stop increase from normal make 
to essentially tho maximum load; Case 3 is 0 step reduction from normal 
make and Case 4 a step reduction from maximum to roughly normal meke. 
rho dynamic conditions for 011 these casss are substantially more 
savore than would arise in practice. 
The general shape of the stress profiles for heating the slab is 
shown in fig. 9.1 (a).' During the initial stages, the cutsr surfaces 
are under comprossive stresses whilst the bulk of the inner core is in 
slight tension. The compressive stresses then reach their maxima on 
the wall surfaces (greatest on the hot faco where tho flux change is 
mado) and tho flat tensile stress curvo becomes moro peaked. Thon the 
tonsilo stress achievos its maximum in the interior of tho slab and the 
curve assumes the shapo of a skowed parabola as shown in fig.9.l (a). 
Tho compressive stresses hove diminished. finally, all the stresses 
will bocome zero again, although the computations are not pursued to 
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this point. 
Whon tho rofroctory walls orG cooled by reducing the load, tho 
corresponding stress profiles are shown in fig. 9.1 (b). Tho pattern 
is similar to tho heating case except that tho tensilo and compressivQ 
parts of tho curvo aro interchanged. Also tho profile is less skewed. 
Hore tho compressive stresses are of no interest boca use long bofore 
their maxima aro reached tho slab would have foilod in tension. 
The salient features of the results obtained frem tho four 
computer runs are presented in Tables 9.3 to 9.6. At each time stop 
tho values of tho following variables are given: 
(a) Insido wall temperature Tr 
(b) Hoat flux to wall qr 
(c) Maximum tensile stress b-
max 
(d) Maximum compressive stress + 6 ~x 
The plant process operators aro not allowed to raise the load 
lovel at such a rate that tho rise in flue gas exit temperature 
o ° exceeds 50 C per hour. This is equivalent to a rise of about 38 C per 
hour for the refractory tomperature. The changes resulting from Casos 
1 and 2 oro oquivalent to chongos of 42°C and 6loC par hour respectively 
in tho maximum hot faco refractory wall temperature, but the maximum 
tonsilo stresses induced nover excoed 40% of the failuro level. The 
compressivo stressos aro loss than 20% of tho maximum, evon though tho 
calculatod compressive stresses are six times tho tensile stressos. It 
would, therefore, appear that the safoty margin is ample and the furnace 
load lovel could be increased more rapidly if the neod arose. It might 
bo truer to say that tho problem of refractory spoIling is not the 
limiting constraint when tho load lovel is being incroased. 
Whon reducing tho load tho program calculatos that tho ultimate 
tensile strongth is exceeded whon the rato of change of .tomporatura is 
of the ordor of 6SoC per hour. Thus whon reducing tho throughput, 
considorcbly mora cara must bo taken becauso the margin of safety 
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is so much loss. It should be emphasised, however, that tho analysis 
is certainly oonsorvative. 
]~:.;.;il8L:;::.:E;....:;9..:. •.:::;.1 Properties of tho Refractory Walls 
Slab thickness 
Young's Modulus 
Poisson's Ratio 
Thermal Conductivity 
Density 
Spocific Heat 
Emissivity 
./ 
60 
4 0 X 106 
o 27 
840 
124 
o 24 
o 80 
Thormal expansion coefficiont 4 5 X 10-6 
Ultimate tensile strength 500 
in. 
psi 
CHU/hr ftOC 
lb/ft3 
CHU/lboC 
psi 
Crushlng (compressive) strongth 4400 psi 
TABLE 9.2 lnP.ut flowrates for stross analysis runs _. 
I 
. Case Tlow ( II, fl.,.) . N°-l Initial Value final Value 1 
1 Burner fuel 1500 1800 I 
• Combustion air 32000 32000 
I 
Procoss gas 22000 26400 
-' .. .- I
I 2 Burnor fuel 2600 3100 , 
.. I 
COr.'lbustion air 54000 540~ 
r-- • ........ ____ L .... _ .1 • 
. ! I Procoss gas 39000 47000 I I I t I , i r . r , ~ . 
·1 ! 
:5 BUrner fuel 2600 2100 
..-- II 
I 
Combustion air! 45000 45000 
i t { 
t. Process gas 39000 :31000 I i .. i • I ! ! I 4 BUrner fuel 3200 2500 ~ i t 
f 
, 
Combustion air 57000 57000 . , 
• i I r t/ I Process gas I 48000 38000 1 I I l • ,..._e .. • 
Case 1: Increase from minimum make 109. 
Time (min) Tr qr 6+max 6-max 
Initial steady 925.6 6945 0 state 0 
.. - . .- - .. _ .. --- -.--.- --_. -
---
0 925.6 7108 0 0 
. 
--.. ~ ... -- _ ... -~ -- '"' _._--
----.--.----
1 934.9 7162 84.2 12.8 
---
. 
---.-- fo---- --- .. -
2 942.1 7185 161.8 24.3 
~. 
-- -- -
. 
4 949.4 7209 252.8 38.9 
---- -
.- ----- ..... 
5 953.8 7226 274.1 42.7 
fo--
-- .. -.-.. -~.-.-~- .- .. -
8 956.6 7240 298.5 48.2 
. .._-.--.--.. 
- - -
10 958.2 7251 315.0 50.3 
-------
-~-.- !---------- r-----~. ---..---
20 960.5 7265 306.2 52.4 
---_ .. __ ..... 
.. _-- ---~. ... 
--
3D 963.2 7272 293.7 53.9 
1-0----- .. -----_.- .. 
-
.... _.- -_._- .. -
-.------
40 965.0 7276 280.9 I 55.1 
~- .-.. -- ... --.- .. 
-
-_ ... _-
.--
---
50 966.5 7277 262.6 48.5 
-.----..... .. _ .. --_. .. ..... --.---.~--
60 967.3 7280 234.2 39.4 
Time (min) Tr(oC) qr(CHU/hr/ft 2 6+max(psi) 6-max(psi) 
Initio1 stoody 1005.4 12420 0 0 stote 
0 1005.4 12597 0 0 
-- -
1 1017.6 12670 156.4 22.3 
----
-. 
2 1027.1 12705 304.9 43.7 
-- -----
4 1034.7 12736 397.4 70.2 
-
.. 
6 1040.3 12761 475.6 84.3 
-
8 1046.2 12777 559.1 91.1 
10 1051.3 12789 532.0 97.6 
--_ ... 
- -
- .. _ .... -----
20 1056.8 12808 493.3 100.9 
. -
... --_ ......... 
30 1059.9 12817 451.5 102.0 
. -.-.....-..-- ... - -----,,-~---
40 1062.5 12823 380.8 103.3 
--. ----~-
50 1063.8 12828 297.8 92.5 
60 1064.9 12831 188.7 74.6 
Case 2 : Increase from nonnal make 
110. 
Tim~min) Tr (oC) 2 6mox(psi) I qr{CHU/hr/ft ) g'max(psi) I ! 
Initio1 steady I 
state 1032.6 10150 0 0 I 
- - '----i 
0 1032.6 10008 0 0 
-
1 1022.9 9943 16.2 125.8 
.. --.-
--- --------...--. 
2 1014.2 9916 , 30.4 245.2 
.. --
4 1007.9 9894 56.5 299.5 I 
---
--_ .. 
-- ~ 6 1001.2 9877 63.8 342.6 I 
--
,....---
8 996.5 9865 69.0 -~ - - r--- .... _--... ..... -- - - .. 10 992.0 9855 73.7 368.2 
_ .. 
..... _-_._ ... -_. 
-----~ 20 985.8 9840 78.4 330.2 
-- -
. 
--
30 981.3 9832 80.0 28~~ 
-
-.-- .. -...... ~. ~ ... -..... ----
40 979.6 9826 75.3 229.0 I 
I I 
--.--
_ .._--
- --
50 978.3 9819 62.7 158.6 I I 
-
.. _---
- I 60 977.4 9817 48.1 95.9 
Case 3: Reduction from normal make 
Time (m!n) Tr (oC) 2 qr{CHU/hr/rt ) 5'mox(psi . Bmax(psi) 
Initial steody 1070.2 13008 0 0 state 
--
0 1070.2 12774 0 0 
1 1056.0 12681 34.2 189.4 
.. - -. - - --
2 1046.7 12646 61.3 319.9 
-- -- ----- --------- -
4 1038.1 12612 85.6 404.6 
_. __ e,_ 
... --
6 1031.4 12583 104.1 472.0 
8 1025.6 12562 118.5 521.4 
- --
10 1020.3 12547 128.5 549.7 
- -
20 1011.8 12530 135.9 496.3 
--
~ - ... .--
30 1006.3 12525 138.2 421.8 
-
40 1003.0 12521 125.8 330.2 
-
SO I 12518 109.5 204.7 
-I 
1000.2 
- --
60 998.5 12516 87.6 128.5 
Case 4 Reduction from maximum make. 
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CHAPTER X CONCLUSIONS 
.. ~~::::: •. ----~==--~.:::-:...:..-::..: ~ 
Tho principal aims of this work hovo boon as follows: 
(i).To produco a dotailed mathematical modol of a reforming furnaco 
in torms of fundamontal radiation transfor concepts. 
(ii) To chock this mouol for tho stoady state case using more 
traditional furnaco modelling mothods. 
(iii) To confront tho steady stato models with data logged from a 
full-scale plant in actual operation. 
(iv) To d~velop a dynamic modol of the furnace and appropriate 
algorithms for solving it. 
(v) To verify this model, so for as possible, with plant data logged 
during spocial tests. 
(Vi) To consider tho problem of refractory spalling and its 
implications for rapid load changos to meet varying consumer demand. 
It is ovident from tho do scription of tho process givon in Chapter 
I that tho furnaco is only ono of many items of equipment on tho plant. 
Moroovur, duo to tho endothnrmic natura of roforming r~actions, tho 
economic viability of tho process doponds to ~ largo extant on tho 
efficient recovery of wasta hoot; tho aim boing to ensuro that the 
plant is 60lf sufficiont in hoot aport frem that supplied to the furnaco 
itsolf. Still, it is the succossful oporation of tho roformor that 
dotorminos hew offoetivoly this can bo dono, ospecially during load 
lovol changos or othor disturbancos. Also, tho furnace roprosonts tho 
major commitment of capitol oxpenditure and is subject to tho groatest 
tochnical uncertainty (oxcept possibly tho hydrogenotor which is 
rapidly doclining in importance). It is thereforo justifiable to 
concentrate effort in a thorough analysis of tho reformor. 
Anothor major decision taken was to dovolop bath the steady stato 
and dynamic modols from thoorotical principles, employing the minimum 
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numbor of empirical p~ramotors possible. With tho facilities available 
for acquiring almost unlimited in-plant data, tho incontive for using 
somo kind of curve fitting tochniquo soems strong. This was rosisted 
for two roasons. firstly, it is ossontir.l that the model be used 
to examine ragions outside the normal operating conditions so that if 
tho model was fitted to data over a comparativoly narrow range, tho 
confidenco in its predictions outside this rango would bo low. The 
second raason is that tho expected quality ef the data to be rocoivod 
is not particularly high. Despito tho procautions discussed in 
Chaptor 7, tho difficultios encountered in ostablishing the true state 
of tho system in quantitativo torms aro such that satisfactory modal 
discrimination on a completely empirical basis is most unlikoly. 
Tho steady state model 1 uses Roosler's treatmont of the radiation 
fluxes (31) on tho flue gas sido of tho furnace, but extends the 
problem to considor tho thormal effocts occurring within tho furnaco 
tubos which Roosler assumos ore fully defined ~~JLo~~~. Local 
thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed in order to compute the temperature 
and composition of tho process gas. Engineoring correlations aro used 
for tho coefficient of hoot transfer batweon the tuba walls and proc~ss 
gas. An iterativo proceduro is nocossary to obtain a solution of tho 
completo model bocause of tho thormal interactions of tho fluG gas, 
tubo wall and process gas tomporatures and tho radiation fluxes. 
Equilibrium compositions of tho procoss gas for various tomporatures, 
prossures and steam/carbon ratios are given and tho rosults found to 
agroo with published data. A sorios of runs of tho completo steady state 
m0dol oro madc for specific plant studied in this work. The rosults 
acquired illustrato saveral int~resting points. Theso oro: 
(i) ~t low makes 0 sharp poak in tho tubo skin temporature profilo is 
indicated which could load to a shortened life for tho tuba metal. 
Also, 0 SUbstantial portion of tho furnace hoight is wosted becauso tho 
shope of thu hoot input profilo detormines that thA procoss gas has to 
bo overhoatod in tho upp~r section of tho furnace, thGn allowod to 
COGl to tho desired oxit tomporaturo. 
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(ii) Natural gas reforming demands a highor fuel usago than naphtha under 
equivalent precess operating conditions. This is, (a) because the 
endothormic hoot af roaction is groater, and (b) as the tomperature 
falls the amount of steam not convortod to combustiblo products increases 
very rapidly. 
(iii) It is soon that tho usa of a largo amount of excess air roducos 
the heat radiatod from the flames and honce roduces tho thormal 
efficioncy of tho furnaco. A mora careful control ovor tho combustion 
air input is called for. 
(iv) A scheme for utilising a largo excoss of wasta hoot on the fluo gas 
sidA that arises whon reforming natural gas is discussed. This would 
involve recycling the hoot around the roformor by incroasing tha air 
proheat tomporaturo. from tho modol runs it weuld appear that a 
worthwhilo saving in fuol costs could be made. 
Tho formulation of modol 2 is basod on a physical analogy of the 
roformor with a co-curront hoot oxchangor. The non-uniform f.lue gas 
tomperature and consequent transfer of radiant hoot in the direction of 
gas flow is acceuntod for by assuming that for a giv~n vertical 
position in tho furnaco tho sourco and sink of tho vertical hoot flux 
component are, rospoctively, half a beam longth upward and downward 
from that point. Tho roof and floor of the furnaco are assumed to oct 
as mirrors to the radiation booms. Similar averaging procoduros aro 
made for tho horizontal flux from tho fluo gas to tha tubes. To 
simplify calculation of this flux, balancos oro writt~n on a singla 
tuba plano and the adJacont plano is considered as a mirror imago of 
tho first. 
In this way tho boundary-valuo natura of tho radiation flux 
oquations is circumventod. Howovor, although this modal is 
concopt~lly f~r simplor than modol 1, tho actual computational effort 
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required to solv~ it is in fact higher. Also, the program is loss 
robust and requires reasonably accurate starting values. Prosumably, 
this is duo to tho numerical instability that arisos during itorations 
on tho various furnaco profiles. Therofore, tho usefulnoss of this 
modol was limitod ossentially to chocking tho rosults from tho first 
model. It was found that the technologically important Vnriables, such 
as tubo skin temperature, process gas temperature and the radiation 
fluxes did egree fairly wall; others, in particular the flue gas 
tomperaturo prefile, did reveal certain discrepancies. 
The validity of the model can only bo properly established by 
com~aring its prudictod values with thoso measurod diroctly on the 
plant. Some of tho state variables in tho model are radiation fluxes, 
and it would be preferable to measure these diroctly. Although in 
principlo this techniquo is possible it is for oasior to convert these 
to procoss tomperaturos in tho model and measure tho latter. 
hlthough the plant studied was extensively instrumonted, the 
appropriate temperatures wore not always measurod and so for accoptablo 
modo 1 vorification tho probos hod te bo ro-locatod. Also in tho strong 
thermal radiation field, all tho readings hod to bo cerrectod before 
comparison with predictod valuos, otherwise they are meroly on indication 
of thu state of tho system and oro of no quantitativo value. The 
measuro of agreoment achieved when comparing tho modol predictions 
against in-plant data is satisfactory and givos reason to bolieve that 
tho modol may be used to simUlate tho performance of the furnace in 
oporating ragions outsido tho prosent limits. 
The major original contribution of this work lios in the 
devolopment of a dynamic model of tho furnace from fundamental 
thooretical principles. In most industrial applications of dynamic 
modolling, all physical concepts of tho system are jottisoned and the 
transiont responso patterns simulated by statistical correlation .. 
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tochniques. Although this mothod has ~Qt with success in numorous 
CCS03, lt is only suitable generally when tho int~grity of the data is 
high. Furthermoro, a soundly ~~scd thcor~tic~l treatmont c~n bo usod 
to study th:. transient rcnpons~s of variablos which ore not easy to 
measure diroctly, such as rodiation flux, refractory tomperature and 
gos composition. Extrapolation to cnaea outsido the linoar region is 
also more justifiable with a physical model evan though tho modal 
vorification has boon don~ '~ithin the line3r region. finally, most 
succossful "black box" npplications hovo boen concerned with lumped 
poramotQr systoms. Very of ton thi~ asnumption is quito unw~rrQntod 
and this is cortainly truo in the coso of a reformer whcr~ strong 
gradients in tho radiation fiold compol any roalistic modal to become 
o distributud porcmoter one. 
Modol runs for .tho dynamic case indicate that each of the tr~nsient 
protilos of tho furnoce tomporaturos comprise D time delay followod 
by en approxlmatuly first-ardor responso curve to a now stoady state 
lovul. As oxpoctod, the rofroctory walls act as the most important 
buffor to cncnges in the radiant flux profiles and furnace tube 
tempernturos. On tho othar hand, changos in tho process gas cnd tube 
skin tompo~aturcs do not markodly affect tho flue gas side variablos. 
HQocc, to a good approximation, in the dynamic cesG, thG procGss gas 
sid~ equations may be docouplod from the flue gas side analysis if the 
letter is tho immediato sourco of interest. 
In all tho test runs modo on tho unsteady stotG modol, tho 
mognitudo of tho input disturbances assumed is for greator than would 
be oxporioncod under normal oporating conditions. Where thosa 
circumstances could arise is whon changos in tho procoss gos flow and 
burner fuol input oro not properly synchronised. fl suddon fall in tho 
procoss gas throughput could luad to a rapid incroose in tubo wall 
tomporaturos if no compons~ting reduction of fuel input is mode; 
similarly, prior chnngGs in the hoot sink can bring about savero 
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thermol shock conditions in th~ refr~ctory walls. Those abnormal 
ccndition~ oro moqt l1nbl~ to occur durin~ start-up nnd shutdown of tho 
rorcr~~r. 
UnlikD tho .tQody stoto coso it was not possible to vurify tha 
dynamic modol with plant data logaod during routine unsteady stato 
operation. Instead, a numbor of spcci~l tosts were porformod, whoreby 
small changes in burner fuel input were modo, keoping othar voriablos 
as steady as possiblo. Tho transient responsos of the tuba skin, oxit 
mako gas and exit fluo gas tamporatures woro loggod. It was fcund that 
tho values prodicted by tho dynamic model from first principlos wero 
at variance with tho recordod data. Howover, if th~ initiol stuady 
stato modal values of tho moasurod quantities wore forcod to agroo with 
tho data (by suitablo paramotor adjustment) and the transient rosponso 
olono idantifiod, tho fit of tho modal was 800n to be considorably 
bottor. 
Tho othJr important aspoct of this work is tho analysis of tho 
r~fractory spalling problom. This effoct is dun to thcr~'l shock 
expcricnc~d by tho rofractory durjn~ uno toady stato operation. The 
analysis at present is of a proliminory nature only but it is based 
on consurvotivc assumptions rogarding tho composition of tho slob 
onL tho consequont strusao! inducod therein. It is 600n that tho 
stross profilos era such that largo stressos aro induced on tho hot face 
of the wall during transiont conditions but the stross in tho slab 
intorior is substantially less. Givon that tho mochanicnl strength 
of the fireclay matorial is an ordQr of magnitude groater in comprossion 
thon in tension, this loads to tho conclusion that mechanical failure 
dus to rapid heating of the refractory is very unlikely. Convorsely, 
quenching effects such ca might occur during plant shutdown are of for 
more serious consequenc~ beccuse then the hot fnce is under tension. 
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10.2 Possible Arp.~~ cf Further ~ork • 
. 
With the odvent of North So~ Gos, reforming plant for town gas 
making is being phased out fnirly rapidly. The remaining plant will 
be used primarily to supply peak load demand so that the unsteady 
state nature of its operation will become even more apparent. 
Moreover, it seems probable that the unsteady state operation of 
furnaces in other chemical plsnts will assume increasing importance, 
particularly those which are closely inter-related with other units 
in a manufacturing complex. The techniques used to develop tbis 
model can readily be applied to similar systems. 
With increasing interest in furnace dynamics there will come 
increesing demand for optimisation and control studies in both steady 
and unsteady statas. The need is for detailed, comprehansive models 
based on a mathematical interpretation of the physical processes taking 
place. If the model is to form part of the actual control or 
optimisation algorithm it must be used repeatedly in each iteration 
of the computation. A major requirement here, then is for rapid 
computer run times for the model. 
Techniques of model reduction must, therefore, be brought to bear 
to reduce the dimensionality of the problem whilst retaining the 
essential detail. 
l1B. 
NOTATION 
Ie i !La 
Ai absorptivity of bond i 
Af cross sectional oren of furnace box 
At total surface area of tubes 
Am total cross sectional area of tube metal wall 
0t half furnace tube surface area per unit volume 
Ow cross sectional area of tube metal per unit volume of furnace 
as catalyst pellet surface area per unit vo~uma of furnace 
B beam length for radiation heat transfer 
Cp procoss gas spocific heat 
Cg flue gas spocific heat 
Ct tube motal specific hoot 
Cr rofractory specific heat 
Cs catalyst pollet spocific heat 
~Cp difference in molar specific heats of products and reoctants of 
process gas 
ds effoctivQ catalyst pollot diameter 
E Young's modulus of elasticity for refractory slob 
Ei sourco omi~sion of radiation in the i'th bond 
fr oroa of rofractory surface associatod with unit area of tube plane 
£ stato vector function 
Gp superficial moss flo~rote of process gas 
" " 
It 
" 
fluo gas Gg 
Gpt .. 
" 
flow of process g~s referred to the empty tube 
cross-sectional Q.r~Cl\. 
Hp enthalpy of process gas stream 
Hg enthalpy of flue gas stream 
tJ. HO 298 heat of rooction of proc~ss gas at 2980 K 
~HTp hoot of reaction of precess gas at prevailing temperature 
Hfi standard heat of formation of componont i 
H~ total hoot input to furnace 
htc overall tuba skin-process gas hoat transfer coefficient, assuming 
isothermal bed. 
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hi coofficient of heat transfer through film of fluid adjacent to 
tube inside wall. 
hrs coefficient for radiant heat transfer botweon tube skin and cotalyst 
pollets. 
hrv coefficient for radiant heat transfer botween tube skin and process 
fluid. 
hrc overall catalyst pellet-process fluid heat transfer coefficient, 
if bed not ossumed isothermal. 
hrw overall tube skin-process fluid heat transfer coefficiont assuming 
absence of catalyst pellets. 
hri heat transfer coefficient betweon flue gas and refroctory wall 
hro heat transfer coefficient between outside face of refractory and 
nmbience. 
I + 
a downward component of radiation intensity that interacts with 
furnace gas. 
10 - upward componont of radiation intensity that intoracts with furnace 
gas. 
Ib+ downward componont of radiation intonsity that does not interact 
with furnaco gas. 
Ib- upward componont of radiation intensity that does not interact 
with furnace gas. 
LlI+ nett downward radiation flux 
~It nott radiant flux to tubas. 
Ke offectivo thormal conductivity for cntalyst bod 
Ktd contribution to offoctivo bed thermal conductivity by convective 
transport. 
Kp thermal conductivity of procoss gas 
Kr thermol conductivity of refractory slab. 
Ks thermal conductivity of catalyst pollots 
L total heated tube longth 
l thicknoss of gas through which radiation beam passos 
t 1 penotration depth of flames 
Q r refractory slab thicknoss 
M mean molecular woight of fluo gasBs 
rtr- haot flux to "mirror" in modal 2 
Ni moles of rooctant i in fuel combustion 
NJ moles of product j in combustion procass 
n number of corban atoms in ono molocule of hydrocarbon foedstock 
or fuol. 
N,... Nussolt number for flolll of process gas through catalyst bod. 
Q Radiation heot flux within furnace enclosure 
q(~) hoot input to tubes at position ~ down the furnace 
qv nott downward hoot flux componont (modal 2) 
qm hoot flux from "mirror" to tube plane (modol 2) 
qr hoot flux cmittod from rofractory wall (model 2) 
~ 
q(lr) instantanoous hoot flux to refractory walls at timo ~ • 
o q hoot flux to rafractory wall during time stop in which tha 
refractory slab temperatura and stress distributions 
are evaluated. 
R gas constant 
Ri tubo insido radius 
Rm logarithmic mean of innor and outor tuba radii 
Ra Roynold's numbar for flow of procoss gas through catalyst bod. 
nl total flux to refrcctory woll 
T* thoorotical flamo temporatura 
To combustion oir prehoat temperatura 
Tav avaragi.t catolyst bad temperatura for estimating overall 
tuba skin - procass gas heat transfer coefficiant~ 
Tp 
Tg 
Tt 
tamperaturu of process gas 
tomporatura of flue gas 
tomporatura of tube skin 
tomporature of rofractory hot faco 
(Tompcraturas concarned with modal 2) 
tomporaturo that charoctorisos hoot input to furnace. 
valuo of Tp at ~ = 0 
value of Tp at 2 = L 
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t 
u 
u 
-
ifp 
"9 
V 
Xt 
Xfi 
:J oi 
2 
Er 
Es 
E. r g 
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"effectivo" fluo gas temperatura for purposes of computing hoot 
flux to tubes. 
ambient temperature 
temperature at internal position within refractory slob 
dummy variable of integration for oxpression for source radiation 
procoss gas enthalpy por unit mass 
control vector 
velocity of procoss gas 
velocity of flue gas 
tomperature distribution through rofractory slab wall 
'th fraction of spectrum corresponding to tho i absorption bond 
groups of terms defined by Eqs.(B.23) and (8.24) 
fraction of radiation passing through tube plane that is 
intercopted by tubos 
distanco from sourco of boom propagation 
state vector 
number ef molos of component i in tho reformor feod . 
number of molos of componont i in the product gas, at equilibrium 
distance down furnace (downward direction positive). 
thermal expansion coefficient of rofractory slob 
thermal diffusivity of refractory slob 
fraction of monochromatic boom absorbed by gas 
volumetric absorption coefficient of fluo gas 
bod voidage fraction 
emissiVity of procoss gas 
emissivity of flue gas 
emissivity of tube wall 
cmissivity of rofractory slob 
emissivity of catalyst pallets 
f1uo gOB emissivity on rofractory wall side of tube plana (model 2) 
Cg 
-S-
'fl. 
® 
e 
k 
ftr 
I).. 
~ 
rp 
eg 
e t 
e r 
fs 
6 
UJ 
m 
flue gas emissivity on mirror side of tubo plano (model 2) 
nett flux absorbed by refractory wall in unstoady state 
radiant energy sourCD function 
time incremont 
time variabla 
fluo gas moss absorption coefficient 
viscosity of process gas 
cos p 
Poisson's ratio for refractory wall 
density of process gas 
density of fluo gas 
donsity of tuba metal wall 
donsity of rofractory wall 
density of catalyst pellets 
stefan-Boltzmann constant 
stress distribution in refractory wall 
optical dopth parameter 
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continuous timo variablo into which discreto incremont~is subdividod 
ratio of lb.-atoms of carbon in the process food to its total moss 
fraction of tho spectrum that can absorb and emit radiation 
direction of propagation of boom to tho normal 
solid anglo ovor which boom is propagatod 
Al 
APPENDIX A 
To obtain a fundamontal derivation of tho monochromatic radiant 
intensity I A on energy balance is performod on a difforential volume 
elemant of tho medium. I~ is a fUnction only of the local tomporature 
and optical parameters of the modium and does not depend on the oonvectod 
flow of heat through the furnace which is described by the overall 
cons~rvation equations. It is assumed that the medium is stationary, 
non-scattering and bounded by two infinite parallel plates. Only one-
dimensional transfor perpendicular to the plates is considerod. 
As a monochromatic beam of intensity IA passos through an incremental 
slab of thickness d~, its intensity will diminish as a rosult of absorption 
by the modium but be augmented by thermal omission from tho volumo 
element. If the nett chango in intensity is dI~ , the following 
differential oquation can be formulated: 
cos~!llL = - ~A I,l + ~Yl.A(I) 
T d~ T ------- A.l) 
whore~ is the anglo betwoen tho incidont beam and tho normal to tho 
I 
parallel plntos, and ">'LA (i!) tho thermal emission term. An "optical 
thicknoss" 1;' may be defined as 
Lt j p). de L~ = j f3~ de 
a 0 
(A.2.) 
Also )t = cos t .. ------ (A.3.) 
It is convenient to idontify separately tho flux intensities travelling 
in the forward and reverso directions. Thus in the forward hemisphero 
( 0 ~ fJ ~ 1 ) beams are denoted by the superscript + and in tho revoreD 
hemisphero (.1 ~ fA ~ 
then becomes : " 
0) by tho suporscript " Tho equation'of transfer 
f dIA + I ). 
= 
d1'~ 
------- (A.4.) 
+ = 
Boundary conditions for equations (A.4) are token as, 
• 
I~+ (~tf) = I)..+ (o,~); ,",(" = a 
I; (1).1 JA) • r; (,T~f)~ ~ ="(0'\ ------- (A.5.) 
Equations (A.4) ore non-homogeneous linear equations which ore most 
easily solvod by introducing an integrating foctor of the form 
r (L)<) = oxp(f* d "(\) = /?f.- ------- (A.6) 
The general solution for I+ then becomos 
I ~( 'Y~ ) /A ) = 1 - '* [ [t "(1:< yt;.. ("(~) 01 y~ T C}----- (A. 7) 
o 7\f'A -J 
where the constant of integration is evaluated from the boundary 
conditions (A.5). Introducing the dummy variable t for the sourco 
function integration, th~equation for I+ is 
'"'t' ;r-
I).. + ('T~, r) = t*J &. ~ rf.A (9.9t + I (0) fJ ) 
1\M 
A2. 
t = 0 '"'(' _~ 
i.o. I A+cl::A If-) G I;' (0 • f').e -~+ ?;rJ"1.A(t~~~ -----(A.8) 
Similarly, the general oquation for I~- is: 
I~ ("(>../<) = e ¥~~1t(L.} C2] ------- (A.9) LY{)~ fA 
Substituting the second boundary condition of (A.5) into (A.9) gives the 
_ ryD~/ 
integration constont C2 os I). 0';,>. ,fA ) e /f' and tho full oquation for 
I J bocomos: q" ,,-1:: }.) 'iOA - ('U.p ) IX ('l'>.11") = I; (l;'>'lr)e r - ?tJ'L,,(t)R. P 
lr~ ------- (A.10) 
Tho first term on the right hand sides of Eqs. (A.8) and (A.la) 
represents the absorption of radiation originating at the two plates. 
The integral exprossions represent the emission of flux over the path 
longths of the beams. 
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APPENDIX 8 
C~lculation of Cho~~c~~_~quil~bri~~ 
Calculation of tho equilibrium composition of a complox gas 
mixturo ontails, essentially tho minimisation of the Gibbs freo Energy 
function at tho particular tomperaturo and pressure. WHITE at al (74) 
--
and NnpTH~~1 (75) trect tho problem as on oxamplo of constrainod 
optimisation using a steepest descent techniquo whilst others, such as 
ZElEZNIK (76) have domonstrated that tho problom may be formulated as Q 
classic linear programming exercise. 
Consider a mixtur~ of n chemical species containing ~ mols of 
'th the i species. The froe energy (Gibbs) function may thon be 
oxpressed as: tFi 
i = 1 
f (r ) = 
------- (8.1) 
where r = the set of compositions~i and 
F 1= "j i [-k- + i... p + ~(~.) ] ------- (8.2) 
The standard free energy function f is usually obtained from 
tabulated values of the entropy (77). Determination of tho 
equilibrium compositions is equivalent to finding tho positive sat of 
valuos for~i which minimisos Eq. (8.1) and satisfies tho atom balance 
constraints f1 
.[ Qij 1j i = j = 1, 2, ••••••• m 
t ~ , ------- (8.3) 
where thore are~difforont typos of atoms presont in tho mixture and 
Clij is tho matrix of coefficients indicating tho number of atoms of 
olomont J in a molecule of spocies i • The totol lb- atoms of clomont 
j originally present is donotod by bje 
White ~£l porform tho minimisation by a stoepest descent tochnique 
using a quadratic approximation to locato tho minimum along tho direction 
of stoepest doscent and Lagrange multipliers to deal with the constraints. 
III The problem is resolvod into tho solution of m + 1 linear algebric 
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equoti~s in unknown LagrongQ multipliers, the totol number of moles 
being tho othor unknown. As such, tho computation is almost trivial 
excopt that dogonorato casos may arise whoro the rank of tho matrix 
is loss than~. Modificotiontto obviato this problom havo boon proposod 
by STOREY (78) and NAPHTALI (79). 
It is nocossary to spocify in advance which chomical spocios oro 
prosont in tho mixturo at oquilibrium. In tho prosont case thoso oro 
choson as CO, CO2, H2, H20 and CH4• In addition ethana was includod, 
but its concentration was drivGn down to trace amounts at oquilibrium. 
However, its inclusion in tho program ensured that tho matrix of atom 
balanco equations (B.3) woro linoarly indopendont and tho rank of matrix 
Qij was equal to 01 , so that tho degonerate case did not arise. 
APPENDIX C: fORMULATION Of ONE - AND TWO - DIMENSIONAL MODElS fOR 
A TUBULAR REACTOR. 
An energy balance on an elemental volume of a tubular roactor, 
neglecting radial gradients of velocity, temperature and composition 
leads to the differential equation 
Gp Cp d Tp = 
-
+ 2 at q (.) -------(0.1.) 
d i! 
A.S. 
Constant pressure, physical properties and superficial mass velocity 
oro ossumad. 
If the temperature is new permitted to vary in tho radial as well 
as the axial direction, a term for radial heat transport is to be included 
(00), Vi~, 
Gp C'p .~: p = 
with boundary conditions: 
= a 
~T I T. r = n = 
+ 
- ,q (el 
Ke 
------ (C. 2.) 
------- (C. 3. ) 
------- (C. 4. ) 
Clearly, tho anergy equation is a partial differential one with tho radial 
variable r as tho additional independent variable. 
Tha boundary condition (C.3) exprosses tho radial symmetry of the 
tomperature profile and (C.4.) represonts the hoat input to the system 
and replaces the last term in Eq. (e.l.). 
It would be very time consuming to have to compute A HTp directly at 
every paint by the mothod described in 5ec.3.2, so it is convonient to 
obtain fi HT as an algebclc function of temperatura for givan process p 
food characteristics. A least squares polynomial function of sufficiently 
high degreo to give low variance was empleyed (81). Tha equations then 
contain Tp as tho only dopendent variable providod that the heat input 
profile q (.) is specified. 
A.5. 
Eq. (C.l.) may bo intograted by almost any initial-value routine 
(tho inlet tomperatura is spocified). On tho othor hand, the boundary. 
valuo, two-dimensional modal requiros for mora computational offort. 
LAPIDUS (82) describos how this may bo done and highlights tho stability 
probloms that arise with parabolic portiol differential equotions, 
. 
particularly with gradient-typo (Neumann) boundary conditions. 
flPP£N))IX )) 
~ BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE 3072 I.B PER HOUR 
C AIR TO FUEl. RATIo 16.90 
~ PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE 44000 I.B PER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIo 3.00 
-.. THEORETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE ZleO.O DEG K 
~ •• DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE Fl.UE GAS TEMP Re:FRACTORY TEMP- TUSE SK I N TE~1P PROCESS GAS TEMP ~ 
'\) V) 0.0 "04 17. +3 1.006210 +3 6,3916. +2 3.9900. +2 
'l: ~ 1 • I 1.06 1010 +3 . 1.0103. +3 6,7569. +2 4,4614. +2 
"i 2e1 1-1262. +3 1.016010 +3 7,1129. +2 4,6966. +2 :t ~ 3.2 ltl949., +3 1.0221. +3 7.4228. +2 5,30 32. +2 ~ bI 4.2 1·2460. +3 1.0Z69. +3 7,6666. +2 5.6739. +2 ~ 5.3 1.270510 +3 1.026610 +3 7,9244. +2 6,0097. +2 I) ~ 6.4 1.265510 +3 "0273. +3 6,1050. +2 6,3069. +2 ~ 7.4 1·2296. +3 1.0223. +3 6,234410 +2 6.56 8 4. +2 OJ 8.5 1"614., +3 le0147., +3 6.3066. +2 6.7667. +2 OJ ~ 9.5 Itl11110 +3 ,,0047., +3 8.3698. +2 6.9726. +2 \:;I 
"" 
10.6 1.0803., +3 9.9395., +2 8.3820., +2 7.1200. +2 
'\ t> 11.7 1·057810 +3 9.6333. +2 8.3979. +2 7.2364., +2 0 ~ 12.7 1·0393. +3 9.732510 +2 8.3979. +2 7.3256. +2 \i 
'" 
13.6 1. 0232. +3 9.636010 +2 6.3606. +2 7.3929. +2 i\" .:t 14.8 1·0066. +3 9.550210 +2 6.3539., +2 7.4420. +2 0', 15.9 9.95~7. +2 9.4669. +2 6.336610 +2 7.4757. +2 ~ 17.0 9.6306., +2 9.3941. +2 8,308610 +2 7.4970. +2 ~ 16.0 9.718410 +2 9.3257. +2 8.2607. +2 7.50 8 4 10 +2 ~ 19. 1 9.615410 +2 9.263810 +2 8.2465. +2 7.5116. +2 ~ ~ 20.1 9.5212. +2 9.2064. +2 6.216410 +2 7.50 9 1. +2 ~ 21.2 9.4356. +2 9.1597., +2 6.190410 +2 7.5014. +2 'n ~ 22.3 9.3586. +2 9.1161. +2 6.'162310 +2 7.4907. +2 ~ 
"- 23.3 9.290~. +2 9.0636. +2 6.1440. +2 7.4774. +2 ~ ~ 24.4 9·Z308. +2 9.0576. +2 6.1172. +2 7.4626" +2 ~ 25.4 9.1610. +2 9.040110 +2 6.100h +2 7.4479 10 +2 ~ 26.5 9.141710 +2 9.032010 +2 6.0891. +2 7.4340. +2 V, 
~ 
~ DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL FLUX FLUX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 6.9401., .. 6 1.6047. +4 1 • 1 
... 2.2660_ +3 1.7~63. +4 
-i 2.1 .. 3.6531_ +3 1,6561. +4 3.2 
.. 3.6144. +3 1.5915. +4 4.2 
.. 2,2212. +3 1.5240. +4 ~ 5,3 1,0235. +2 1,4396., +4 6~4 2,7566. +3 1.3456. +4 ~ 7,4 5.0856. +3 1.2449., +4 X 8,5 6,4126. +3 1,1496_ +4 9.5 6,60.1. +3 1,0430., +4 ~ 10.6 6,330hl +3 9.5621. +3 , 1 , 1 5,9160. +3 6.7072. +3 ~ 12.1 5.4775., +3 7,9065. +3 
11 13.6 5.0406. +3 7.4166. +3 14.6 4.6170. +3 6.9526, +3 ....... 15,9 4,2114111 +3 6,4950. +3 l' 
.fi'l 17.0 3,815910 +3 6,1436. +3 16.0 3.4273_ +3 5,6409. +3 19.1 3.0409. +3 5.6146. +3 ~ 20.1 2.6524. +3 5.4039. +3 21.2 2,2577. +3 5.2360. +3 i\\ 22.3 1.6493., +3 5,1172. +3 23,3 1,4293. +3 4,9961. +3 ~ 24.4 9.6393. +2 4,9655. +3 25.4 5.1154. +2 4.9402. +3 ~ 26.5 
... 2,9602. .6 4,9430., +3 < 
......... 
7'\) 
BURNER rUEl FlOWRATE 3360 1..8 PER HOUR C; AIR TO FUEL RATIO 19,30 < PRoCESS GAS FLOWRAT~ 46400 LB P~R HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIO 3.00 ~ THEORETICAL fLAME TEMPERATURE 2260.0 DEG .K ~ , .. 
~ ~ DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE Fl.UE GAS TEMP REFRACTORY TEMP TUBE SKIN TEMp ~ 
PROCESS GAS TEMP 
~ ~ 0.0 1·084610 +3 1.0415. +3 6.7026, +,z ~ ~ 1. 1· 1'1048. +3 1.0517., +3 1.0846 • • 2 3.9900 10 +2 2.1 1'1726. +3 1. 0517 10 +3 1.4240. ...2 4.47 5 4 .. +2 ~ ~ 3.2 1 ,·2440., +3 1.0640. +3 7.7450 • ... 2 4.92 5 6. +,z 4.2 1,29 69., +3 1.0669. +J 6.0JI6. +2 5.34 3 0, +,z ~ ~ 5.3 1·3222., +3 1.0708, +3 8.,z465., +2 5.72 58, .2 ~ 6.4 1.3166, +J 1,0690, +3 a.4271. +2 6.0729, ... 2 ~ 7,4 1·2793. +3 1,0636, +3 6.5455. +2 6,3624. +2 6.5 1,2083. +3 1.0555 10 +3 8,6346, +2 6.6520. +2 V) ~ 9.5 1.1556. +3 1.0449. +3 8.6796. +2 6.6622. ...2 ~ 10.6 1.1 2 37. +3 1.0334 10 +3 6,6907. +2 7.0727. +2 (\ 11.7 1·1002. +3 1.022.., +3 6.6907. +2 7.22 6 5. +2 ('\ t> 12.7 1.0607, +3 1.0114. +3 8.6746. +2 7. 349 1. +2 it ~ 13.8 1.0637. +3 1,0013, +3 6.6639. +2 7. 443 6. +2 ~ 14.6 1·0483. +J 9,9190. +2 6.6456. +2 7.51 5 7. +2 ~ ~ 15.9 1,034210 +J 9,8320 10 +2 8,6175. +2 7.56 6 5. +2 "'b 17.0 lt0212. +3 9.7518. +2· 8,5695, +2 7.60 4 4, +2 'i ~ 16.0 1·0093. +3 9.6786. +2 6,5455. +2 7.62 6 2, +2 , 
'\ 19.1 9.983510 +2 9.6121. +2 6.5\63. +2 1.64 0 4, +2 ~ 20.1 9.6832. +2 9.5526. +2 8.4682. +2 7.64 5 5" +2 ~ 21,,z 9.7920. +2 9.5003. +2 8.4540. +2 7.64 35. +2 f' 22.3 9.709610 +2 9.4555. +2 6.4260. +2 7.63 6 1. +2 2J.3 9.6368, +2 9.4186. +2 8,3979. +2 7.62 50. +2 ~ 24.4 9.5733. +2 9.3905. +2 6.3649. +2 7.6113. +2 25.4 9.520110 +2 9,3715, +2 6.3539. +2 7.59 67, +2 ~ 26.5 9.478110 +2 9,3630 10 +2 6.3368. +2 7.5616. +2 "l\ 
7.5666" ... 2 ~ 
r...: 
~ DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL FLUX FLUX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 5,960510 ... 6 2.0442. +4 ~ 1 • 1 
.2.5727" +3 1.9560. ...4 
" 
2. 1 
.. 4.1337. +3 l.e637. +4 3.2 
... 4.0595. +3 1.6102. +4 4.2 
.. 2.4305, +3 1.7276. +4 ~ 5.3 2.561410 +2 1.6447. +4 6.4 3.320610 +3 1.5402, +4 c: 7.4 5.9964. +3 1.432110 +4 )( 6.5 7.5152. +3 1.3153. +4 9.5 7,731510 +3 1.2017. +4 ~ 10.6 7.4156, +3 1.1015, +4 1 1.7 6,9331. +3 1.011010 +4 {) 12.7 6,4l52. +3 9.3576. +3 
"l'\ 13.6 5.9047_ +3 6.6464., +3 ...... 14.6 5,4092_ +3 6.0476. +3 ,...... 1~.9 4,936410 +3 7.5639. +3 ~ 17.0 4,471910 +3 7,1402, +3 16.0 4.°16710 +3 6.6575. +3 19·1 3,5630. ~3 6.551010 +3 ~ 20.1 3.1074. +3 6.2915. +3 
~ 21.2 2.6455" +3 6.1163. +3 22.3 2.1706. +3 5.9620. +3 23.3 1.6766. +3 5.6619. +3 (\:) 24.4 1.1523. +3 5,6437. +3 C 25.4 5.9706" +2 5,775710 +3 ~, 26.5 0.0000 5,605111 +3 
Nl 
-
~ BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE 1225 L.B PER HOUR ~ AIR TO FUEL RATIO 19.30 
< PROCESS GAS F~OWRATE 17600 L.B PER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIO 3,00 
W THEORETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE 2260.0 OEG K 
~ •• DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE F\",UE GAS- TE~IP REFRACTORY TEMP TUBE SKIN TEMp PROCESS GAS TEMP ~. 0.0 9,3357., +2 9.093 h +2 5,7276. +2 3,9900. t2 :t ~ 1 • 1 9.5330. +2 9.1229., t2 6.3757, +2 4,6277. +2 i ..... 2.1 1,0054. +3 9.1662., +2 6.9213, +2 5.5444, ... 2 :t ~ 3.2 1-0467. +3 9.2126, +2 7,3506, +2 6,1449, +2 ~ ..... 4.2 1.0745» +3 9.2462., +2 7,6666. +2 6.6383, +2 ~ 5.3 1,0810» +3 9.2554., +2 1.9536» +2 7,03 5 7" +2 ~ 6.4 1,0679» +3 9.2366., +2 8.1440. +2 7.34 3 8. +2 
'" ~ 7.4 1.03 44. +3 9.1925., +2 6.2624., +2 7,5743" +2 ~. 8.5 9-798110 +2 9.1332, +2 6,3356. +2 7,74 0 511/ +2 
'" 
9,5 9.5153., +2 9.0596, +2 8,3539, +2 7,85 1 1. +2 
.\QI 
10.6 9.365910 +2 6.9661, +2 6.3649. +2 7,9215. +2 
"1 ~ 11.7 9.2467., +2 8.9178, +2 8.3539. +2 7,95 8 1., +2 i ~ 12.1 9·1412, +2 6.6546, +2 8.3368. +2 7.97 2 1. +2 ~ ~ 13.8 9.0460. +2 6.796311 +2 6.3086. +2 7.97 0 7" +2 ~ 14.6 8_9594., +2 8.1424, +2 8.2795, +2 7,9579, +2 ~ 15.9 6.8807., +2 8.6928. +2 8.2515. +2 7.9365~ +2 \ sp 11.0 6.809 h +2 8.6414, +2. 8.2075, +2 7.90 8 6, +2 ~ ::t 16.0 6,7442, +2 6.605Si +2 6.1782, +2 7,68 0 3 10 +2 ~ ~ 19, 1 8,6655. +2 6.5662, +2 6,1440, +2 7,64 9 0. +2 
" 
20.1 6.6329., +2 8.5350. +2 6,1001, +2 7,81 90. +2 ~ i 21.2 8.5863 .. +2 6.5056, +2 6.0720. +2 7.7909., +2 r- 22.3 6.5457., +2 6,4812, +2 8,0440., +2 7,7643, +2 23.3 6.5113., +2 8.4614, +2 8,0159, +2 7,73 99, +2 ~ 24.4 8.4833. +2 8.4467, +2 7,9966, .2 7.71 68. +2 25.4 6.4623., +2 6.4374, +2 1,9666, .2 7,69 60. +2 '" 26,S 8,4486., +2 8.4342., +2 7,9695. +2 7,6813, +2 1\ ~ 
I 
~ 
:t" DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL F~UX Fl.UX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 7,4506. ~6 1.311110 +4 1 • 1 ... 1.5663. +3 1,1692. +4 , 2,1 
.. 2,3140. +3 1.0319. +4 3,2 
.. 2,0672. +3 9,1049. +3 4.2 
..,1.1234,. +3 7.9665., +3 7J 5.3 2,490411! +2 6.9153., +3 6.4 1,6677. +3 5.9306. +3 \: 7.4 2,8347. +3 5.0946., +3 X 6.5 3,3266. +3 4.3752. +3 9.5 3,2147. +3 3,6421. +3 ~ 10.6 2,9970., +3 3,3538. +3 11.7 2.7902. +3 3,0119., +3 C) 12,7 2.599h +3 2.7362., +3 1\ 13.6 2.4166_ +3 2.5470., +3 .... 14.6 2.2415., +3 2.3919. +3 f' ~ 15.9 2.071211! +3 2,2567. +3 17.0 1,90191 +3 2,2224., +3 16.0 1,7265., +3 2.13941 +3 ~ • 9.1 1.5490_ +3 2.1023., +3 20.1 1.3602_ +3 2.13261 +3 ~ 21.2 1,163410 +3 2.1110. +3 
~ 22.3 9,5609. +2 2,1127. +3 23.3 7,367310 +2 2.1386. +3 ~ 24,4 5,0606. +2 2.1407. +3 ~ 25.4 2.6187. +2 2.146 h +3 26.5 
.. 2.9802 .... 8 2,2082, +3 tv 
• 
~ BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE 1640 LB PER HOUR ~ AIR TO fUEL RATIO 16.90 
< PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE 26400 LB PER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIO 2.00 ~ THEORETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE 2160.0 OEG K 
I 
I ~ .. - OISTANCE OOWN FURNACE FLUE GAS TEMP REFRACTORY TEMP TUBE SKIN TEMp PROCESS GAS TEMP ~ 0.0 9.6374111 +2 9.3416., +2 5,6901., +2 3.9900. +2 ~ 1 • 1 9.6340. +2 9.3765111' +2 6.3916. +2 4.62 4 710 +2 ::t: lI) 2. 1 1·0426. +3 9.4255111 +2 6,6310. +2 5.19 3 1. +2 
"'+ 'I 3.2 1.0962., +3 9.4773. +2 7.2032. .2 5.69 5 110 +2 :t ~ 4.2 1·1346. +3 9.5151. +2 7.5241 .... 2 6.1324" +2 ~ 5.3 1·1476., +3 9.5266 10 +2 7.7621. +2 6.50 40" +2 l 6.4 1.136310 +3 9.5064. +2 7.9524. +2 6.6120. +2 ~ 7.4 1·1001., +3 9.4562. +2 6.0720. +2 7.05 9 4 10 +2 "ll 6.5 1·0377. +3 9.3660. +2 6.1611. +2 7.2519. +2 ~ ~ 9.5 9.9648. +2 9.2973111 +2 6.2063. +2 7. 3936 111 +2 ~ 10.6 9.766510 +2 9.2056. +2 6.2075 • ..,2 7.4937. +2 ~ ~ 1 1 • 7 9.6039. +2 9.ll61. +2 6.2075. +2 '7.5603 .. +2 ~ t'I 12.7 9.465210 +2 9.0364. +2 6.2063. +2 
'7.6012. .2 ~ <. 13.6 9.3410. +2 6.9607. +2 6.1782. +2 7,62 0 9. +2 () 14.6 9.226h +2 6.6907. +2 6,1452. +2 7.62 6 3. +2 It 15.9 9.1247. +2 8.6259. +2 8,1160. +2 7.62 0 6 10 +2 ~ 17.0 9.0302. +2 6.7665. +2 8.0720. +2 7.6080 10 +2 ~ 16.0 6.9436. +2 6.'7121". +2 6.0428. ...2 7.5902. +2 ~ " 19. 1 6.6652. +2 6.6632. +2 7.9986. +2 7.5663. +2 -~ 20.1 8.7940., +2 6.6194. +2 7.9695. +2 7.54 46. ... 2 :i 21.2 6.7301., +2 6.5811. +2 7,9415. +2 7.5194. +2 22.3 6.6736. +2 6.5467. +2 7.8975. +2 7.49 3 1. +2 ~ >J 23.3 6.6246. +2 8.5221. +2 7.6792. +2 7.46 8 7. +2 .. . 24.4 8.5834. +2 8.5021. +2 1.6524. +2 7.44 5 111 +2 '" 25.4 6.5507., +2 6,4692. +2 1.6341. +2 1, 4246 10 +2 ...... 
"l\ 26.5 6.5271. +2 6.4640. +2 1.6231. +2 7,4070 10 +2 ~ 
• 
~ 
::t DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL FLUX FLUX TO TUBES 
"l 0.0 7,4S06. ~6 1.4284., "'4 :b 1 • 1 
.. 1.7528_ +3 1.3234" +4 
'i 2.1 .. 2,6898, +3 1.2249. +4 3.2 
.. 2,4910. +3 1,13361 +4 4.2 
.. 1.3439, +3 1.0387., +4 J\ 5.3 3,7666. +2 9.4993. +3 l' 6.4 2,2333·. +3 8,5419. +3 , 7,4 3,7665_ +3 7.6701. +3 x. 8.5 4,5208, +3 6.7987. +3 9.5 4,483710 +3 6,0180. +3 ~ 10.6 4,2133, +3 5,4369, ·3 1 1 • 7 3,9120. +3 4.9041., +3 ~ 12.7 3,6215. +3 4.4206, +3 
"i, 13.6 3,3464. +3 4.1096. +3 .... 14.6 3,0664, +3 3.8612. +3 t--~ 15.9 2,8336. +3 3,6310. +3 11.0 2,5618. +3 3.5030. +3 18.0 2.3308" +3 3.3383. +3 
n 19.1 2.0763. +3 3,2720. +3 20.1 1,8165. +3 3.1687. +3 ~ 21.2 1,55171 +3 3.0905. +3 ~ 22.3 1,2762. +3 3.1138. +3 23.3 9.8692., +2 3.0552, +3 ~ 24.4 6,814010 +2 3_0683. +3 ~ 25.4 3.524010 +2 3.0805. +3 ~ 26.5 
-1,4901- ,,8 3.1009. +3 
{:' 
'" 
~ BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE 1640 L.B PER HOUR ~ AIR TO FUEL RATIO 16.90 
< PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE. 26400 LB PER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIO 2.00 U1 THEoRETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE 2160.0 DEG K 1 
~ , .. 
PROCESS GAS TEMPi 
DISTANCE bOWN FURNACE FLUE GAS TEMP REFRACTORY TE~'P TUBE SKIN TEMp ~ 0.0 9.4701., +2 9.150510 +2 5.7717. +2 3.9900" +2 V) 1 • 1 9.6721., +2 9. 166 h +2 6.2110. +2 4.5434. +2 ~ ~ Z.1 1.026710 +3 9.2386., +2 6.595410 +2 5.0385. +2 ~ 3.2 1.0663. +3 9.2911. ...2 6.9493" +Z 5.4713. +2 f'" ~ 4.2 1.1242. +3 9.327710 +2 7.2312., +2 5.65 6 3 111 +2 - 5.3 1"379., +3 9.3356., +2 7.4509. +2 6.1617 10 ... 2 ~ ~ 6,4 1.1263., +3 9.3094., +2 7.6144" +2 6.4490., +2 7.4 l' 0666., +3 9.250310 +2 7.7216., +2 6.66 2 8., +2 V\ 6.5 1·024110 +3 9.1695. +2 7.776010 +2 6.6257, +2 ~ 9.5 9.6244., +2 9.0660. +2 7.6060. +2 6.9435. +2 () 10.6 9.5667., +2 8.9626. +2 7.7901. +2 1.0219. +2 'n ~ 11.7 9.4066., +2 6.861 2 10 +2 7.7760. +2 7.07 0 211' +2 a 12.1 9.2517. +2 6.1660" +2 7.1450. +2 7.094710 +2 ~ 13.6 9·1117. +2 6.6769, +2 1.7059. +2 1.10 0 9., +2 lis 14.6 6.9632. +Z 6.594010 +2 7.6608, +2 1.09 40. +2 i ~ 15.9 6.6649., +2 6.517010 +2 1.6156., +2 7.0174 10 +Z () 'I 11.0 6.7557., +2 6.4459. +2 7,5705. +Z 7.0532 111 +Z ..... ~ t) 18.0 6.6552. +2 6.3607. +2 1.5253. +2 7.02 4 0" +2 19.1 8.563010 +2 6.3213. +2 1.4651. +2 6.9926, +2 ZO.1 8.4769. +2 6.2662, +2 7.4350. +2 6.95 9 1. +2 ~ N 21.Z 6.4026., +2 6.2215. +2 7,3960., +2 6.92 4 5. +2 
'< .. ~ 22.3 6.3349., +2 6.1617. +2 1.3506. +2 6.69 0 5. +2 Y 
"" 
23.3 6.~7551O +2 6.149 II +2 7.3166., +2 6,6565 10 +2 24.4 6.2252. +2 6.1245. +2 1.2885. +2 6.6263. +2 
"l1 25.4 6.164910 +2 8.1086. +2 7.2605. +2 6.60 0 4., +2 ~ 26.5 8'1555. +2 8.102311/ +2 7.2434. +2 6.7757. +2 ~ 
~ DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL F~UX FL.UX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 5.9605. ~6 1.3360. +4 1 • 1 
.. 1.6505. +3 1.2531, +4 i 2. 1 .. 2.5132. +3 1.1779, + .. 3.2 
.. 2.2532. +3 1.1003. +4 4.2 
-1.0466. +3 1.0264. +4 ~ 5.3 7.3156, +2 9.5000, +3 6.4 2.6350., 1'3 6.669 II +3 c;:: 7.4 4.2014" +3 7.6762. +3 )( 6.5 4,9742., +3 7.1429. +3 9.5 4,936610 +3 6.4102, +3 ~ 10.6 4,6567111 +3 5.8568., +3 11.7 4,3362_ +3 5.3265, +3 ~ 12.7 4.0204" +3 4.9322. +3 n 13.8 3.7189" +3 4.6062. +3 
..... 14.6 3.427611/ 1'3 4.351010 +3 l' 15.9 3.1434!11, +3 4.1316, +3 ~ 17.0 2.865010 +3 3.948010 +3 18.0 2.5881111 +3 3.7979D +3 19.1 2,3059111 +3 3.6610. +3 ~ 20.1 2.0183., +3 3,5953, +3 21.2 1,7253. +3 3.518910 +3 ~ 22.3 1.4192, +3 3.4990D 1'3 23,3 1.0958. +3 3,472510 +3 ~ 24.4 7,5524111 +2 3.4606, +3 ~ 25.4 3.913610 +2 3.489210 +3 ~ 26.5 
.. 1.490110 
-6 3.521911 +3 
~ 
\ 
~ BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE 1840 LB PER HOUR ~ AIR TO FUEL RATIO 16.90 ~ PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE 26400 L.B P£R HOUR STEAH TO CARBON RATIO 4.00 (h.. THEORETICAL FLAME tEMPERATURE 2160.0 OEG K 
~ . , OISTA~CE DOWN FURNACE FLUE GAS TEMP REFRACTORV TEMP TUeE SKIN TEMp PROCESS GAS TEMP 'i 
/[ 0.0 9.5136. +2 9.2017, +2 5.6010. +2 3.9900. +2 t 1el 9.7143111 +2 9.2367, +2 6.2452, +2 4.5420 .. .2 ~ 2.1 1.0324111 +3 9.2669. +2 6.6394. +2 5.0366, +2 ~ 3.2 1-0894, +3 9.3414. +2 6.9676, +2 5,47 65, ... 2 ,.. 4.2 1.1269. +3 9.3767. +2 7.2605_ +2 5.e6 69 10 +2 ~ 5.3 lt140411 +3 9.3684. +2 7.4960", +2 6.20 63, +2 ~ 6,4 1'126911 +3 9.3646. +2 7,6608. +2 6.4953_ +2 '" 7,4 1.09 16. +3 9.3095. +2 7.795111 +2 6,7317, +2 6.S 1·0276. +3 9.2334. +2 7,6633 •• 2 6.91 62" "'2 ~ t 9.5 9.8697. +2 9.1375. +2 7,9134111 +2 7,06 06, +2 ~ 10~6 9.6391. +2 9.0~63. +2 7,924'411 +2 7.1626_ +2 .~ 1 1 • 7 9,4662. +2 6,9435. +2 7,9244. +2 7,23 3 1. +2 \.I ~ 12.7 9.~161. +2 6,8546. +2 7,9134. +2 7,27 76, +2 
""' 
13,6 9.1851. +~ 6,7725. +2 7.8804, +2 7.300 9_ +2 d ~ 14.8 9.0639, +2 6,6961. +2 7,6524. +2 7.30 98. +2 (\ 15.9 6,9527, +2 th6255111 +2 7,8231. +2 7.30 60. +2 ~ ~ 17.0 8.6506. +2 6.5606 11 +2 7.7792. +2 7,29 20, +2 ~ 18,0 6.7571. +2 6.5012. +2 7.7340. +2 7,27 25, +2 ~ I Q 19. 1 6,6716. +2 6,4472. +2 7.7047. +2 7.24 9 4. +2 ~ 20,1 6.5939, +2 8.3991. +2 7.6606. +2 7.221511/ +2 21.2 8.5239. +2 8.3566. +2 7.6315. +2 7.1926, +2 ~ 22.3 6.461610 +2 6.3206. +2 7.5676. +2 7.1621. +2 
'l1 I:: 23.3 8.407410 +2 6.2913. +2 7,5693. +2 7.1333. +2 ~ 24.4 6.3 6 15_ +2 8.2691_ +2 7.5412", +2 7.1043. +2 ~ 25.4 6.3246. +2 6.2546. +2 7.5082. +2 7.0768, +2 26.5 8.2981_ +2 6,2490_ +2 7.4960. +2 7,05 3 1. +2 
• 
::t DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL F~UX FLUX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 2,9602. .6 1.3609. +4 J 1 • 1 ... 1.6790 .. +3 1.2754. +4 
'i 2.1 .2.5660. +3 1,1963. +4 3.2 
.. 2.3369111 +3 1.1262. +4 4.2 
.. 1.1662. +3 1.0466. +4 ~ -, 5.3 5,7264. +2 9,6639, +3 6.4 2,4395. +3 6.8556. +3 ~ 1.4 3,9777. +~ 7,9436, +3 X 6.5 4.7302. ...3 7.1732. +3 9.5 4.6790_ ... 3 6.365310 +3 
~ 10.6 4.3950. +3 5.7216, +3 1 1 • 7 4,0757. +3 5.1665. +3 <::) 12.1 3.766610 +3 4,7076. +3 
'"l1 13.6 3,476 4 10 +3 4.3913. +3 
...... 14.6 3.1960. +3 4.0943, +3 l' 15,9 2,9320. +3 3,6402. +3 i~ 17.0 2,673310 +3 3.664210 +3 16.0 2,4125. +3 3.5651. +3 19. 1 2.1490. +3 3.4104. +3 
"Jl 20.1 1.6637. "'3 3.3462, +3 
~ 21.2 1.6069_ +3 3.2560. +3 22.3 1.3244. +3 3.2555. +3 23.3 l,023h +3 3.164010 +3 ~ 24.4 7.0593. +< 3.1673, +3 ~ 25.4 3.6737 11 +2 3.2477. +3 ~ 26.5 
.. 1.4901_ 
-6 3.2670. +3 
~ 
~ BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE ~460 LB PER HOUR 
~ AIR TO FUEL RATIO 16.50 ~ PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE 35200 LB pER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATlO 3.00 
-..J THEoRETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE 2225,0 OEG K. 
.. 
~ , , DIS T Af~CE DOWN FURNACE FLUE GAS TEf·1P REFRACTORY TEMP TUBE SK I N TE~lP PROCESS GAS TEMP 0,0 1.0146. 1'3 9.8126111 +2 6.2110. +2 3,9900. .2 ~ ~ 1 • 1 1·0348. +3 9.6506. +2 6,6394. +2 4.5332, .2 :l:: 2~1 1,0996. ...3 9.9036. ;2 1,0225. +2 5.02 96. +2 ~ 3.2 1'1637. +3 9.960110 ... 2 7,3667 •• 2 5,4811. +2 ~ 4.2 1,2083. ...3 1.0002. +3 1.6596. +2 5.e6 75, +2 \) 5,3 1'2267. +3 1.0016. +3 1.8975. +2 6.2468. +2 ~ 6.4 1.2113, +3 9,9963. +~ 8,0679. +2 6.5626. +2 '1) ~ 7.4 1,1792. +3 9.9434, ... 2 6,2075, +2 6.6276, +2 ~ 8,5 1"11110 ... 3 9.6675. +2 6,3076, +2 7.0473. +2 9.5 1.064610 +3 9.1702. +2 8.3527. +2 7.2225. +2 \:{ ~ 10.6 1.037710 +3 9.6674 10 +2 6.360e. +2 7.35 67. +2 '" 1 1 • 7 1.018010 +3 9.568111 +2 8.3620. +2 7.4610. +2 ~ ~ 12.7 1.001610 +3 9.474 9 11 +2 8,360e. +2 7.535e. +2 ("I 'I 13.6 9.6716111 +2 9.3682. +2 8.3696. +2 7.58 6 0" +2 ..... 9.7405111 +2 9.30811 +2 6.336610 +2 7.6214. l:::t 0 14.8 +2 15.9 9.6207. +2 9.2342. +2 6.3086. +2 7,64 0 6, +2 17,0 9.5111. +2 9.1663. +2 6.2607. +2 7.6466, +2 ~ 18.0 9,410711 +2 9.1044., +2 6,2465. +2 7,64 67. +2 ~ ~ 19. 1 9,3191111 +2 9.0484. +2 6.2164. +2 7,6420. +2 ~ 20.1 9.2356. +2 6.9965. +2 6.1904,. +2 7.62 99. +2 ~ 21.2 9t1 601. +2 6.9546. +2 6,1611,. +2 7.61 36. +2 /) 22.3 9.0937. +2 6.9116. +2 6.1261. +2 7,5954. +2 ~ ... 23.3 9.0350111 +2 6.6673. +2 6,1001. +2 7.5762. +2 ~ ....... 24.4 6,9650. +2 6.8641. +2 6,0679. +2 7.55 7 1. +2 25.4 6,944111 +2 6.6490. +2 6.0706. +2 7.53 76. +2 26.5 6.9132. +2 6.6427., +2 6.0440., +2 7.51 9 4,. +2 
~ DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE ~ET VERTICAL FLUX FLUX TO TUBES fl\ 0.0 6,9407. ",6 1.6669, +4 ~ 1 • 1 
.. 2'0642. +3 1,5766, +4 -; 2.1 
.. 3,2654_ +3 1.4935. +4 3.2 ",3,0976_ +3 1.4127, +4 4.2 
-1.7329. +3 ,. 1.3295. +4 ~ 5.3 3,9203. +2 1.2396. +4 ~ 6.4 2,736610 +3 1·1394. +4 X 7.4 4,7207. ~3 1.044 It +4 8.5 5.7614. +3 9,4012, +3 9.5 5.7952. +3 6.460310 +3 ~ 10.6 5.4793. +3 7.6193. +3 11.7 5,0641111 +3 6.9343, +3 0 12.7 4,6879. +3 6.3166_ +3 
" 
13.6 4,309210 +3 5,6044. +3 ...... 14.8 3.950310 +3 5.4548_ +3 l' 15.9 3.6065. +3 5.1279. +3 17.0 3.2729_ +3 4.8452. +3 18.0 2.940210 +3 4,6345. +3 ~ 19. 1 2,6099_ +3 4,4341. +3 20.1 2.276610 +3 4.2726. +3 ~ 21.2 1.9420. +3 4.1559111 +3 22.3 1,5931. +3 4.0955_ +3 23.3 1.2260. +3 4.0519. +3 ~ 24.4 6,4372. +2 3.9764_ +3 ~ 25.4 4.3792. +2 3.9693., +3 < 26.5 
.. 2.9602. M8 4.0563. +3 
'" 
~ BURNER rUEL FLOWRATE 2460 LB PER HOUR ~ AIR TO rUE!" RATIO 19.50 
< PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE 35200 I,.B PER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIO 3.00 ~ THEORETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE 1945.0 OEG K 
~ , . DISTANCE ~OWN FURNACE FLUE GAS TEMP RF;FRACTORY TEMP TUBE SKIN TEMp PROCESS GAS TEMP 0.0, 9.612011 +2 9.304610 +2 5.6730. +2 3,9900. +2 ~ ~ 1 , 1 9.772410 +2 9.3430. +2' 6.2~93. +2 4.4505" +2 2,1 1,032 3 111 +3 9.3966. +2 6,5632 10 +Z 4,6156, .... 2 ') 3.2 1.0915., +3 9.4605. +2 6.694410 +2 5,2666. +2 ~ 4.2 1.1369 10 +3 9.511 0 10 +2 1,170210 +2 5.6242. ... 2 :h 5.3 1.160311 +3 9.5369., +2 1,4119. +2 5.9460. +2 "'l\ 6.4 1,1562. +3 9.5312, +2 1.5616. +2 6,2310. +2 ~ 7.4 1·129410 +3 9.4936. +2 7.1326. tZ 6.4179. +2 '"ll ~ a.5 1·072710 +3 9.4327» +2 7,634110 +2 6,6655 10 +2 ,~. 9.5 1,0299 10 +3 9.3505, +2 7.6963. +2 6. 6554 111 +2 10.6 1.003410 +3 9.2606. +2 7,925610 +2 6,9914. +2 ~ ~ 1 1 • '7 9,636610 +2 9.1723. +2 1.9524. +2 7.0975. +2 ~ 12.1 9.616510 +2 9.0665., +2 1,953610 +2 1.1715. +2 ~ 13.6 9,5388111 +2 9.0100 10 +2 1.~536. +2 1.23 7 1. ... 2 ('\ ~ 14.a 9.4133111 +2 8.9370., +2 7.9524. +2 1.2767" ... 2 it .... 0 15.9 9.299h +2 6.8697 111 +2 7.9256. +2 7.30 5 610 +2 t 11.0 9.1946. +2 8.6071. +2 7.9085, +2 7,3219. +2 18.0 9,098111 +2 8.7509 • • 2 7.6963. +2 7,3295. +2 ........ 19. 1 9.010111 +2 8,6995 111 +2 7.866311 +2 7,32 9 1 • ... 2 ~ ~ 20.1 6.9304., +2 6.6535., +2 7.6353, +2 7,3238. +2 <'\ 21.2 6.657310 +2 6.6126,J +2 7.6231, +2 7,3146 10 +2 ~ 22.3 6.7 9 1511 +2 6.5760., +2 7.7901, +2 7.3020 lD +2 .. , 23.3 6.7329lD +2 6.549110 +2 7.7760, +2 7.2066. +2 i!J "- 24.4 8.6818, +2 6.5269. +2 7.7609, +2 7.2736 .... 2 25.4 6.636710 +2 6.5120, +2 7.1340. +2 7.2583, +2 26.5 6.6043111 +2 6.5047., +2 7.732811 +2 7.2444. +2 
:r.: DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL FLUX FL.UX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 5,9605. -8 1,4068» +4 
"i " 1 • 1 .. 1,7775_ +3 1,3455, +4 Z.1 
.2,9149. +3 1.2633., +4 3.2 
... 3.0053. +3 1.2275. +4 I • 4.2 
...2.0830.' +3 1,1677. +4 1'\ 
" 
5.3 
.4.3777. +2 1.0966. +4 <::: 6.4 1,4919. +3 1,0244., +4 X 7.4 3.2201. +3 9.4005111 +3 , 8.5 4.2414. +3 8.5713. +3 ~ 9.5 4,4353. +3 7.7699., +3 10.6 4,2795. +3 7.07291 +3 t> 1 1 • 7 4,0146. +3 6.4058. +3 11 12.7 3.7251_ +3 5.6917., +3 ..... f' 13.8 3,4365. ...3 5.4251, "'3 ~ 14.8 3,1603. +3 5.00511 ... 3 15.9 2.8917_ +3 4.7386, "'3 17.0 2.6296. +3 4.4644., +3 18.0 2.3709. +3 4.2027. +3 c- 19. 1 2,113810 +3 4.0438. +3 ~ 20.1 1,850410 +3 3,937710 +3 21.2 1.5622. +3 3.7725. +3 ~ 22.3 1,3025. +3 3.729210 +3 ~ 23.3 1.0073. +3 3.6294. +3 < 24.4 6,9629. +2 3,5858. +3 25.4 3,6274_ +2 3.6208. +3 oa 26.5 
.. 1,490110 .8 3.5882. +3 
BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE 2460 LB PER HOUR 
AJR TO FUEL RATIO 16.90 
PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE 35200 t.,B PER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIO 3.00 
THEORETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE 2130.0 OEG K 
, .. 
~ DISTAHCE DOWN FURNACE FLUE GAS TEMP R~FRACTORV TE'~P TUBE SK I N TE~1P PROCESS GAS TEMP 0.0 9.906910 +2 9.562610 +2 6.0536. +2 3,9900. +2 ~ ~ 1 " 1 1·0096., +3 9.621310 +2 6,4490., +2 4,49 4 6,. +2 2. 1 "071 5 10 +3 9.6753. +2 6.8Z00. +2 4.9563. +2 'i l 3.2 1.1336. +3 9.7330. +Z 7.142111 +2 5,3616", +2 ~ 4.2 1.1779., +3 9.776910 +2 7.4399., +2 5.76 5 6, +2 ~ c: 5.3 1·1972., +3 9.7939., +2 7.6767 •• 2 6.1067 10 +2 V) 6.4 1.1697. +3 9.777210 +Z 7,651Z. +2 6;40 6 7, +2 :-1 7.4 1.154310 +3 9.7276, +2 7,9666. +2 6.6650 10 +2 ~. ..... 6.5 1·0896, +3 9.6552 111 +2 6.0720. +2 6.8762 10 +2 0 9.5 1,,0447111 +3 9.5614. +2 6.1331. +Z 7.05 1 1. +2 \,I '< 10.6 1·0161. +3 9.4617. +2 6,1611. +2 7.16 55, +2 c" 11.' 7 9.9659. +2 9.3653. +2 6.1623. +Z 7.2679. +2 d ~ 12.7 9.623910 +2 9,,274610 +2 6.1623. +2 7.3645. +2 (\ ..... 13.6 9.661 110 +2 9,190Z. +Z 6,1611. +2 7,41 6 7 10 +2 it ~ 14.6 9.5520., +2 9.112210 +2 6.144010 +2 7, 4547 10 +2 15.9 9.4341. +2 9,,0403. +2 8,1172. +2 7.47 6 3 10 +2 .~ 17.0 9.326210 +2 6.9743. +2 6.069h +2 7.46 7 3. +2 ~ ~ 16.0 9.2274, +2 6.9140. +2 6.0708. +2 7.46 8 8 10 +2 ~ ~ 19.1 9.137111 +Z 131116595. +2 6,0426. +2 7.4626. +2 ~ ZO.I' 9.054910 +2 6,,6108. +2 6,0147. +2 7.4725. +2 ~ 21.2 8.980611 +2 8.7661. +2 7.9666. +2 7.45 6 0 10 +2 22.3 6.9142., +2 6.731710 "'2 7.9536., +2 7.4410 10 +Z 'I 'i 23.3 a.655610 +2 6.701910 +2 7.925610 +2 7,4233. +2 ~ 24.4 6.a057. +2 6.6790. +2 7.9134. +2 7.40 49. +2 rl) W 25.4 6.7644., +2 6.6639. +2 7.6963. +2 7.36 6 7. +2 J' C) 26.5 6.7327. +2 6.6573. +2 7.679210 +2 7.3697. +2 0 (\~ 
::t DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERTICAL FLUX FLUX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 0,0000 ' 1,5482. +4 1 • 1 
-1,9343. +3 1.4703. +4 
-\ 2.1 
.. 3.0691_ +3 1.3967. +4 3.2 
.. 2.9714. +3 1.3297, +4 
"t\ 4.2 .. 1.7572. '+3 1.2516. +4 ('- 5.3 1,6563. +2 1,1701, +4 ~ 6.4 2,3552. +3 1.0649, +4 X 7.4 4.2130,. +3 9.9036. +3 6.5 S.21'lID -+3 9,Ol20'. +3 9.5 5,2740. +3 8.08911 +3 ~ 10.6 5,0022. +3 7.2932. +3 11.7 4,6466. +3 6.6600" +3 ()O. 12.7 4.262610 +3 6.0630. +3 1\ 13.6 3.9366_ +3 5,5633., +3 " l' 14.6 3.6075. +3 5.167(a +3 ~ 15.9 3.2922. +3 4.8626, +3 17.0 2.9637. +3 4.6043., +3 16.0 2.6656. +3 4.3394. +3 ~ 19. 1 2.3900_ +3 4.1566, +3 20.1 2.0672_ +3 4.0100. +3 ~ 21.2 l.181h +3 3.6967. +3 22.3 1.4636. .3 3.8453, +3 ~ 23.3 1,128210 +3 3.6065. +3 
~ 24.4 7.781210 +2 3.7361» +3 
<- 25.4 4.0402. +2 3.1296., +3 26.S ",2,9602_ .. 6 3.7666. +3 
-.0 
~ BURNER FUEL FLOWRATE 2460 LB PtR HOUR (;: AIR TO FUEL RATIO 16,90 < PROCESS GAS FLOWRATE 35200 L.B PER HOUR STEAM TO CARBON RATIO 3.00 
...... THEORETICAL FLAME TEMPERATURE~, 2230.0 OEG K 0 
~ .. . DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE FLUE GAS TEMP REFRACTORY TEMP TUSE SKIN TEMP PROCESS GAS TEMP 0.0 1·0212. +3 9.676510 +2 6.2562. +2 3.99 00. +2 ~ ~ 1 • 1 1·0415. +3 9.916710 +2 6.6657, +2 4.54 4 1" ... 2 ~ 2. 1 1.1064, +3 9.9696., +2 7.0e46, +2 5.0505 10 +2 .... :t: :t 3.2 1·1707 • ... 3 1.002610 +3 7.4240. +2 5.51°1. +2 
.:b ~ 4.2 1.2155, +3 1.0066. +3 1.1169. +2 5.92 3 1", ... 2 <:' 5.3 1.234210 ... 3 1.006310 +3 1.9695. +2 6.29 0 110 1'2 
"" 
6.4 1,2249. +3 1.0063, +3 6.1452. +2 6.6082. +2 '1) i 7.4 1·1669., +3 1.0011. +3 8.2607, +2 6.8762. ... 2 ~' .... 6.5 1.1167., +3 9.9352, +2 6.3649. +2 7.09 9 9 111 +2 () ~ 9.5 1·0720, +3 9.636110 +2 6.4260. 1'2 7.27 8 1111 +2 bI 10.6 1.0449., +3 9.7356. +Z 6.436h +2 7.41 6 0. +2 CIt ~ 1 1 • 7 1.0Z52. +3 9.6365. +2 6.4540. +2 7.51 9 5 11 +2 
-a ... lZ.7 1·008610 +3 9.5435. +Z 6,4361. +2 1.59 4 1111 +Z ~ 13.8 9.9426. +2 9.4570, +2 6.42711 +2 7.6464. .2 f' 14.8 9.6115., +~ 9.3166, +~ 6.4150, +2 7'.6600. +2 ~ ;g 15.9 9. 69 16. +2 9.3030, +2 6.3620. +2 7,6967. +2 17.0 9. 58 19. +2 9.2351. +2 6.3527. +2 7,70 6 1 .... 2 ~ I~ 16~0 9.4814, +Z 9.173Z. +2 6.3247. +2 7,7056., +2 ~ 19. 1 9.3696, +2 9.1172., +2 6.2966, +2 7.6973. +2 :-..1 ~ 20.1 9.3062. +2 9.0673. +2 6.2624. +2 7.6633, +2 21.2 9.2309., +2 9.0236. +2 6.2164., +2 7.6669. +2 
" ~ 22.3 9·1637. +2 6.9664. +2 6.1904, +2 7.64 9 1. +2 23.3 9·104910 +2 8.9556. +2 6.1762. +2 7.62 92, +2 ~ 24.4 9.054610 +2 6.9329, +2 6.1452. +2 7.6064. +2 ~ 25.4 9·0136. +2 8.9176 ..... 2 6.133h +2 7.58 66. +2 8 26.5 6.9625. +2 6.9112, +2 6.1160. +2 7.5706" +2 ('0 
.J:' DISTANCE DOWN FURNACE NET VERT I CAL FLUX- FLUX TO TUBES ~ 0.0 5.9605 .. "6 1.70046. +4 ~ 1 t 1 ",2.116311 +3 1.6106, +04 
"1 2.1 ",3.326211 "'3 •• 5211. +4 3.2 
..,3.165011 ... ~ 1.4406, +4 4.2 ;'1.765511 +3 1.3562, +4 ~ 5,3 3.745310 +2 1.2566, +4 6.4 2.7609~ +3 1.1635. +4 ~ 7.4 4.776910 +3 1.0591, +4 X 6.5 5,6452"" +3 9.6152 •• 3 9.5 5.6646. +3 6.6004, +3 10.6 5.563710 +3 7.8083, +3 ~ 11.7 5,1654. "'3 7.0376, +3 \) 12.7 4,7648, +3 6. 4(~64. +3 11 13.6 4,3606. +3 5.9659. +3 ...... 14.6 4,017610 +3 5.504610 +3 C' 15.9 3,6690. ...3 5,1979, +3 ~ 17.0 3,32761D +3 4.9172. +3 16.0 2,9932. +3 4.6730. +3 19. 1 2.661610 +3 4.469410 +3 Jl 20.1 2,3263" +3 4.3353. "'3 
f\) 21.2 1,9614. ...3 4.2672. +3 22.3 1,6220111 +3 4.2017. "'3 23,3 1.2524. "'3 4.0812. +3 ~ 24.4 6,6225., +2 4.1034, +3 ~ 25.4 4,4765_ +2 4.0724, +3 ~ 26,5 ",,2,980210 .. 6 4.1146. +3 
'" 0 
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